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Seen&Heard
Around
Murrely_
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This was the scene yesterday afternoon on the court
Square during the Veterans Day program which followed
the parade. Groups shown in the picture are (loft to right)
the Silver Stars from Murray State, The Calloway County
Heard a good song on the radio
this -morning "I'm Looking
Over a Four-leaf Clover, that I
Overlooked Before", Yeah, we
know that's a 1942 song.
Hugh Downs made a remark
yesterday morning on the To-
day Show that we thought was
uncalled for and indicates the
liberal thinking of the TV net-
works. A news report was given
of a memorial service for sev-
en graduates of' a turn 5etozy1
who were killed In Viet Nam.
-.
as a moving service and the
ident of the senior class
read the names of the seven
killed. Hugh Downs comment-
ed on this and said he wonder-
ed why people criticized the
reading of the names of war
dead on moratorium day. We
can tell you Mr. Downs. The
difference is in the manner
that it is accomplished, and the
motives behind it. In the high
school service the men were
memorialized and their act of
supreme sacrifice was appre-
ciated. This service gave no
comfort to the enemy. Hanoi
could get no lift from the read
tog of these seven names. Read-
ing of names on moratorium
day gives a great boost to Ha-
noi. They even key thrusts to
the day and publicly give cred-
it to this movement as one rea-
son for the dilly-dallying over
the peace table hoping for a
division in America. We gave
Mr. Downs more credit for bet
ter reasoning Ulm he indicat-
ed. It is not what is used, but
how it is used that counts. The
name of the Lord can be utter-
ed in reverence, or in blasphe-
ny. One reading of names cre-
ates a feeling of patriotism,
while another a lack of support
for the- government.
Sitting there in front of the
witidow early yesterday morn-
ing watching the leaves filter
down in rpasms and a pair of
Blue Birds came into our line
of vision. Their backs were blue
as the sky and underneath they
were nearly orange. They left
the scene and two more came
by. Most of them go south for
the winter.
Fellow says horses have more
sense than people. If twenty
horses run, a huge crowd of
people is on hand to watch.
But, if twenty people run,
there's not a horse in the
iowd.
led to do any memorizing
IContInuod on Page 16)
ON TELETHON
The Gospel-Aires Quartet is
scheduled to appear on the
Channel 6, WPSD-TV, Padu-
cah Telethon for crippled chil-
dren, on Sunday morning, Nov-
ember 16, between the hours of
3:30 and 8.00 o'clock. The
quartet is composed of Mrs.
;ail Morris, pianist, Gaylon H
Morris. and Bro. Warren Sykes,
all of Puryear. Tenn and Carol
Ind Ruth Ann Barrow of
Hazel. Ky. -
Firefighters' Wives
Form Organization
The wives of the Murray fire-
fightera_held a meeting on Octo-
ber 20 and formed a new or
ganization that will be known
as the Murray Firetts.
The purpose of the organ-
ization is to aid the advance-
ment of firefighters, to pro-
mote friendship between the
wives and to support the com-
munity.
. Officers elected at the meet-
ing were: Mrs. Lily Boren, pre-
sident; Mrs. Mary Carter, vice
paiwatAoaS; Mae. Esabaatars.
land, secretary-treasurer; and
Mrs. Charlotte Albritten, pub-
licity chairman
Group captains named at the
meeting were Mrs. Kathleen
Cain, Mrs. Dorothy Pridemore,
Brenda Newberry and Kyoko
Cooper.
The Firetts will meet every
third Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. and
the next meeting is scheduled
for November 18. All wives cf
firefighters are invited to at-
tend.
Calloway At
Speech Meet
Fourteen members of the Cal
loway County High School
Speech Club attended a Speech
and Debate tournament at Trigg
County High School last Setae
day.
Ellen Wesson received a sup-
erior 'tasting and a 3rd place
overall rating for the tourna-
ment in Humorous Interpreta-
tion.
Detta Morris received a sup-
erior rating in 'Original Ora-
tory.
Robin Roney also received a
superior rating in Dramatic In-
terpretation.
Those receiving excellent rat-
ings were: Jeanne Jarrett --
Analysis of a public address;
Reta Robinson - Analysis of a
public address; Laura Sills -
Original oratory; Dwayne Fulk-
erson - Extemperaneous speak-
ing.
In debate, Betsy Riley and
Mike Moody won two out of
three rounds of debate and
Barbara Brittain and Mike Bur-
chett won one of three rounds
of debate.
Kathy Stubblefield also at-
tended as a judge.
Miss Czrol Hookins and Lar-
ry Dunn were the sponsors.
TREATED AT HOSPITAL
Gena Herndon of Farmington
Route One, age fourteen
months, was treated at the e n-
ergency room of the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital o n
Tuesday. She had a laceration
to the upper lip and the ,right
side of her face was swollen.
according to the hospital of-
ficials. She was injured in a
car accident.
FREE PUPPIES
Two female puppies, seven
weeks old, are free to someone
for pets. If interested call 753,
7786
Parade On
TueidaY
Big Success
• r• . . • „ 10111.
t‘ • 4
4
High School Band, the Color Guard and troops from Fort
Campbell. In the foreground is the weaker's stand behind
which are sitting the Gold Star Mothers.
(Staff Phoe Gene McCutcheon)
American Legion Post 73 pre-
sented a parade yesterday, Vet-
erans Day, honoring the dead
af American wars. Roy Folsom
headed a Committee to organize
and put on the parade.
Beginning at the city park,,
- Dangle- =ached the court',
square by way of Main Street,
circled the square and stopped
on the south and west sides of
the square. Included in the line
cf marchers were troops from
Fort Campbell, ROTC Rangers,
and other ROTC troops, the
Silver Stars from Murray State,
and the Calloway County High
School Band. The State Com-
mander of the American Leg-
ion, Harold Fann, was in the
parade as well as a number of
Gold Star Mothers.
Post Commander Raymond
Jones presided at the ceremony
on the court square which in-
cluded the rendition of the Star
Spangled Banner by the Callo-
way County High School Band,
a prayer hy Post Chaplain Hen-
ry McKenzie, and short talks
by the State Commander and
the First District president of.
the Legion Auxiliary, Mrs.
Cortis of Bardwell.
Mr. Fann lauded the efforts
of American armed forces in
preserving the peace and paid
tribute to those who had lost
their lives in this effort. "We
continue to fight for freedom,"
he continued.
Mr. Fann said that although
USA stands for United States of
America, he said that today it
might stand for "Unity and Ser-
vice for America".
The short ceremony was con-
cluded with the playing of taps
by a bugler.
The parade yesterday w a s
deemed the most successful
thus far and Jones thanked all
those participating. Several
Army vehicles from Fort Camp-
bell were included in the pa-
rade with two large vehicles
not being used because of the
shortage of parking space in
the court square area.
A large number of persons
were on the square to view the
parade wnich not only honored
the war dead but also indicated
support for America and its
cause.
Former Calloway
Countian Succumbs
Mr. and Mrs. Madison Stub-
blefield of New Concord left for
North Carolina Sunday to at
tend the funeral of his siste ,
the former Amy Toltec
blefield.
s. •
The deceased was 63 ye
of age and was the daughter of
• a former Murray policeman, the
late Calvin Stubblefield.
No other details concerning
the death and funeral were
available.
F' t: Grade. TI3
Tests Conazleted__
First grade students in the
Calloway County_ actools have
completed their T. B. Skin Test
program. These tests were ad-
ministered by Mrs Laura Alex-
ander R.N. and Mr. Ted Green-
on from T. B. Control, Frank-
fort, Ky. and the School Nurse.
to the spring of 1969 all stu-
dents of the county and school
personnel received this test.
These tests were administer-
ed with a "jet-pod" machine
which has been perfected by
UN, U. S. Navy.
PAEOC Meeting Is
Planned On Tuesday
The Purchase Area Economic
Opportunity Council is in the
process of electing a county
delegate board consisting of
families whose income is $3,000
per year or less.
An election meeting will be
held Tuesday, November 18, at
seven p.m. at the Community
Building on North 2nd Sireet.
Everyone in this category is
urged to be present. We must
have this board in order for a
PAEOC to operate properly, ac-
cording to Mrs. Clara Bramley,
rommunity developer.
Miss Parker
Dies Tuesday
Miss Louisa Parker of 901
Poplar Street, Murray, succumb.
ed Tuesday at seven p. in. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She vas 73 years of age and
was the daughter of the late
J. H. Parker and Charity Mach-
aux Parker. She was born Feb-
ruary 6, 1897.
Miss Parker was a retired
school teacher and a member of
the Seventh and Poiplar Church
of Christ.
Survivors are five sisters,
Mrs. Arthur Like and Mrs. El-
len Hodges of Hazel, Mrs. R.
L. White of Irvine, Mrs. Bee-
man Hill of Murray, and Mrs.
Robert Clark of Mayfie/d; three
brothers, Wylie Parker of Kar-
riae, Ill., Joshua Parker of Mur-
ray Route One, and Albert
Parker of Murray.
Funeral services will be held
Thuneday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. Bill
Threet and Bro. Floyd Dethroa
officiating.
Interment will be in the Hicks
Cemetery with the arrange-
ments by the Max H. Churchill
Funeral Home where friends
may call.
ACE TO MEET
The Calloway County ACE
will meet Monday, November
17, at Murray University School
at 6:00 p.m. An interesting pro-
gram has been planned, accord•
ing to a spokesman for the
group, and membership will be
taken at the meeting. Anyone
who plans to become a mcm•
ber and is unable to attend
should send their dues.
Cal Luther
SPeaks To
Lions Club
Cal Luther, MSU Athletic
Director and Head Basketball
Coach. was the guest speaker at
the regular Tuesday night meet-
ing of the Murray Lions Club.
Luther was introduced by Lion
&Bert Hendon.
The .4111artay State Baseball
&&:!‘ gave a preview of what
to expect from this year's team
which he described as a good
team, but smaller, not having
as much depth, and facing a
tougher schedule than last sea
son's conference champions. In
addition the current Racers will
play two less games at home
and face such perrenial pow-
ers on the road as Kansas, Set-
on Hall, Canisius, Bradley and
Butler.
Coach Luther pointed to the
national rating already being
given to Western by some pub-
lications to rank as high as
14th, as being indicative that
the Hilltoppers will most pro-
bably be the pick for OVC
champs. He also regarded East-
ern, East Tennessee, and Mur-
ray as strong contenders.
Lion Cubs Donald Baker, A.
R. Hatcher, Richard Mallard,
and John Thompson were re-
cognized as new members bring-
ing the total membership of the
Murray Club to 103. Aaron Mc-
Connell was a guest of Lion
Joe Pat James. and Jay Ray
burn, president of ATO frater-
nity was a guest of the club.
The ATO's assisted the Murray
Lions in their light bulb sate
which has brought receipts of
approximately $2700.
The Lions Club radio auction
has been scheduled for Decem-
ber 9th and 10th with the pro-
ceeds to be used for play-
ground equipment according to
project chairman Bill Pinkaton.
Telethon Number
The Murray Lions Club has
been fortunate to aTain obtain
the services of Mrs. Odelle
Vance for the receiving o f
pledges to the Paducah Lions
Telethon on .Saturday night and
Sunday morning, November 15
and 16. This announcement was
wade by Z. C. Enix, president
of the Murray Club.
All calls to place pledges in 
the Murray area should be made
to Mrs. Odelle Vance, 753-4598
The Kappa Delta Sorority has
made plans to conduct a road
block.
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
The first successful U S.
earth satellite, Explorer I, was
iaunched by the Army Jan. 31.
1958 from Cape Canaveral.
FIVE CITED
Five persons were cited by
the Murray Police Department
on Tuesday. They were two for
disorderly conduct, one for driv-
ing while intoxicated and no
operator's license, one for reck-
less driving, vet one for driving
on rt license.
ALL SYSTEMS GO FOR
MOON LAUNCH FRIDAY
Shriners At
Ceremonial
On Saturday
A group of Murray Shriners
In d their wives attended the
Rizpahs Fall Ceremonial on Sat-
urday, November 8, at Madison-
ville.
The ladies
at a luncheon
go followed.
The parade was held at 2:30
p.m with the following clowns
of Rizpah Temple taking part:
Jack Blackwell, Milton Jones,
Sgt. Claude Welch, Freed Co-
them, Don Robinson, Norman
Klapp, Bill Moffett, Sgt. Frank
Gibson, Bruce Wilson, Troy
Sheppard, Joe Dean Watkins,
Fedsel Beale, Louis Collins,
Boone Hendrickson, William
Collins, and Richard Price.
Following the parade mern-
_ hers of the Murray-Calloway
"-County Shrine Club and their
wives were guests for a social
at the home of Dundee Fulford,
past potentate. •
Those from Murray attending
the Shrine festivities were Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Blackwell, Mr.
and Mrs. Milton Jones, Sgt. and
Mrs. Claude Welch, Mr. and
Mrs. Freed Cotham, Mr. and
Mrs. Don Robinson and son,
Larry, Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Klapp, Mr. and Mrs. John L
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
M. Baker, Sgt. and Mrs. Frank
Gibson of Blytheville, Ark., Mr
laid /era. lattnam Moffett, Mr.
and Mrs. Otis Hatcher of Bowl-
ing Green, Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
Wilson of Fulton, Mr. and Mrs.
James Perkins and son, Johnny,
of Louisville, Mr. and Mrs. Troy
Sheppard, Mr. and Mrs. Wood-
row Dunn, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Dean Watkins, Mr. and Mrs.
Edsel Beale, Mr. and Mrs. Boone
Hendrickson, Mr. and Mrs. Ir-
vin Carpenter, Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Page, Mr. and Mrs. Lou-
is Collins, and Mr. and Mrs.
Williams, all of Benton, and
Richard Price of Barlow.
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Wil-
liams were special guests at
the.. invitation of the past po
:entate.
The entire group were over-
night guests at the Holiday
Inn, Madisonville, and enjoyed
the regular fellowship break-
fast Sunday morning. Richard
Price entertained with magic
tricks.
Others from Murray attend-
ing the Moslem Shrine Feast at
6:30 p.m. on Saturday were Mr
and Mrs. Guthrie Churchill,
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Robbins, Mr.
and Mrs. Perry Hendon, Mr
and Mrs. Joe Rains, Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Dill, Dan Roberts,
Carl Stout, Clyde Roberts, Paul
Wilson, Lester Donelson,
Charles Starks, and Wylie Tren
holm.
were entertained
at 11:30 and bin-
YOU CAN HELP OTHERS
A few hours each week de-
yoted to helping others brings
the Red Crass Volunteer a deep
sense of satisfaction. She knows
that her time really counts, that
;he is doing something worth-
while. If you have been think-
ing about joining those who
are already proudly wearing the
Volunteer uniform come to the
introductory session at the
Chapter Office Monday, Nov-
ember 17, at 2:30 p.m.
Field Trial Crew Relaxes
Will Be Held And Reviews
Plans TodayThe Calloway County Field
Trial Club will hold a bird dog
field trial at the Land Between
The Lakes field trial area Nov.
15.
The trial will be open to the
public for twenty four dogs. U
handlers have more than one
dog to run enter on dog, and
place the others on a waiting
List
Trophies will be given to the
four' top dogs.
The entry fee will be $5.00
per.dog Handlers are request-
ed to make arrangement for
their own horse to handle from.
Anyone interestedInay call
Charles McReynolds V753-6635.
Spectators are cordially4inatited.
The, club will aiso sponsor a
shoot to kill trial on Thanks-
giving_ afteancson here in.. the 
county. The place will be an-
nounced later.
Hazel Woman's Club
Meets On Thursday
The Hazel Woman's Club will
meet Thursday, November 13,
at seven p.m. at the club room.
Dr. Ken Harrell of the history
department or teritty- -3rdTt
University will speak on "World
Hunger In Africa".
Hostess will be Mrs. Danny
Outland.
WEATHER REPORT
UnI1441 Press Intereational
West Kentucky - Partly
cloudy and cooler today. Con-
siderable cloudiness and cooler
tonight and Thursday. High to-
day in upper 50s to lower 60s,
low tonight in upper 343s to
lower 40s, high Thursday main-
ly in the 50s. Winds northwest
8-14 miles per hour, becoming
easterly 6-10 miles per hour
Late tonight. Friday consider-
able cloudiness and cold.
* "Ig
Kentucky Lake: 7 a. m. 354.4.
stationary; Below dam 301.9, up
0.1, no gates open.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.4
stationary; Below dam 302.8
down 0.1.
Sunrise 6:32; sunset 4:49.
Moon sets 6:40 p. in.
4X it 41
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
Kentucky: Thursday through
Monday - Temperatures are ex-
pected to average 6 to 10 de-
grees below normals with con-
tinued cool trend over the
weekend and into early next
week. Kentucky normal highs
51 to 58. Normal lows 32 to
38.
Precipitation is expected
tital less than one quarter inch
occurring at beginning of the
period or about Thursday and
early Friday.
S.
This 1161 Buick LeSabre was d.monsh.d when It
struck a tree on Spruce Street yesterday. -tarries CassIty,
the driver of the car, wits (-herbed with driving on a re-
voked Meese (Rtiff Photo by Mike Holton)
By AL ROSSITER Jr.
UPI Space Writer
CAPE KENNEDY (lin - With
everything going "great" for
launch Friday, Apollo 12's astro-
nauts relaxed at their quarters
ALL ABOUT APOLLO 12
If you want all the informat-
ion on Apollo 12, the Ledger
and Times today has two full
pages (pages 12 and 13) which
gives not only the informat-
ion on the historic Friday moon
shot, but also some of the back-
ground for the entire space con-
quest by the nations of the
world. Turn to pages 12 and 13
for the latest information, maps,
diagrams and history of event'
leading up to the moon ven-
tures.
reViewed- -plans for
the nation's second moon land-
ing iniasion.
The 11:22 a. m. EST blastoff
is just two days away, and
Charles "Pete" Conrad, Rich-
ard F. Gordon and Alan L. Bean
are ready.
The three pilots hoped to take
advantage of the unusually smo-
oth launch preparations and
(Continued on Page 16)
Oaks Ladies
Plan Golf
Tournament
The ladies of the Oaks Coun-
try Club will have a nine hole
Snowball Tournament on Satur-
day. November 15. There is no
entry fee, but each person play-
ing golf is asked to bring a
wrapped white elephant gift.
Play will begin directly after
a potluck luncheon to be serv-
ed at 12 noon. All ladies are
urged to come to the luncheon
and bring a dish of their choice.
Bridge and a social hour will
be held for those who do not
play golf.
The pairings are as follows:
Sandra Edwards, Sue Morris,
Molly Jones, and Toopie Tho-
mas.
Bobbie Buchanan, Mable Rog-
ers, Laura Parker, and Mary
Alice Smith.
Jerri Andersen, Grace James,
Kathryn Outland, and Doris
Rose.
Kathryn Garrott, Sue Mc
Dougal, Maxa Read, and Nell
Tackett.
Sadie Ragsdale, Janice Stub-
blefield, Essie Caldwell, a n d
Virginia Jones.
Betty Thompson, Margaret
Tidwell, Murrelle Walker, and
Marie Weaver.
Beverly Spann, Edith Garri-
son, Betty Powell, and A n n
Thompson.
Ann Cole, Ellie Keen, Mar-
ilyn Adkins, and Linda Adams.
Polly Seale, Fay Forbus, Ada
Sue Roberts, and Eleanor D'.
Angelo.
Jeannie Crittenden, Sue
Steele Myrtle Mae Grogan, and
Bernice Wallen.
Lily Johnson, Kay Ray, Vir
ginia Morgan, and Cheryle Dai-
ley.
Geneva Giles, Ellen Jones,
and Carolyn Lane
Any person not included in
the lineup who would like to
play or if listed and unable to
play, call Masa Read 753-5178,
Doris Rose 753-3690, or Grace
ames 753-3416.
GUN STOLEN
Mike Lassiter of 207 South
12th Street reported to the
Murray Police Department
Tueafay at 10:10 p. m. that a
.44 caliber Spanish type gun.
no brand. just antique, and with
home made grips, was stolen
from the seat of his 1969 Dee
sun parked behind Crazy, Horse
Retards on North 15th Street
•-•
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Strategic Air Command B-47 and B-52 jet bombers will begin
flying low level missions over Murray within the next few weeks.
Den 2 of Cub Scout Pack 90, Mrs. Eugene Russell, leader,
went on a hike this week.
The Music Club composed of the fifth and sixth grade piano
pupils of Miss Lillian Wafters met at the home of Miss Ann
Grifftn with Miss Kay Pinkley as co-hostess.
"The Three Stooges" and "Chase Me Charlie" are showing at
the Varsity Theatre.
20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER TIMES FILE
A "Foresty Progress Celebration" will be held in Murray
December 3 at 1:30 p.m. in the auditorium and on the campus
of Murray State College.
Services far L. L. Farley, age 71, who died this morning will
be held November 14 at the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home,
New Concord beat Hazel 46-41 and Hardin beat Alino 33 to 27
In basketball last night.
Mn. and Mrs. Melvin Young of Allan Route One are the parents
of a baby girl born at the Murray Hospital.
Bible Thought for Today
The Lord is in his holy temple Let all the earth keep silence
before him. —1:102/auk 2:20.
-Goa sinaks t those who take 'Arlie to listen. Listen!
4-H Work Rates Top Awards,
Motivates Career Interests
Mew Collins Tucker
Three state 4-H award win-
ners from northern Ken-
tucky have won expense-paid
trips to Chicago to attend
the post-Thanksgiving Na-
tional 4-H Congress, Nov. 30-
Dec. 4. Another state winner
from the area received a $50
U.S. savings bond.
They were selected by the
Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice which directs 4-H work.
All-around work on 13
projects related to farm life
during his nine years of 4-H
won a trip for Paul Lynn
Tucker, 18, of Sadieville,
Harrison County. He was
judged 1969 state winner in
the agricultural program.
This program is sponsored
by International Harvester
Company which also gives
six national $600 scholarship
prizes.
Tucker summarizes his 4-H
experience this way:
"Since 1961, I have learned
how to preserve insects, raise
vegetables, care for farm
machinery, keep ge lawn
green and level, feed and
care for cattle, swine and
horses, raise tobacco, corn
and hay, do farm jobs, and
use electricity for my bene-
fit
The son of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Tucker, he is a fresh-
man at the University of
Kentucky where he is major-
ing in veterinary medicine.
Joyce Kay Collins, 16, of
Augusta in Bracken County.
won a trip with her home
improvement work. Her par-
ents are Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Collins. She is a high school
senior.
She bases her hopes to be-
come a home economics
teacher partly upon what she
has learned in seven years of
4-H work.
Her family lost their borne
in the April tornado which
hit Augusta. She helped plan
color schemes and draperies
for a new home. Her room
unit featuring antique maple
won the state championship
this year.
She enjoys renovating old
furniture, she says.
Her trip sponsor is The
S&H Foundation, Inc. which
offers six national $600
scholarships.
Keiron Dowtkat
An avid interest in photog-
raphy and an unusual cam-
era talent won for Steve
Douthat, 18, of Alexandria,
the top state 4-H honors in
photography and a Chicago
trip from Eastman Kodak
Company. He has a chance
to compete for one of the
firm's six 4-H national $800
scholarships.
A Campbell County high
school senior, he is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Louis S.
Douthat.
Douthat, who has com-
pleted 19 projects in eight
years, says, "I have learned
to relate my 4-H projects to
each other and to my other
activities.
"Through entomology, I
got started taking pictures
of insects, now the most sat-
isfying part of my photog-
raphy projects."
Ralph Ketron, 18, of Mel-
bourne, Campbell County,
won the state 4-H award in
veterinary science, a $50 US.
savings bond.
One of three children of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ketron,
the high school graduate
plans a career as a veterin-
arian. He has started at the
University of Kentucky in
the honors program under a
four-year 1' S Army scholar-
ship.
Ketron's award was do-
nated by The Upjohn Com-
pany.
New Star
Is Rising
In Parks
When the Midwest Travel Writ-
ers Association met recently at
Kadscky's Late Cumberland
Mile Resort Park, they were
lilaeied by Parks Commission-
er Robert E. Gable. He desert!).
ed Lake Barkley State Resort,
which is just off US-68 near
Cadiz, Ky. and is now nearing
completion.
Everything about this extra,-
agadlly luxurious vacation resort
calls kir superlatives. It occu-
pies a 3,160-acre scenic promon-
tory across Lake Barkley from
the vast federal playground, Land
, Between the Lakes.
With the total price tag of ar-
ound $13 million it is be tar Ken-
tucky's most costly investment
in vacation land. The outlay for
the lodge alone is around $5
12 million.
There are 124 overnight units
In the lodge, including four lux-
urious three-room suites. At ar-
ound $45,000 per unit, these are
the most costly public accomo-
dations ever built in Kentucky.
Not only is Barkley lodge Ken-
tucky's most costly, it is prob-
ably America's most spectacular
concept in this field of architeo.
ture. The main building that hous-
es the lobby; dining room and oth-
er central functions, is flanked
by the wide, sweeping curves of
the motel units. Altogether they
form a breathtaking semi-circle
facing the lake.
Advanced design that combines
efficient function with grace and
beauty is everywhere apparent
In this resort. The bright, beau-
tiful dining room seats arciund
300 people and its great vaulted
ceiling looks high enough for
that daring young man to perform
with the greatest of ease.
The floor of this huge dining
room (almost 9,300 sç ft.) is
covered with carpet of a spec-
tacular plaid design.
The architect who designed
this breathtaking group of build-
ings is the world renowed Ed-
ward Durrell Stone. He is re.
sponsible for American emta-
ssies and other buildings all
over the globe, His Kentucky
designs include the famous City
Hall in Paducah and now-build-
ing CagAtal VIVO! In reanklort.
Completely equipped vacation
, cottages and a modern camping
area will round out the faciliti-
es for overnight guests. There
will be two golf courses in the
park, a nine hole, par 3 and a
conventional 18 hole course.
A coffee shop, gift shop, swi-
mming and wading pools, boat
launches, marina, riding stable,
playground, hiking trails and
much more will be standard equ-
ipment at Lake Barkley State
Resort Park.
Commissioner Gable says he
hopes to have the lodge and most
of the park's other features open
on March 1, 1970. Central Reser-
vations at Frankfort hopes to be
able to make reservations start-
ing in January, The Central Re.
servations address is 593 Last
Mal; Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Pho-
ne 502-223-2326. Toll-free calls
may be made from Cincinnati,
261-2643; Lexington, Ky.. 252-
4913 and Louisville, 523-9796.
Wall Street
Chatter
NEW YORK (UPI)— By tak-
ing President Nixon's Vietnam
speech in stride last week, the
stock market "gave convincing
proof that it is fundamentally
healthy," Standard la Poor's
says. While progress is not
likely to be uninterrupted, the
firm says, "the investor is
justified in continuing to
purchase attractively pr iced
stocks."
---
The market lacks the volume
needed to support an extended
advance, according to E. F.
Hutton Si Co. In mid-October it
was advancing on daily volume
of more than 15 million shares
and now it is trying to do so on
12 million shares. In the
absence of any major news
development, a market which
will not move too far in either
direction but will offer maw
trading opportunities seems
more likely over the near term,
the firm says,
---
Alexander Hamilton -Institute
sees signs of vigor in the
market's strength after Pres.' studied for grand opera in her
ideut Nixon's Vietnam speech:
The "hefty margin" last-week
of new prici highs over new
lows the new buying mood of
Institutions and foreign inves-
tors, and the increase in
volume on rallies. The firm
thinks a critical sell-off in the
near future is unlikely.
---
There are certain periods of
the year which favor specula-
tive revivals because of a
drying uP of previous built-in
selling inducements, Gou/d's
Position says, Year-end rallies
almost invariable commence
after "chronically nervots ana-
lysts" have had their sa) about
taking tax losses early to avoid
the rush, "and spring rallies
almost invariably commence
after income tax time," the
firm notes.
Girl Without a Country
ly LOUIS RERG
Written Especially for Central
Pre.ss a41111g This Newspaper
MIRELLA VINEY, a native
of Italy, has been sailing the
seven seas--anyway, three of
them for six years with never
a day at home, divorced from
land ties, and with no friends
or associations other than those
she makes aboard ship.
It would be a mistake, how-
ever. to feel sorry for Miss
Vuney, or to compare her with,
let's say, the skipper of the
Flying Dutchman, or the Man
Without a Country. She is nei-
ther expiating a sin, nor paying
the penalty of treasonable ut-
terance against her native land.
• • •
HER chronic voyaging is a
matter of choice. She is the
chanteuse who entertains pas-
sengers on the prize ships of
the Italian Line, and she enjoys
both her work and her life on
the bounding main, particularly
during the cruise voyages.
You meet a better class of
people on board ship, she says,
in defense of her detachment
from social life ashore. Not that
they are innately better, but the
mere fact that they are on holi-
day makes them gracious and
relaxed. The business tycoon
has no one to bellow at; the
harassed mother finds that the
ship has built-in baby-sitting
service; the irritable neurotic
feels the soothing effect of the
,>cean breezes, the demanding
soul finds himself waited-on
hand and foot. In consequence.
the better side of each person's
nature is given the opportunity
to flower.
• • s
MISS VINEY. herself, finds
life on a luxury liner almost
Utopian. Where on shore would
she enjoy such amenities, such
food, such quarters? What
temptation is there for her to
exchange them for the dubious
opportunities ashore?
Also, she likes to sing. She
native Turin, and in Rome,
where her parents now Iiyç
Circurnstances thrust her . hien
the field of popular music. She
was employed as secretary for
a firm engaged in the manufac-
ture of household appliances.
Her employer discovered that
she could sing, and used her
voice in his TV commercials,
and also.on"Shows that he spon-
ssreci,
Once a year the firm used to
-.arter a cruise- on an -Italian
'One steamship, mainly to en-
tectain business associates and
smisoyes, and in the natural
course of events, Miss Viney
sang for them. An offer from
the line followed, and in the
spirit of adventure, she accept-
ed. She has never regretted it.
There are, of course, some
negative aspects to her life at
sea--the main one being that
Minato waves "Welcome
aboard," from the deck
of a cruise ship.
she is rather at sea in her pri
vete life. "Meeting new people
always fascinates me, but some-
times one longs to see then
again." On occasions, she in
mildly saddened by her lack or
roots, of deep attachments.
• • •
MIRELLA'S work on the ex-
press runs of the Leonardo Dr
.Vinci, the Cristoforo Colombo
the Michelangelo and the Rat
faello, on all of which she has
worked, Is demanding — six
shows a day, since she performs
Arsallstbsee classes....
On the other hand, the cruises
are a sheer delight, since the
classes are merged, and she per-
forms only twice a day for two
concerts. Also the whole tempo
is more leisurely, and the scenes
more varied, since she shifts
from one cruise ship to another.
according to the schedules, and
from the Mediterranean to the
Caribbean.
- Miss Vines' sings in
-SWIM rntty r918---SWags —&L141senthyrergrAI ballads. What tyPes
do her passengers prefer' Sur-
prisingly, Hebrew and Italian
songs take precedence over the
English, probably because of
their novelty. The universal fa-
vorite seems to be a Hebrew
song called "Shalom." composed
for her by an Israeli song writ-
er from Haifa.
six Ian-
Convert Old U.S. Air Force Bases to
By NORMAN SKLAREWITZ
Written Especially for Central
Press and This Newspaper
LIKE MOST OF US. govern-
ments can't pass up a bargain.
That's why the U. S. has been
able to rid itself rather easily
of some expensive, but no long-
er needed, military air bases.
Under a Pentagon economy
drive, dozens of such Air Force
and Navy fields have been de-
clared surplus to Defense De-
partment needs and disposed of.
The federal government's
housekeeping agency, General
Services Administration, tries to
realize some cash return to the
taxpayers by selling parcels of
old bomber and fighter bases.
In this goal, however, it not
too successful.
Reason is that first crack at
the property goes to other fed-
eral and local governmental
agencies which are entitled to
pick it up free. A local com-
munity, for example, can get a
base's entire flight operations
area by promising to turn it
into a civilian airport. .• -
Most towns eagerly snap up
the great jet runways and han-
gers even though they have
little, if any, immediate use for
such massive aviation facilities.
• • •
WITH patience and consider-
able effort by local private in-
terests, some towns adjoining
bases out West have been able
to recover part of the income
lost when the military closed
up shop in their back yards.
Reno. Nev. is one.
Until declared surplus, Stead
Air Force Base, situated about
eight miles from Reno, was the
fifth largest town in the entire
state and a real money-maker
for the adjoining area. Some
600 civilians and 2.700 mill-
'tary men and women worked
there, spending as much as $14
million in and around Reno each
year
However, the 6,000-acre base
was closed down in June 1966
and'hy year's end, there was no
one left on it but a few care-
takers. In recent months. Stead
has come hack to life. More
than 600 people work there now
arid Olin H ('arter, assistant
Reno Airport manager, esti-
Capt. Francis Kennedy, an instructor, takes two JAL pilot
trainees on a pre-flight inspection of a Boeing 707 jet at the
termer United States Air Force Bose at Moses Lake, Wash.
mates industrial development
there will push total 1969
spending up to the military-era
level.
• • •
ON THE BASE now is Lear
Enterprises, Inc. who put out
$1.3 million in prepaid lease
payments and has an option to
buy about 2.000 acres of the
base. Owner Lear sees the day
soon when he'll employ maybe
3,000 perrions making his steam-
driven automobiles and work-.
ing in two metals plants al-
ready in operation.
Another major Stead money-
maker is ,Ag Aviation Co., a
commercial flying school that
has about 200 strident, in resi-
dence learning to fly helicopters
and conventional planes
The University of Nevada
picked up 450 acres free plus 25
!buildings which it's using for
an extension division, a center
for technical studies on agri-
cultural and a Desert Research
Institute. DRI even got some
computers thrown in when it
took over the military's con-
crete block Air Defense Center.
• • •
i*ONSIDERING that Stead
Air Force Base was estimated
to have cost the government
$31.2 million to develop, its
cash return has been quite
modest. Washoe County. for ex-
ample. paid $124,000 for the
base's 265-acre, nine-hole golf
cosese, and the Sierra Power
Co paid $203,000 for the base's
water and power grid systems.
The base chapel and adjoining
3 -acre lot brought $25,000
Civilian Use
WEDNESDAY -- NOVEMBER 1.. ts,y
ALMANAC
By United Press international
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 12,
the 316th day of 1969 viith 49 to
follow.
The moon is between its new
phase and first quarter.
The morning stars are
Mercury, Venus and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mars
and Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1920 Keuesaw Mountain
Landis was named the first
commissioner of baseball.
In 1925 Josef Stalin became
the undisputed dictator of the
Communist party in Russia
when Leon Trotsky was ex-
pelled.
In 1941 Nazi soldiers were
halted by the Russians at th
outskirts of Moscow.
In 1968 the Supreme Cour
ruled the Arkansas an
evolution law unconstitutional.
---
A thought for the day: Henrik
Ibsen said, "The spirit of truth
and the spirit of freedom
there are the pillars of
society."
BRAZIL'S newly named presi-
d,nt, Gen. Emilio Garrastazu
Medici, arrives at the presi-
dential palace in Rio dc
Janeiro. He replaces Arturo
da Costa a Silva, who suf-
fered a stroke.
Selection
- ---
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Uni-
versal's "Sweet Charity," starring
Shirley MacLaine, has been selec-
ted as an out-of-competition
Hollywood entry in this year's
Cannes Film Festival.
Pigeons have been living with
men since prehistolic da)-s.
Herschel discovered the I.
net Uranius in 1781.
r
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from a Reno Catholic congrega-
tion.
The $25 million Larson Air
Force Base at Moses Lake.,
Wash., once a Strategic Air
Command field and a major
economic asset to the sur-
rounding area, has also con-
verted to similar civilian uses.
The Port of Moses Lake took
over, without charge, 2,800
acres of the airfield, including
two giant SAC bomber runs
ways, and turned them into the
Grant County Airport. Big
Bend Community College got
300 acres of land and the build-
ings on it free.
The local hospital district
took over the 50-bed base hos-
pital; the county got the main
roads and electrical distribu-
tion system, and the city ab-
sorbed the water and sewerage
• . •
THE GOVERNMENT got
some cash for parts of the base,
however. Boeing Co. paid $1.6
million for a portion of the east
ramp including some big hang-
ers that it plans ,to turn into a
final delivery point for new
commercial jetliners.
The airport's major private
tenant isn't an American com-
pany at all. It's Japan Air
Llnes which has a three-year
contract to use the field for
pilot and flight crew training.
JAL now trains Boeing 727,
DC-8 and Convair 880 crews at
Moses Lake and soon will train
Boeing 747 Jumbo Jet crews
there. "JAL coming here was a
real shot in the are' for the
town, says Joseph Gavagan,
reality specialist with the
GSA's regional office in Au-
burn, Wash.
Japanese airline officials esti-
mate they'll spend about $2 mil-
lion at Moses Lake each year, of
which $140,000 goes to the Port
District for landing fees, an-
other $240.000 for staff living
accomodations at the base, and
$1.7 million for jet fuel.
The Moses Lake move, JAL
nays, permits it to centralize its
training in one uncongemted spot
Instead of splitting it up be-
tween Hilo, Hawaiis-sand
Francisco as it had been doing.
doing.
(13011Zir;
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Debusschere Paces Knicks To
116-103 Rout San Francisco
By United Press International
Once Dave DeBusschere
caught his breath at halftime,
there was no stopping the New
York Knicks.
DeBusschere, playing his first
game since suffering a broken
nose Sunday night against Los
Angeles, dumped 18 of his 24
points in the second half
Tuesday night to pace New
York to a 116-103 rout of San
()
Francisco. The triumph was the
Knicks' 10th straight, their 15th
in 16 games this season, and
helped them open a six-game
lead in the Eastern Division.
The win also completed a five
game road sweep for New York
which now returns home for
contests Thursday night against
Chicago and Saturday night
against Boston.
Other Games
In other NBA action Tuesday
night, Atlanta beat Philadel-
phia, 124-107 for the Hawks'
eighth straight victory, Mil-
waukee dumped Boston, 129-118,
Detroit downed Los Angeles,
110-102, and Chicago beat
Seattle, 106-100.
Lou Hudson, who tallied an
NBA high this season of 57
points on Monday night, came
back with 30 and teammate Joe
Caldwell added 27 more for
Atlanta as the Hawks upped
their record to 11-3 and moved
three and a half games in front
In the Western Division. Billy
Cunningham of the 76ers was
high scorer with 37 points.
Lew Alcindor of Milwaukee
PGA Club
Professional
Meet- Opens
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz, (UPI)-
A scattering of golfers who
once were well known on the
professional golf tour will in
more than ZOO other club pros by the Black Hawks late
Thursday in the opening round Tuesday, said from what he
of the second annual $50,000
PGA Club Professional chain-
pionshik here.
The 'Held 'bf 248 is so big the
first two rounds will be played
apver two courses, the Roadrun-
"her golf resort here and the San
Marcos Nountry Club at nearby
Chandler. The final two rounds
Saturday and Sunday will be
played on the Roadrunner
course as the field is cut to a
more workable '70 golfers.
The only golfers eligible for
the tourney are those club
professionals who do not play in
more than 12 PGA tour events
a year. That rule eliminated
last year's winner, Howell
Frazier, a 28-year-old New
Jersey resident who has be-
come a ftilltime tour player.
Top names in the tourney
include Bob Rusher, considered
by some as the favorite,
Tommy Bolt, Mike Souchalc,
Bill Collins, Jerry Steelsmith,
Al Besselink, Billy Martindale
and George Bayer.
Rosburg blew a four-foot putt
on the '72nd hole of the 1969
U.S. Open at Houston to miss
forcing winner Orville Moody
into a playoff for the title.
Rosburg won six tour titles
between 1954 and 1961, includ-
ing the 1959 PGA championship.
The event, carrying a first
prize of $8,000, is sponsored by
the Scottsdale Charros, a
branch of the Scottsdale
Chamber of Commerce.
poured in 28 points, 16 of them
from the foul line where he
missed only one charity toss, as
the Bucks handed the Celtics
their fourth straight defeat.
Flynn Robinson of the Bucks
was high scorer with 31 points
while John' Havlicek paced the
Celtics with 24.
Help Pistons Win
Reserves Terry Dischinger
and Jimmy Walker helped the
Pistons to their vrin over Los
Angeles which extended its
losing streak at home to four
games. Dischinger scored 10
straight Detroit points in the
third quarter after the Lakers
had tied the score at 73-73 and
Walker came off the bench in
the final period to tally seven
straight points after Los
Angeles had cut a 13 point
deficit to only three.
Eddie Miles led the Pistons
with 24 points while Jerry West,
who suffered a cut over his left
eye which required 10 stitches
to close, was high for the
Lakers vett' 24.
Chet Walker's 34 points paced
hicago to its triumph over the
uper Sonics as the Bulls
oved past San Francisco and
to second place in the West.
layer-coach Len Wilkens of
eattle led his club with 19
ints as Chicago beat Seattle
or the third straight time this
eason.
HULL MAY SION
MTH BLACEIAWKS
THE LEDGER 8,z TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUelii
Springfield And
Montreal Tie For
Lead In AHL
By Uaitea Press internatiouai
Bob Gorin of Springfield and
Judes Drouin of Montreal were
the key goal-scorers Tuesday
night as their respective teams
remained in a deadlock for first
place in the Eastern Division of
the American Hockey League.
Goring's third goal of the
game at 11:43 of the final
period broke a 6-6 tie and
sparked Springfield to an 8-6
victory over the Cleveland
Barons while Drouin notched
two goals in Montreal's 4-1
triumph over the Providence
Reds. Springfield and Montreal
lead the East with 19 points
apiece.
Bill Inglis added two goals
for Springfield while Mike
Corrigan, Noel Price and Gary
Croteau each scored once. Ken
Kelly netted two goals for
Cleveland.
Gene Ubriaco's goal at 10:55
of the first period gave
Providence a 1-0 lead but
Drouin and Lucien Grenier
scored in the second period and
the Voyagers put the game out
of reach in the third period on
goals by Paul Curtis and
Drouin.
REGISTER NOW!!
Free $100"
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Winner Receives
$200.00
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Christmas Club
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By ED SALISBURY
UPI Sports Writer
[IMAGO (1.1P1)- Bobby Hull
may ilia conditional papers
today permitting him to rejoin
the Chicago Black Hawks, but
it is unlikely that he will play
with the team for perhaps
another week.
General Manager Tommy
Ivan, in a statement released
and Coach Billy Reay have
seen of Hull's skating so far, he
1411 ...o0t 031:0,1)61.6 "this wek
end."
However, while attorneys for
both Hull and the Hawks tried
to iron out final details of the
conditional agreement, it was
clear that Hull and the club
have agreed in principle.
Some of the papers which
must be signed before Hull can
rejoin the team have been
presented for signature, but
others have not. Under the
agreement already reached,
Hull will sign when the papers
are on hand.
Ivan pointed out that Hull
still was covered by the four-
year contract, reportedly at
$100,000 a year, which he signed
last year, and that when he
returns to the ice, he will be
played under this agreement.
It was learned that one of the
major items of dispute has
concerned Hull's endorsements
of various products, for pay-
ment of fees and royalties.
Under the National Hockey
League standard contract, play-
ers cannot make such arrange..
meats without permission of
their team. Hull has not
obtained such permission.
It was understood that the
club did not intend to force Hull
to give up the endorsements,
and would grant post-facto
permission on the current
endorsements. But the club
demanded that he obtain
per mission for any future
ventures.
Another point at issue was
the penalty to be imposed on
Hull because of his holdout, in
which he already has missed 12
games, Should he return for the
weekend games, Saturday and
Sunday, he probably would lose
about $17,500, while the sum
would be larger should he not
return until after the next two
games.
ANDRETTI TO DRIVE
MODENA, Italy (UPI)- The
Ferrari Company said Monday
that Mario Andretti, 1969
Indianapolis 500 winner, will
drive the firm's Ferrari 512
next year in the Daytona Beach
29-hour endurance race and the
12-hour Sebring Classic.
TO SUCCEED MAUCH
Bison Holds
Number One
NEW YORK (UPI)-North
Dakota State, its Job done, now
begins the long wait.
The Bison finished their
season last Saturday with a
perfect 9-0 mark and received
an invitation to the Camellia
Bowl. They must now wait two
weeks to see if the No. 1
ranking among small colleges,
which - they received for the
eighth consecutive week today,
will blossom into the national
small college championship.
North Dakota State received
22 first place votes and 313
points from the 35-member
United Press International
Board of Coaches in the closest
balloting in more than a month.
The Bison will have to wait and
see if the two closest rivals-
'Montana and Delaware- can
mount enough of an offensive to
overtake North Dakota State.
Montana took second in the
balloting, with five first place
votes and 287 points after
winning its ninth game without
a loss Saturday. Delaware, 7-1,
with its only loss to major
college Villanova in the dying
moments, ranked third with
five first place votes and 241
points.
Colorado State College placed
fourth, followed by Akrog, New
Mexico Highlands, Aransas
State, Texas A&I, Tampa, and
Alcorn A&M.
Five coaches from each of
the seven geographical areas of
the nation comprise the UPI
ratings board. Each week they
select the top 10 teams in the
nation with points awarded on a
10-94-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 basis on vote
from first through 10th.
Sports Parade
By GENE W. HINTZ
UPI Sports Writer
GREENBAY, Wis. (UPI)-
The Green Bay Packers,
fighting for their lives midway
through a comeback season,
have come up starr-less for
some crucial games, and as a
result young Don Horn is
getting his first chance to prove
what he can do.
"He's shown a lot of poise,"
said coach Phil Bengtson. "I
would say he's the heir
apparent."
And, Bart Starr, whose sore
bicep muscle has held him to
only limited action in the past
two games concurs.
"I think Don Is going to boa
real fine quarterback," says
Starr. "He has lots of ability
and a lot of poise. He's coming
along just Line."
Horn has had his problems
since being picked by the
Packers in the first round of
the 1967 pro football draft.
Leads Aztecs
In college he had led the
Aztecs to acclaim as the
nation's top small college team
and in two years had completed
257 of 459 passes for 3,922 yards
and 40 touchdowns.
The first day of Packer
practice in 1967 Horn was
reminded that it sometimes
takes a learning period of three
or four years- and sometimes
more- to become a first flight
National Football League quar-
terback.
Horn did spend his first year
as a pupil behind Starr and
Zeke Bratkowski. Then, last
year when he was set to move
In as the No. 1 backup man to
Starr, Uncle Sam intervened.
Horn was called to active
duty with the Army and wasn't
released until one week before
the Packers' final game against
the Chicago Bears.
Fans Begin To Push
When Starr had some prob-
lems against the vaunted front
four of the Minnesota Vikings
and Los Angeles Rams, some
fans began to push for Horn to
take over.
He did, against Pittsburgh,
but not in the way he would
lave liked.
Then, last Sunday against
Baltimore, Starr opened, but
iidn't throw a pass in one
3eries and was shunted to the
sidelines as Horn took over and
was unable to get a drive
mounted in a 14-6 defeat.
'Maybe things would have
been different if we had been
able to work with Horn all
week," lamented tackle Forrest
Gregg. Then, be added, "None
of them made it right off. Not
Unitas, not Bart, not any of
them, It takes a while to learn
this business, and Don will
learn."
Stars Beat Dallas
In Overtime 120-117
By United Press International
The Los Angeles Stars looked
like champs on two counts
Tuesday night: By coming from
behind in overtime to win on
the road,
The Stars rallied from a six-
point deficit in overtime to beat
the Dallas Chaparrals, 120-117,
at Washington, D.C. WaereaLii
vis and Bob Warren led the
comeback by scoring five and
four points, respectively.
Davis' layup with a minute to
play put the Stars ahead, 119-
117. Davis finished with 20
points while Larry Miller had
18. Glen Combs led the Chaps
with 27.
The victory kept the Stars in
first place in the ABA's
estern Division with an 8-5
ecord. New Orleans is second
ith an 8-6 mark.
The Washington Caps, third
the West with a 7-6 slate,
dged out the New York Nets,
102-101, in the second game of
e doubleheader before a
rowd of 3,442. Warren Arm-
trong had 26 points and Frank
ard 19 for the Caps while
even Tart scored 31 for the
ets, who lost their fifth
traight game.
NEW YORK UPI - Tom Mc.
Kenna was named Tuesday to
succeed Gus Much as head tra-
iner of the world champion New
York, Aiets. Mauch, who retired
had been a major league trainer
since 1944
Rupp Is Still Searching
For Right c. ombo Of 'Guards
Coach Adolph Rupp, now at the
mid-way point of his pre-season
practice sessions, is still sear-
ching for the right combination
to replace guards Phil Argent°
and Mike Casey.
Argent° was graduated last
year and Casey sustained a badly
broken leg in an automobile acci-
dent last summer. Whether he
will play at all this year still
Is in doubt.
"The loss of these two men
probably took us from one of
the one-two-three teams in the
nation to just another ball club,"
Rupp observed dryly, looking
over his 15 white-shirted players
warming up before practice.
Rupp said that with the re-
turn of All-SEC players Mike
Pratt and Larry Steele he isn't
worried about the two forward
positions. Nor is he concerned
at center where All-America Dan
Lssel will again be stationed for
his last year in a Wildcat uni-
form.
"It's like football," Rupp said,
"It don't matter how many good
ends you have, without a good
quarterback, who's going to
throw the ball to them."
"That's our problem," headd-
ed, "telexed good guards our for-
ward men are going to suffer."
Rupp said that so far, Jim
Dinwidcile, a 6-4 junior, has sho-
wn the most promise of filling
one of the guard positions. On
„the,other handle said that-soph-
omore guard Stan Key has been
eratic "He's like a quarterback
who can throw well, it's just
a question of where," Rupp slid
Junior guard Terry Mills, who
started the first three games
last season, will perhaps be one
of Rupp's starting choices, "Mil-
ls should be an outstanding pro-
spect," Rupp noted, "The trout-
le is for a guy who was born
In the mountains he's not mean
enough."
SMALL COLLEGE
FOOTBALL RATINGS
NEW YORK (UPI)- The
United Press International top
20 small college football teams
with first place votes and won-
lost-tied records in parentheses,
(Eighth week).
Team Points
1. x-N.Dak. St. (22) (9-0) 313
2, Montana (5) (9-0) 287
3. 0elavrare (5) (7-1) 241
4. ol. St. Coll. (1) (8-0) 155
5. Akron (8-1) 151
6. N.M. Hinds 7-0-1) 147
7, Ark St. (6-1-1) 95
8. Texas AU (7-1) 86
-9. Tampa (6.1) 70
10. Alcorn A&M (6-0-1) 69
11. La. Tech (6-1) 65
12. East Tenn St. (7.0-1) 41
13. Western Car, (1) (8-0) 33
14. Tie x-Cncrdia Min. (9-0) 27
(Tie) Ablne Chris.(7-1) 27
16. Ind. (Pa„) (7.0.1) 22
17. Northern Ariz. (8-1) 21
18. N.E. Okla (1) (7-1) 19
19. S.W. Oklahoma 10
20. Troy State (7-1-1) 9
-Denotes completed season.
4 Others receiving five or more
}points: Adams State, Hawaii,
Florida A&M, North Carolina
Central, Southeast Missouri
State, St. John's (Minn.)
Central MichiJan.
Other prospects for the vacant
guard positions are senior Bill
Busey, junior Bob McGowan and
sophomore Ken Hollenbeck.
With the season's opener aga-
inst West Virginia just three
weeks away, Rupp still doesn't
know. "These guards we have
doesn't seem to make any diff-
erence," he said, "I could put
In any two of them and it does-
n't seem to matter."
Rupp, wto Is starting he iHth
season at the Wildcat Helm, ob-
served that both the 6-8 Issel
and 6-6 Steele have shown .reat
Improvement over last season.
"Pratt is about the same, but
he'll come around," Rupp said.
With his problems at guard,
Rupp said that it's possible his
club could lose all of the pre-
liminary games leading tal to
the first Seseeeceter n (-eider en.
ce contest with Mississippi in
early January.
ALMO DEFEATS FAXON
Alm° defeated Faxon in both
A team and B tc.m games Fri-
day nIght at Alma. The score
in the B team game was Almo
35, Faxcn 26 and in the A team
game The score was Almo 63,
Faxon 45.
Shelton was the high scorer
fce Atm° with 33 points.
Almo (6,3)-ftr.ss6, Shelton 33,
Miller 1, Wel:s 7, Cleaver 11.
Out:and I
Faxon (45)-Fisher 6, White-
head 23, Maness 2, Donelson
McDougal 5.
FIRST TEAM SELECTED
KANSAS CITY (UPI)- Top-
ranked North Dakota State was
the first team selected for an
NCAA College Division bowl
game this season when the
Bison were named to play in
the Camellia Bowl, Dec. 13 at
Sacramento, Calif.
RECEIVERS [LIST
DENVER (UP- Mike Haff-
ner and Billy Van Husen, a pair
of Denver Bronco wide re-
ceivers, will be lost to the team
for the rest of the season
because of knee injuries re-
ceived in Sunday's game with
the Oakland Raiders.
Haffner suffered torn carti-
lage ,and Van- Husen a severely
strained knee during the game.
VAN IMPE,S DECISION
P 11 ILA D EL PHIA (UP!)- The
decision was up to Ed Van
Impe today whether he wanted
to make an immediate appea-
rance in the Philadelphia
Flyers' lineup.
Van Impe, the team captain,
lost five teeth and had more
than 30 stitches taken after
being hit in the mouth with a
Mick during Sunday nezlit's
game with the Oakland Seals.
.kre-ftrrrncti'rtre
champion ever regained tiil
after lesing it
NASHVILLE, Tann., - FAMILIAR
POSE - Kentucky halfback Roger Gann
strikes a familiar pose in Saturday's clash
with Vandy as he is upended by the
Commodore's Les Lyle and Pat Toomey.
Vandy stunned the Wildcats 42-6, breezing
to a 35-0 halftime lead while holding
Kentucky to only three first half first
downs.
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Mrs. John Emerson
Program Leader
For Beta Sigma Phi
The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi met at the
Community Center on Ellis
Drive at seven-thirty o'clock in
the evening on Monday, Nov
ember 10, for its regular meet-
ing. The meeting was called to
order by the president, Mrs.
Willard Alls, after which the
opening ritual was repeated by
the members.
Mrs. John Emerson was in
charge of the program entitled,
'Personality and Relationship".
She gave a quiz on personality
traits and each person rated
herself
The roll call and minutes of
the last meeting were read by
the secretary, Mrs. John Rini
and the treasurer's report was
given by Suzanne McDougal.
The Social Committee Chair-
man, Mrs. Bob Hopkins, re-
ported on plans for the Christ-
mas Party and it was agreed to
have this on December 15 at
the home of Suzanne McDougal.
Mrs. Nolan Harvey, Ways and
Means Chairman, reported that
the annual Bake Sale will be
held on Wednesday, November
26 on the Court Square.
Service Chairman, Mrs. Isaac
Adams reported on her contact
with Western State Hospital
And plans were made to adopt
a particular ward and hold a
Christmas party for them some
time in December. She also re-
ported that personal items had
been brought by the members
to be distributed at the West
View Nursing Home for the No-
vember project. Work on Red
Cross Ditty Bags was also done
at this meeting to be seat to
overseas servicemen during the
month of January. It was also
stated that Halloween favors
were distributed at the Head-
m.art Halloween Program on
Friday, October 31.
Mrs. John Fritz will be trans-
ferring out of the chapter and
she was presented with a gift.
Refreshments of cookies and
cokes were served by the hos-
tesses, Mrs. Nolan Harvey and
Mrs. Robert Goodridge. Th e
meeting was adjourned with
the members repeating the clos-
ing ritual.
Those present were: Mesdam-
es Ed Thomas, Ellis Perry, La-
sac Adams, Willard Ails, John
Emerson, Wallace Ford, J
Fritz, Fred Gardner, Rohe
Goodridge, Nolan Harvey, John
Nina, Bob Hopkins, Bay Sims,
Ken _Alonso.% Dan Wall, and
Chef WITffar,-"VMsx• less liniels
McDougal and Miss Patricia
Wiggins.
• • • garlic, or onions to some of those fancy exotic fragrances
any day STINKY IN FORT WORTH
Officers Installed
At Foundational
Class Meeting
The Foundational Sunday
School Class of the First Bap-
tist Church met for a potluck
supper at the lovely home of
Mrs. Edgar Shirley on Monday
evening, November 10.
Mrs. Shirley is the teacher of
the class.
Mrs. Myrtle Wall presented
the devotion and conducted the
installation of the officers.
Officers installed were Mrs.
Rex Galloway, president; Mrs.
John Adams, vice-president;
Mrs. Ronald Boyd, secretary
treasurer; Mrs. Charles Thur-
man, assistant secretary-trea-
surer; Mrs. Patrick Estes, group
captain.
Mrs. Lawrence Philpot, also
a group captain, was unable to
attend.
Guests for the supper meet-
ing were Mrs. Wall and Mrs.
Bruce Thomas.
Hubby says wife
starts work too early!
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I have been married to Margie for seven
months, and there is one thing we argue about constantly.
Margie is the secretary for a bachelor, and he has asked her
to TELEPHONE him every morning at 7 o'clock to wake him
up! (He doesn't trust an alarm clock.]
I say that my wife isn't supposed to report for "work"
until 8:30 a. m. and her employer has no right to expect her
to call him at 7 a. m., as she is not "on duty" then
Margie says she doesn't mind calling him, and that I am
making a big deal over nothing. I say, my wife belongs to
ME at seven in the morning and I don't want her worrying
about having to wake up her boss.
I would like your opinion. Also the opinion of your
readers. MARGIE'S IRATE HUSBAND
DEAR HUSBAND: 1 don't see any harm in Margie's
calling her boss to wake him up, but if YOU do, the• eat of
consideration for you, she should tell her boss to get
somebody else to wake him up. (And by the way, if he
doesn't "trust" an alarm clock, bow about a rooster?]
DEAR ABBY I have read in your column many letters
from the family of the bride resenting bitterly the family of
the groom paying off their social obligations by inviting all
their shirt-tail relatives, friends, neighbors, and business
acquaintances to a wedding since it's paid for by the bride's
parents.
I recently returned from the orient where I attended a
wedding, and was informed of their solution to the wedding
guest problem. Each family invites as many guests as they
wish and each family PAYS for his own guests. Clever?
A READER
DEAR READER: Very!
DEAR ABBY: People keep writing in to say they can't
stand the smell of tobacco, or garlic, or onions. Well, there
are worse smells aefar as I'm concerned.
I can't stand closer than 3 feet from-my mother-in-law
without becoming nauseated because she uses a heavy
gardenia perfume which practically knocks me out.
And those "air fresheners" that smell like pine and
orange blossoms gag me.
It takes me a full hour of fresh air to get back to normal
after dancing with one of my husband's clients who uses a
popular men's fragrance that smells like jasmine!
I am about to give my favorite wrap to the Goodwill
because my niece borrowed it smd in spite of numerous
.....aixioda_LeauLataanutiLl&e_per(uanephe must have bathed in
before wearing it. -
Maybe I'm a weirdo, but I'll take the smell of tobacco,
IP
DEAR ABBY Of course that 54-year-old man should not
(when he goes to St. Louis on frequent business trips] stay
with the cute 24-year-old stewardess who's married to his
nephew who's out of town a lot. That's ridiculous! Can you
send me her address? MAN, AGE 77
What's your problem! You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box $EM, Los Angeles, Cal,
50069. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
Hate to write letters', Send el to Abby, Box MINI, Los
Angeles, cal. mese, for Abby's booklet, "How to Write Let-
ters few All Occasions."
An all-plastic dishwasher is
portable. This fully-automatic
appliance winkle, rinses and
dries a full service of dishes for
six in only 10 minutes, the
manufacturer says. Since there's
no hand rinsing or scraping of
dishes, you never have to put
your hands in water. The unit
connects to a faucet and stores
in most sink cabinets.
(Byrd Plastics, division of
Stanwood Oil Corp., Erie, Pa.).
Above: Morning Glory .'Early Call Rose', earliest blooming, giant
rose. white throat. Dwarf French red and gold Marigold 'Bolero'.
Belo*: New open faced azalea flowered trybrid Sne,pdtanao.
ifadarrfe*ItUtTerlTy• in mixed i.iiiori--Annual blooming Dianthus
Chinensis 'China Doll' in red and salmon shades with white
1970 All-America Selections.
Carolyn Venable Is
Program Chairman
At FHA Meeting
The Calloway County High
Chapter of the Future Home-
makers of America held its re-
gular chapter meeting in the
cafeteria of the school Novem-
ber 6.
The devotion was a poem giv-
en by Shirley Hays. Jackie Buds
ko told a very humorous story
for special entertainment. A
skit to encourage members to
participate in the convalescent
home visits was given by Dor
tha Jackson and Wilma Smith
Debbie Rogers and Becky Cha-
ney presented a skit on Teen
Times.
Carolyn Venable was chair-
man of the program on the nat-
ional project of "To Dare Is
to Care". Some main points of
the skit were "Do You Dare to
Care", "Am I Involved in To-
day's Society" and "How Cmn
I Become Involved in Today's
Society" through a skit given
by Glenda Kelly, Wilma Smith,
and Carolyn Venable.
The Chapter decided on plans
for its Christmas Party on De-
cember 8
• • •
To help maintain quality in
eggs. refrigerate them promptly
at home with the large ends up.
* * *
Completely cook poultry at
ne time. Never cook it
partially, then store and finish
cooking at a later date.
._.. •
Left-MU cooked poultry,
broth, stuffing and gravy should
be iised within one or two days.
It should be separated before
e f rigerating. and. - ii0101141 --
covered containers. To keep it
more than a day or two, store it
in the freezer.
S'ociat cur,
Wednesday, November 12
The North Pleaaant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
:hurch will have a church wide
aotluck supper at the Commun-
ity Center at aia p.m. Keys
Wells will give the mission stu-
dy book.
• • •
The Ruth Wilson Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church WSCS will meet with
Mrs. W. P. Russell, 1112 Elm
Street at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
The Wesleyan Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
WSCS will meet at the social
hall at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
The Hannah Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
WSCS will meet at the home of
Mrs. Lewis Beyer, 807 Sunny
lane, at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
The New Concord Homemak-
ers Club will meet at the home
of Mrs. Loman Bailey at one
• • •
The Arts and Crafts Club will
have a potluck luncheon at the
home of Mrs. Ronald Churchill,
Cardinal Drive, at 12 noon.
• • •
Thursday, November 13
The Blankenship Circle of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will meet in
the home of Mrs. Bob Hill at
seven p.m.
• • •
The ladies of the Calloway
County Country Club will have
• potInck supper at the club
at 6:30 p.m. Mrs. Howard Keen.
en is chairman of the hostess-
es. All members are urged to
attend.
• • •
The South Murray Homemak-
ers Club will meet at the home
of Mrs. Brent Meaning, Audo-
bon Drive, at 10:00 a.m. Each
one is to bring a sack lunch.
• • •
A shower for Mr. and Mrs
Wesley Russell and four chil-
dren will be held at the Rus-
sell's Chapel United Methodist
Church at seven p.m. The fam-
ily lost their home and contents
by fire on Friday night.
• • •
The Welcome Wagon New-
comers Club will meet at the
Community Center at 7:30 p.m.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
John White, Carl Harrell, Bill
Egnor, id Bea Gallowat.
• • •
The Tau Phi Lambda sorority
will meet at the Woman's Club
house at 6:30 p.m.
• • •
The Westside Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Alvin Carey at 12:30 p.m.
• • •
The Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the club room at seven
p.m.
• • •
The Dorothy Group of the
First Baptist Church WMS will
meet at the home of Mrs. Rob-
ert Fox at 9:30 a.m. Mrs. Eu-
gene Tarry will be program
leader.
• • •
Friday, November 14
The North Murray Homemak-
ers Club will meet at the home
of Mrs. Ivan Outland, 509 South
13th Street, at 1:30 p.m.
• • •
Saturday, November IS
A bake sale will be held in
front of Big K in the Bel Air
Shopping Center and in front
of Balk's on the west side of
the court square starting at
nine a.m. The sale is sponsored
by Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for
Girls.
• • •
PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lee
Stone and daughter, Nancy, and
Mrs. Stone's mother, Mrs. Cora
McCosatha, all of Kingsport,
Term., were the weekend guests
of Mr. Stone's parents, Mr and
Mrs. Fred Stone, Hamilton
Avenue.
• • •
Mrs. Winfred Pierce of Mur-
ray Route Two has been dis-
missed from the Western Bap-
tist Hospital, Paducah.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Holland Byari
of Detroit, Mich., have return-
ed to their home after spend-
ing two weeks with their son-
in-law and daughter, Mr and
Mrs. Jack Watkins. Friends ir.
Murray said they were glad to
hear that Mr. and Mrs. Byars
have bought a home in Murray
in hopes of settling down here
soon.
• • •
A new development in
vacuum cleaning adjusts an
upright cleaner to the precise
positipn to clean every height of
rug nap. Because there is no
tipping forward or backward of
the bottom of the cleaner, peak
vacuuming performance is
achieved at all, times, the
marrtrfirt-tarrer- says. ihe
homemaker simply sets an
indicator at one of 17 designated
positions.
r ---;I Mrs. J. B. Burkeen • • i Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
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God Is Not Dead In Soviet Union Says Mollie Bell Hays
Writer Who Saw Faith Expressed There Circle Meets For
By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
ZAGORSK, U.S.S.R. (UPI) -
God is not dead in the Soviet
Union. Instead, he is very much
alive in the numbers you see
expressing their faiths despite
the official government credo of
atheism.
As a publication on religion in
the U.S.S.R. from Novosti
Press Agency's publishing
house states, "The (Commu-
nist) party does not conceal
its views on religion and
atheism and deems it necessary
to struggle against religion, but
the struggle is a matter of
persuasion and not compulsion,
waged only with ideological
weapons. Extreme caution is
used so as not to offend the
religious convictions and feel-
ings of the believers,
". . . To claim that atheists
are devoid of moral convictions
. . . is to slander the Soviet
people and the millions of
people the world over who no
longer believe in God."
So much for the government
stand.
But how much practice is
there of religious beliefs, in
spite of the party's discourage.
meat? The U.S. State Depart-
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Blair of 817
North 19th Street, Murray, are
the parents of a baby boy, Ja-
son Scott, weighing seven
pounds thirteen ounces, born
on Saturday, November 8, at
11 -16 p.m. at the Murray-Cal-
loway County Hospital.
They have another son, Eric,
sge three. The father is a mene
ber of the music faculty at
Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
Mrs. I. R. Blair of Parkersburg,
W. Va., and Mr. and Mrs. Hay-
den Gorsuch of Somerset, Pa:
• • •
Bryan is the name chosen by
Mr. and Mrs. James Walls of
506 Cherry Street, Murray, for
their baby boy, weighing six 
pounds, born on Saturday, Nov-
ember 8, at 11:58 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospi-
tal.
Their other sons are Gary,
age seven, and Vinson, age five.
The father is employed at the
Murray Division of the Tappan
Company.
Grandmothers are Mrs. Lula
Bowden of Murray and Mrs.
Willie Foster of Chicago, Ill.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Fidelia Grogan and J. W. Walls
of Murray.
• • •
Cautions
joggers
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) -
Jogging is a popular form of
exercise with many healthful
advantages - but an orthopedic
surgeon offers a word of
warning.
Dr. James M. Morris of the
University of California Medical
Center says jogging should be
undertaken gradually. Time and
length should be increased over a
period of two to three weeks.
If an individual were to go all
out and try to jog several miles
on the flist weekend, he might
suffer "fatigue fracture," which
occurs when a bone is subjected
to a series of stresses it is unable
to withstand.
"These fractures take place in
the forefoot, heel or ankle
region and occasionally even in
the leg or hip," said Morris.
"Several cases have been seen in
the past year which have
developed in the course of
jogging.
"In almost every case, it was
an overweight and normally
inactive individual taking up
jogging for the first time or an
individual greatly exceeding his
tolerance by jogging for several
miles on the first occasion."
A new electric can
opener-knife sharpener has a
handle which separates
completely for easy cleaning.
(The Iona Manufacturing Co.,
Regent St., Manchester, Conn.).
* • •
Beet and chicken are
Ansezie.a:ase taaseriee - -116.024Zr
according to a nationwide survey
in urban and rural areas by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
meat estimates that between 50
and 70 million Soviets, in a
country of some 239 million,
"adhere to some religious
faith; most are Russian Ortho-
dox Christians"
Certainly, to this observer on
a second tour in as many years
to the U.S.S.R., practice of
Christianity and of Muslimism,
when you move into Central
Asia, are quite open- more
obvious this year than last year
at about the same time.
Last year, guided tours for a
group of U.S. women on an
unofficial and informal "woman
to woman" trip tended to skirt
the religious centers. This trip,
we have been through cathe-
drals and mosques, many of
them fully restored in recent
years, others under restoration.
Last year, the tendency was to
call the cathedrals "museums."
This year, the Museum o
Atheism in Leningrad was back
to being the Cathedral o
Kazan, hut it still hous
thousands of relics of 'an
church artifacts,
Miss Kay Pinkley
Honored At Shower
At Cassity Home
Miss Kay Pinkley, December
20th bride-elect of Gary Roede-
meier, was complimented with
a kitchen shower on Wednes-
day, October 27, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening at the
home of miss Connie Cassity on
College Terrace.
Co-hostess with Miss Cassity
for the prenuptial event was
Miss Ann Dunnaway.
The honoree chose to wear
for the occasion a brown and
gold knit dress with matching
accessories.
Games were played in keep-
ing with the wedding theme.
Those present were Miss
Jane Belote, Miss Jeanne Diu-
guid, Miss Mary Beth Odle,
Mils -Marina Finney, Mem.
Parker, Mrs. Barry Bybee, Mrs.
Glenn Nanney, Mrs. David Ber-
ry, the honoree, and the hos-
tesses.
Program Monday
Mrs. Celia Crawford presid-
ed at the meeting of the Mat-
tie Bell Hays Circle of the Wo-
men's Society of Christian Ser-
vice of the First United Me-
thodist Church held on Monday
evening at seven o'clock at the
church.
The chairman opened t h e
meeting by reading an article,
"I Have A Dream Too". Mrs.
William Jeffrey read the min-
utes. Mrs. Mary Farmer and
Mrs. T. Sledd gave the treasur
er's reports.
Mrs. Rue Overbey reported
on the call meeting that was
held last week to plan the gen
eral meeting for all circles on
Tuesday, November 25, at 7:30
p.m. at the church.
In charge of the program
were Mrs. Holmes Ellis and Mrs.
Georgia Wear. A worship cen-
ter had been prepared in the
harvest time motif with the
horn of plenty.
Mrs. Wear asked the group
to sing "Saviour Like A Shep-
herd Lead Us" with Mrs. Mary
Farmer at the piano. She read
a prayer on the subject o f
prayer and self denial.
The devotional by Mrs. Ellis
reminded the women to take
time each day to talk to God.
She closed by collecting the
prayer and self-denial offering
from the members.
Mrs. Wear gave a talk on
."Zrayer and Self DeniaW after
she had asked the group to
sing, "The Beautiful Garden of
Prayer". She mid prayer has
many meanings. The dictionary
gives meanings, but experience
gives a deeper meaning, Mrs.
Wear said. She closed with
prayer.
A social hour was held with
refreshments being served by
the hostesses, Mrs. W. T. Sledd,
Mrs. W. C. Melugin, Mrs. Gen-
ore Hamlett, and Miss Mary
Williams.
• • •
Never tat a garmenttang un-
cleaned from one season to the
next. Drycleaners say that stains
will set with age and are cliff'.
Mrs. Mason Thomas
Cottage Is Scene
Elm Grove Meet
The Women's Missionary sse
iety of the Elm Grove Baptist
Church met at the cottage nf
Mrs. Mason Thomas at Pa
rama Shores on Thursday, Nss
ember 6, at ten o'clock in the
morning for the Baptist W
men's Day of Prayer.
Mrs. Albert Crider was the
leader on the theme, "Let's
Rise Up and Build" with the
scripture reading from Ma:
ew 7:7 and Matthew 21:22
Others on the program eese
Mrs. Wilbur Weston, Mrs. Keys
Keel, Mrs. Hardin Morris, and
Mrs. W. A. Farmer.
Mrs. Charles Burkeen
Mrs. Earl Lee sang the song,
"Open Mine Eyes".
The general program on
"Significant Migration" was pre-
sented in the afternoon with
Mrs. Walton Fulkerson as the
leader. Mrs. Burkeen gave the
call to prayer from John 19:23-
42.
Mrs. Alfred Keel, Mrs. Ma-
son Thomas, and Mrs. Earl Lee
also took part in the program.
The president, Mrs. Burkeen,
presided snd Mrs. Harry She-
ken gave the treasurer's report
Other reports were given and
prayers were led by Mrs. Wil
bur Weston, Mrs. Keys Keel,
Mrs. Hardin Morris, and Mrs.
W. A. Farmer. Mrs. Rommie
Parker led the closing prayer.
Other members present were
Mrs. Robert Weston, Mrs. T. G
Shelton, Mrs. Thannie Parker
and Mrs. Jessie Roberts. Two
visitors were Mrs. Joe Arnold
and Mrs. Dick Futrell.
A potluck luncheon was serv-
ed at noon with the blessing
being asked by Mrs. T. G. Shel-
ton.
• • •
Grit Croquettes
.Add sariety to meals with
easy -to-make hominy grill
croquettes. To 2 cups of cooked
enriched hominy grits, add 2
cups of chopped cooked.chicken
and 2 tablespoons of chopped
onion. Season with,. 1 teaspoon
of salt and 1,4. teaspoon of
pepper. (7ool, shape into 12
croquettes. Coat with a favorite
crumb coating, pan fry until
golden brown. Makes 6 servings.
Males better dieters
C'HICA(;O 1DPI) -- Men
follow medical weight-loss
advice more faithfully than
women do, says the National
Live Stock and NIgni. Board. The
statement, is based lsoi a survey 0
over 1,500 doctors.
Overscaled is the latest I.
in furniture, a revival of
outsize pieces of the 1939's.
C,O,..Crwor•mr1,-.. ort
After a few years, it starts to look beautiful.
"Ugly, isn't it?"
"No class."
"The hump."
"Looks like an afterthought."
"Good for laughs."
"Stubby buggy.-
"El Pig-0."
New York Magazine recently had a
Few choice words to say about it too:
''And then there is the VW, which re-
tains its value better than anything else.
A 1956 VW is worth more today than
any American sedan built the same yea 11
with the possible exception of a.
Cadillac."
Around 26 miles to the gallon.
Pints of oil instead of quarts.
No radiator.
Rear engine traction.
Low insurance.
$197341 'The price.
Iteautiful, isn't it?
CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
aoo Chestnut Murray, Ky.
•
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WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE. BEL-AIR SHOPPNIG CENTER
We Reserve The Right To Limit.
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED
FRYE
LB250
FRYERS FAMILY PACK LB. 33C
COUNTRY STYLE
OLEO
PATTIES
80Z.
SIZE EA. 8
8 BOTTLE CTN.
PEPSIcoiAs LIMIT 2 GINS
BOTTLES EA.69
16 OZ.
VANITY
ICE MILK
GAL 
39c
SALAD DRESSING
MIRACLE
WHIP
07..48
ENGLISH CUT
LB 19t
10000 FRY STEAK LB . oat 
SWISSiTEAK LB.
 
 89
COUNTRY
!O!( SAUSAGE LB.49tI 
0
PICNIC'S FULLY COOKED "  49t
6/141
WE NEVER CLOSE
NEW STORE HOURS
OPEN 24 HOURS A DM
1 DAYS A WEEK
FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
SLICED AS MIXED CHOPS
1/4 PORK LOIN
LB 59c
iolirkCUTPORK CHOPS   LB.79t
SLICED THIN
Breakfast Chops-.  LB 99C -tCE
enuk ROAST
AMERICAN BEAUTY
MIXED Vegetables 
OACOOLDPEIDESAUCE 6/S1
Pfallitis JUICE  46 °Z CANS  3/$1LIB
idetilATO SAUCE   10t
P
MORTON 
  5/$1
RED
POTATOES 10 LB.
RFD DELICtOU
APPLES
RED TOK AY
GRAPES
. . e
15 OZ.
CANS
15 02. CANS
8 OZ. CAN
59t
 LB 190
Le 19t
20 OZ. LOAF
Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get
1% Cash Refund For lour
Favorite Church Or Charity.
Ready To Go
BAR.B.Q
RIBS
FRYERS
SANDWICHES
Beef
Pork
m
Lb.980
Lb.590
5/$1.00•
FRYERS CUT UP LB. 330
RED CROSS
SPAGHETTI-
7 OZ.
EA. 1 OC
BUTTERNUTBREAD
19c
MORTON
CREAM PIES
EA 29c
BANANAS
L. 10c
IAL -PAGE SIX
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!ABC-TV Cancels Five Series
Midseason Realignment
By RICK DU BROW
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — ABC-
has canceled five series and
four new ones in a major
$nidseason realignment of its
lichedule.t, Gone by early 1970 will be
— "Music Scene," a series
featuring youth-oriented tunes.
— "The New People," in
which young survivors of a
plane crash start their awn
ety on a South Pacific
d.
— "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town,"
*bout a fellow who gives up
rural life for the big city when
be inherits a fortune.
— "The Dating Game," in
erhicla young singles ask the
question: Can a television host
provide the true path to
yomance?
— "The Hollywood Palace," a'
inodern vaudeville series which
has had a long, honorable run,
and will be missed.
New Midseason Shows
Entering at midseason will
—• "The Engelbert Bumper-
tlinck Show," a variety hour
starring the singer, who soon
will be a household misspelled
name.
— "The Johnny Cash Show," a
variety hour with the country-
Loan Rates
iFor Tobacco
!Announced
The directors arid management
of Western Dark Fired Tobacco
ssociation announced today the
rates for both tire-cured
d dark air-cured tobaccos. H.I.
Craig and Sherwood Potts are
. 11.Grade loan rates for Kentucky
ectors from Calloway County.
iire-cured tobacco, Type 23, are
based on an average loan level of
44.6 cents per pound or an increa-
se of $1.50 per one hundred pou-
nd over last year. The grade
loan rates range from 26 cents
ko 66 cents per pound.
asameassealeze. ala-cmaed,
'Fype 35 tobacco, are based on
In average of 39.7 cents per
pound, an increase of $1.40 per
one hundred pounds over last
year. Dark air-cured loan rates
range from 26 cents to 56 cents implement them.
folk singer, whose summer
series gained much praise.
— "The Pat Paulsen Show," a
weekly half-hour of comedy
sketches with the deadpan
humorist and guest stars.
— "The Nanny and The
Professor," a half-hour situa-
tion comedy with Juliet Mills as
a Mary Poppins-type young
English nanny who works for a
widowed American professor
with three childrea.
Actually, ABC-TV has had
good ratings success with three
new series — "Movie of the
Week," "Marcus Welby, M.D."
and "Room 222." But it is the
smallest commercial network,
has the least imposing lineup of
affiliate stations, and just has
to keep scrambling to stay up
with NBC-TV and CPS-TV and
their greater resources.
Has Interesting Ideas
The network, however, has
some interesting ideas in its
midseason reshuffling. For
Instance, the new Lennon
Sisters-Jimmy Durante series
will follow Lawrence Welk as of
Feb. 14, and it was with Welk
that the sisters gained a name
and audience.
The switch of ABC-TV's
Wednesday movies to Monday
will mean that Wednesday is
the only day of the week on
which televiewers will have no
prime-time network motion
picture to watch.
ABC-TV's realignment, which
m eans restructuring five
nights, also Includes: Putting
the stylish "It Takes a Thief"
opposite "Gunsmoke" and
"Laugh-in," And keeping on the
well-received "Love, American
Style," but moving it from
Monday to Friday.
per pound.
- Holmes Ellis, General Mane-s
ger of the Association, stated
that reports from the eleven
districts in Kentucky and Tenn-
essee indicate that the crop is
Ills good or better than last year
With a good color.
The fire-cured crop, 1968, av-
eraged $49.91 per hundred pounds
last year, an increase of $6,36
per hundred pounds over the pre-
Vious crop. The new crop is ex-
pected to average appreciably
more than last year.
; Growers will offer their toba-
Icco in the usual manner andprice
supports will be available to
cooperating growers through the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association using the
Services and facilities of auction
warehouses.
• Marketing opening dates have
not been announced.
•
RecomrThendations,
Reduction Mid-Air
Collisions, Are Made
WASHINGTON, D. C. - Ten
recommendations for reducing
the probability of midair collis-
ions were presented by Aircraft
Owners and Pilots Association
(AOPA) today at a formal hear-
ing being held on the subject
by the National Transportation
Safety Board,
vtetor Vice Pro&
dent, Policy and Technical Pla-
ruling, said some of the pro-
pocals have been made as long
as 13 years. ago by AOPA bat
little action has been taken to
• It-. •'
t,itr ._ • • •.
./ • ../1 •
U‘
•i•
k-
'C.
0,4.01
WAR PROTESTERS GET WAR—Helmeted police carrying night-
stacks top move down the street like a phalanx and
liosfook...giAte..114.asuchusetts Institute of Technology war
protesters a bit of war right at home in Cambridge, Mass.
The militants are militating against the instrumentation
_laboratories for war,related researeh,
Specifically, AOPA urged Im-
mediate implementation of the
safety corridor approach and de-
parture procedures for high per-
formance aircraft at major air-
ports. First formally proposed
to the Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration in March of last year, the
program was again presented
in September, this time with the
endorsement of the Air Line Pil-
ots Association.
Increased cockpit visibility is
another area AOPA has been
stressing, Kayne stated. "As
early as 1956 we petitioned the
Civil Aeronautics Board for am-
endment to the regulations to re-
quire better cockpit visibility
Yet , we find that some 13 yea-
rs later the airlines are buy-
ing aircraft that have serious
limitations on visibility from the
cockpit,"
Kayne said radar advisory ser-
COMMISSIONER MILLER
on Kentucky
Agriculture
by J. Robert Bob) Miller
Time for another look int
the price picture of farm prc-
ducts — with special emphasis
on trends in meats. Long-time
observers of agriculture tell us
that the total demand for meats
will boom in the 1970's — gen
erally.
Not all meats are expected to
share equally. Beef and chicken
are the brightest pictures right
away. Turkey will go up con-
siderably before declining, too.
Pork will level off. Lamb prices
will continue down, we're told.
Higher averages for meat on
the hoof are expected. However,
little change thusly is expected
for chicken and turkey. These
. •. FOR VARIETY!
Monday through Friday
11-,..30 AM Mike Douglas
. . . FOR COMEDY!
Monday through Friday
3:30 PM Gilligan's Island
. . . FOR MOVIES!
Today, 4:00 PM THE BIG SHOW
'War Of The Worlds" cl Gm Barry, Ana Robinson. Los Troasyne.
lack Knuth,'
Thursday, 4:00 PM THE BIG SHOW
"Day Of The Badman" lc) Fred MacMurray, loam Weldon
. . . FOR NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS!
6 55 AM 6.00 and 10 00 PM Monday through Friday
WLAC-TVSCHANNEL 5
vice for air - raft flying under
visual flight rules is another
step which should be taken now.
"At the present time, " he de-
clared," VFR traffic is usually
refused radar advisory ser-
vice."
Ten years ago, Kayne said,
AOPA formally recommended
the development of short, sepa-
rate runways at major airports
to accommodate increased gen-
eral aviation traffic and reduce
delays and inconvenience for all
air transportation, "It is only
In recent months that the idea
has begun to take hold,"
The AOPA spokesman also st-
ressed the need for further and
accelerated research to deve-
lop a low cost, effective pro-
ximity warning indicator to ale.
rt pilots of all aircraft of the
presence of other planes.
Standard traffic patters at air-
ports, requirements for cockpit
vigilance for other traffic and
increased training and education
were other d.reas stressed by
AOPA.
Appearing with Kayne at the
NTSB hearing was Roys Jones,
AOPA Director of Air Traffic
Control Department and Ralph
Nelson, Executive Vice Presi-
dent of the AOPA Air Safety
Foundation. Kayne pointed to
the efforts of the Safety Foun-
dation to train pilots, "Flight
training courses and clinics sp-
onsored by the Foundation have
turned out some 33,060 gradua-
tes while safety seminars were
held in 74 cities during the past
year alone."
AOPA is a non-profit organi-
zation representing 150,000
members who own about 70 per-
cent of ttie nation's general
lino fleet of 128,000 airplanes.
are the generalities Now, a
look at specifics.
Steers are expected to aver-
age about $30 next year, very
close to this year's average.
This is forecast as the lowest
price. Cattle prices should be
close to present ones well into
the winter, in choice of about
Si, the rise expected in early
spring. Some decline can be ex-
pected next summer, with more
production, but then a ;142
gain in the fall.
After a consistent rise thr-
ough the winter months, aver-
aging around $25, hog prices
may get up to $25 or more next
summer before a predicted drop
in the fall of 1970.
Chicken prices, broilers in
particular, are expected to even
out next year at about the same
as this year — after gains in
early 1970. Likewise, more pro-
duction and leveling off in pric-
es for the turkey industry, af-
ter early 1970 gains.
.474
fi
"LIKE AN ANGEL" Thomas
C. Baker II. 26. who leafied
from San Francisco's Golden
Gate Bridge and survived
the 230-foot plunge, is in a
hospital with a ruptured
spleen and fractured right
arm. He said falling "was
like eternity, flying through
the air like an angel.- He
top: with an ostrich feather
given to him by a friend who
figured Baker deserved
feather in his cap.
—71nor
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UNITED LIQUIDATORS i
J. P. LASATER
206-210 W. BLYTHE ST.
IN THE OLD MITCHUM BLDG.
PARIS, TENNESSEE
•
H. E. CLOCKER
TAKE ADVANTAGE
1
/2 
THE ORIGINAL
PRICE
OR MORE
WE HAVE RESTOCKED WITH MORE FINE
NAME BRAND FURNITURE •
* SOFAS — CHAIRS — BEDROOM — LIVING ROOM- — DINING ROOM SUITES —
* DINETTE SETS — BOX SPRINGS — MATTRESSES — ODD TABLES — ODD CHAIRS —
If DESKS — BOOKCASES — CHESTS — BUNK BEDS — RECLINERS — SWIVEL ROCKERS—
* ROCKER RECLINERS — ROCKERS — RECLINERS
714
4.
4.
* JACKSON8, CHAIRE4R LY''"";:• ...„
if
* CO NAUGAHYDE
RECLINERLIP4s
ALL STYLES
* ALL FABRICS
:ALL FINISHES —
** .
Rag $99 95
3 PIECE SET - NAUGAHYDE
$248.88 SOFA BED, TABLE 8 CHAIR
. r••
"Illebr
" JAMISON
,4 MATTRESS AND
-1 ‘44Tre
BOX SPRINGS
139.
BOTH
NOW $79.50
NOW $49.00
'rot ;_lamiga, we
I mik.-7V
r
1.4.. •
murri7r
Rog. $299.95 Now
$148.88
INSI. $169.95
5-Pc. DINNETTE SUITE NOW $68.00
EARLY AMERICAN — SPANISH — TRADITIONAL —
CONTEMPORARY — MODERN — ITALIAN — FRENCH.
NYLON — VELVET — VECTRA — COTTON — NAUGAHYDE —
RAYON — BLENDS — DAMASK,
PECAN — CHERRY — MAPLE — OAK — FRUITWOOD — WALNUT
BANK AMERICARD or MASTER CHARGE WE.COME
TERMS TO SUIT EVERYONE
a
a •
a
*
OPEN EVERY DAY 10 A.M. 8 P.M. CLOSED SUNDAYS *
)VEMBER 12. 196v
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FINE FOODS FOR FINE FOLKS101111Silit'S
OPEN Ill 9 P M
FIELDS CHESTNUT
BACON
69tLB.
Raw*
SWIFT'S PREMIUM
PROTEIN
e
MACH
WHIP
55
•
JOHNSONS Market Made
SAUSAGE
LB. 390
BEEF. • • • • •
ROUND
STEAK
LB.
PURE
GROUND
BEEF
LB 49
'A LOIN
PORK CHOPS
LB 69C
GRADE A WHOLE
FRYERS
LB 29C
TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN
SUNSHINE GRAHAM
CRACKERS
,L.
GERBERS STRAINED
BABY FOOD
4i4 Oz. 1
8 Lb. - 420 Lb.
FROZEN FOODS
FRUIT PIES Apple, Peach & Cherry
FROSTY ACRES
ORANGE JUICE
20 Oz. 29c
39t12 OZ.
ICELANDIC OCEAN
CATFISH I LB.
CHEFS CHOICE
FRENCH FRIED POTATOES
PET RITZ
PIE SHELLS
5 LB.
69C
19C
2/9" shells 3/sum
TUBBY JUNIOR
COCONUT
140z 39
DEL MONTE
JUICE
.oz 3/$1
CRISCO
3L5.69
DEL MONTE
GREEN
LIMAS
303 Can 29
YUKON
FLOUR
,0L.
TEENIE WEENIE
PEAS
303 Can
2/39
MARTHA WHITE
CAKE
MIX
29
a
18,, ALCOA HE AyY DUTY
MANOR
[011
1125 FT. 49
GERMAN
CHOCOLATE
4 LB 29
k„
MOONKIST UNSWEETENED
GRAPEFRUIT
JUICE
3946 OZ.
ARMOUR STAR
BROAD BREASTED GRADE A
TURKEYS
.49
FRESH
PORK
LIVER
L. 19
DIXIE BELL
CRACKERS
,LB 210
KELLOGS CROULESSES
STUFFINGS
70Z.39C
DEL MONTE
FANCY
NoTPAPNIA
3/ 1.00
DEL MONTE
PEACHES
No. 2Y2 Can 3/89
STEELES
SWEET
OTATOE COFFEE
Can 24 ,LB 69
CHASE & SANBORN CAMPBELLS
VEGETABLE
SOUP
No. I Canl 5
25 LB.
DUNCAN HINES
BROWNIE
MIX
230z 59
FRESH
TURNIPS
FLORIDA
ORANGES
YELLOW
ONIONS
FARM FRESH PRODUCE
GRAPEFRUIT
2 LB.  15c
DOZ,
2%
3 LB.  250_
JONATHAN RED OR
APPLES GOLDEN DELICIOUS
2/150
4 LB. 39C
KR ACKL IN
DOG
FOOD
1.89
DEL MONTE SLICEDPINEAPPLE
No. 2 Can 39
Del Monte
CATSUP
140Z. 2/49C
FAULTLESS SPRAY
STARCH
220Z.49
FRENCIaTRESSING
80z 25
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
CORN
WHITE CREAM
0Cna3 2/49
KEEBLER
RICH IN CHIPS
COOKIES.
14 OZ. 2/89
DEL MONTE
BLUE LAKE
Cut Green
BEANS
303 Can 25
TASTERS CHOICE
FREEZE DRIED
COFFEE
8 OZ. 1.55
Pie
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iAn Historic Spot
'Saint Eustatius Islandfirst to Salute New U.S.
Odd-looking houses and tiny villages
are features of Saint Eustatius Island.
BY STEVE LIBBY
• Written Especially for Central Press and This Newspaper
• WITHIN SIGHT of both Saba and St. Kitts in the Windward
,Islands of the Caribbean, Saint Eustatius was once one of the
'most important trans-shipping points in the Western Hemi-
sphere. As many as 700 ships have checked into the blue-green
roadstead of this Netherlands Antilles island. Today this once-
busy harbor is virtually deserted.
. To a strong degree, the United States of America is responsi-
ble for the poverty and economic isolation of this once-vital port,
for Statia--as the island is nicknamed--was the first possession
f a foreign country to recognize the United States as a nation,
when the Colonies revolted against the British dearly two cen-
turies ago. At Fort Oranje, 
guns saluted the new-born re- turned to their economic emin-
public-and the salute was the ence.
beginning of the end for the is,.. At the time, Statia's popula-
land. Hon was 8,000. Today, less than
The incident occurred when. 1,000 people live on the island.
on Nov. 16, 177C the United It is interesting to speculate
*States vessel Andrea Doris what Statia might have becomejlocated at 112 South Tenth
under-capt.- raarahz-R0131t1SOn, 1iad it not been for the angered Street Telephone 443-7321.
was saluted by the Dutch col- Admiral Rodney. Ruins of the
ony under instruction from the little fortress which played a
commander, Johannes de Graaf. tragic role in the history of the
But Holland, too, was at war island still stand, and there is
with the British and four years a plague commemorating the
later British Adm. George event, presented 30 years ago
Brydges Rodney attacked Saint by the late President Franklin
Eustatius, looting and burning D. Roosevelt.
the prosperous capital. The incident, tragic as it was
• • • to Saint Eustatius, further
ALONG with Fort Oranje and helped the new Colonies: in
Orabjestad, Rodney captured 1782, when the same Rodney
shilis and $15 million In wr=Aiteated by' the French
merchandise, sailing away and flAtt under DeGrasse, better
leaving behind him smoking peace terms with the French
ruins which never again re- resulted.
• 14ifib.e,tertelp.16010540Pleteeers-p-APSIIIIiifigeeitsser•-'••!-:,,.e.*---t••*--•••tro•••"--vt*"'',-4-*
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SOCIAL
SECURITY
Questions and
Answers
The Social Security Office in
Paducah will not be open Thurs-
day nights after November 20,
1969. The regular week-day of-
fice hours will continue to be
from 8:45 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Only a few residents have
been visiting the office durirg
the night hours; however, the
change in primarily due to new
"teleciaims" procedures that
will provide better service for
residents, and in most instancea
make a visit to the office tin
If Mr. X, for example, wants
to apply for benefits he tele-
phones the Social Security Of-
fice. The office interviewer will
secure enough information to
wire at once for Mr. X's earn-
ings record. Then when the re-
cord arrives the office will tele
phone Mr. X and complete his
application by telephone. He
will be advised what papers ire
needed and the application will
be sent to him to review, sign,
and return.
Most other social security
business cat also be handled by
phone.
Those without an available
telephone may write the Social
Security Office and will be ad-
vised fully and furnished ap-
propriate forms or questionn.
aire.s
Contact stations in Mayfield,
Murray, Fulton, Marion, Clin-
ton, Benton, and Hickman will
continue to be manned, by our
Field Representatives, without
change in dates or locations. Re-
sidents of these areas can also
use the teleciaims method and
receive faster service.
Those who prefer to visit the
office are always welcome and
the office will still send repre-
itentatives to the hospital or
pae home to assist those unable
to come to the District Office
350th ANNIVERSARY
PLYMOUTH, Mass, (UP I).-
The lord mayor of Plymouth,
England, Monday presented his
American counterparts a piece
of the pier from which the
Mayflower sailed nearly 350
years ago.
Lord Mayor George Creber
also gave the Plymouth Board
of Selectmen a flag from
Plymouth, England, to fly over
the courthouse. The courthouse,
built in 1642, is the oldest such
building in the country.
The ceremony was part of
the 350th anniversary obser-
vance of the Pilgrims' arrival
at Plymouth Rock on Dec. 21,
1620. A yearlong series of
events mark the anniversary.
HOLDS DISCUSSIONS
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
NATO nuclear planning group
Is holding two days of
discussions on the British-West
German plan for use of tactical
atomic weapons in the event ot
attack. .
If the plan is approved, as
West German Defense Minister
Helmut Schmidt predicted it
would be, it will go to the
NATO Defense Planning Com-
mittee and then to the NATO
Ministerial Council meeting in
Brussels Dec. 3.
The champ
BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI)-
The University of California at
Berkeley leads all universities in
the number of graduates who
earn doctorate degrees.
Sears mew meow
LIMITED OFFER
1.01%, OFF
ALL MERCHANDISE IN THE
1969 CHRISTMAS BOOK
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 6 PM - 9 PM
You tell us what you want to buy from the CHRISTMAS BOOK and we'll put it
ON SALE 10% DISCOUNT on any purchase from the 1969 Christmas Catalog
between 6 P.M. and 9 P M., November 13, 1969.
So this is your chance to get exactly what you want ON SALE'
DO YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING NOW AND SAVE!
If you can't come in, just phone 753 2310
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OR YOUR MONEY BACK
SEARS HAS A CREDIT PLAN
TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS
[wearsSears Catalog Sales Office
MARS MOM CS 434/1) CO
SOUTHS1DE SHOPPING CENTER + PHONE 753-2310 + MURRAY, KY
SENSING THE NEWS
By Thurman Sensing
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
Southern States Industrial Council
THE ORDEAL OF A JUDGE 
CALL IT TREASON
If the Communists and bar'
core leftists have their way,
the November 14-15 Vietnam Mo-
ratorium will be America's Dina
Bien Phu.
The battle of Dien Bien Phu,
fought in May, 1954, marked the
end of the French military effor
In Indo-China. The revolutionari-
es surrounded and captured a
considerable French force in the
field. As a result, the French
government lost its will to win.
The French people were demor-
alized.
Ironically, the United States
seems in no danger of suffering
a real Dien Bien Phu on the
battlefield in Vietnam. In the
last year, U. S. and South Viet-
namese forces have enjoyed mar-
ked success, despite political
limitations imposed by Washing-
ton. More than a quarter of a mi-
llion Viet Cong and North Viet*
narnese regular troops have been
killed by the anti-communists
defenders of South Vietnam. Nev-
ertheless, the U. S. is in real
danger of experiencing a Dien
Bien Phu at home.
For a half century, the com-
munists have specialized in wars
from within- campaigns of pro-
paganda and agitation directed at
capitalist states. Never in the
history of the communist parties
has there been so successful an
"agit-prop" campaign as has
been waged in the United States
In the last couple of years and,
especially now, in the so-called
Vietnam Moratorium protests.
The organizers of protests
have duped many thousands of
people into Participating in what
is fundamentally a communist
political operation designed to
crack the will of the American
government and people.
Part of the tragedy is that the
American people as a whole seera
to have no real conception of the
extent of the communist planning
and organization in the Vietnam
Moratorium effort.
The Rids have been dead
et forth, of course. Sen. Pa
J. Fannin (R-Ariz.) recently re-
counted in a Senate speech the
organizational planning of the
communists and other revolut-
ionary elements.
Last Fourth of July, while
good Americans were celebra-
ting Independence Day, comm-
unists and other leftists held a
planning meeting at Cast-West-
ern Reserve University in Cle-
veland, Ohio. Among those pre-
sent were Arnold Johnson, pub-
lic relations director of the Co-
mmunist Party, USA, and David
Dellinger, now on trial in U. S.
 District Court in Chicago on a
charge of crossing state lines to
incite a riot. The schedule of
protests, including the Novem-
ber Vietnam Moratorium, was
developed at that meeting and
at similar gatherings held in
Philadelphia and Washington lat-
er in the summer. The New
Mobilization Committee was set
up to run all the protests.
Unfortunately, the facts of sub-
version have not been adequately
told. The networks and liberal
news magazines have been too
busy trying to publicize and dig-
nify the "dissenters" to give
the people the unvarnished facts
about the revolutionary planners.
QUAKE RECORDED
PASADENA, Calif. (UPI)_
The ninth in a series of
earthquakes to hit Southern
California since Oct. I was
recorded Monday centered 30
miles off the coast from Point
Arguello.
The California Institute of
Technology Seismology Labora-
tory here said the temblor
registered 4.5 on the Richter
Scale. The shock was not felt
on the mainland.
Instant nonfat dry milk is
both nutritious and economical.
A family of four that uses this
product, reconstituting it at
home, can save more than $3.00
a week over the cost of 21
quarts of 'whole milk delivered
to the home. Part of the savings
stems from lower shipping and
handling costs, since fat and
water are removed from the
product at a dairy plant. Instant
nonfat dry milk contains all tie
nutritive elements of fluid milk
except Vitamins A and D.
*5.
A record _large fall potati
rop is in prospect - 23.2 billior
ounds.
The communists and their alli-
es have had a lot of helping ban-
in their propaganda effort.
Less than one-fourth of one per-
cent of the American people took
part in the October Vietnam Mo-
ratorium, but they received tre-
mendous publicity.
In Vietnam, combat units were
busy fighting the communists Oc-
tober 14-15. Individual Lighting
men were performing deeds of
dedication and heroism. But as
one Navy officer recently com-
plained in print, the Saigon-bas-
ed press corps was busy descr-
ibing a handful of servicemen
who wore black armbands as a
protest that day. The press cor-
ps was too busy to report what
the fighting men were doing in
the stretches of river and canal
around Saigon.
The Communists' mastery of
propaganda is the story of the
Vietnam war. Five years ago,
the communists made hay with
the story of the Buddhist silk-
ides. The minds of the Ameri-
can people were diverted from
the real story - the story of
communist atrocities against
anti-communist Vietnamese.
This month, the leftists are
fighting on what they have come
to regard as the principal war
WEDNESDAY - NOVEMBER 12. 1969
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MOON WALK REHEARSAL - Scheduled to take a walk on the Moon Nov. 19, Apollo 12
lunar module pilot Alan Bean adjusts a portable life support system for mission com-
mander Charles Conrad Jr. during training at Cape Kennedy. Fellow astronaut Richard
Gordon will orbit above them during their lunar landing.
front - the American home fro-
nt. They skillfully employ the
theme of "peace," whereas the
only peace the communists want
Is the peace of the grave for the
United States,
It is sad but true that the co-
mmunists find many homegrown
leftists who are ready and will-
ing to play Hanoi's game in the
Moratorium marchers - as Han-
oi's and Moscow's fifth column
in the United States.
The anti-American elements
will be out in full force this
month, trying to humiliate the
President and the nation and at-
tempting to force the United Sta-
tes to its knees. It is time for
good Americans to point to the
streets of Washington, San Fran- homegrown leftists and "tell it
cisco and other cities. That's as it is." That is, some must
the way to regard the Vietnam dare and call it treason.
• 
SON BORN
LOS ANGELES (UPI)- Sally
Field, who plays "The Flying
Nun" on television, has given
birth to a 7-pound, 4-ounce baby
boy.
Miss Field and her son, Peter
Joshua, who was born Monday,
were reported doing well at
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital. The
actress is married to Steve
Craig, a photographer.
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SAVINGS
ABBY
$144,d
Plaids and Solids - 60" Wide
1 Courtesy Fancy Solids
and Prints 39 yd.
A great all-purpose cotton for home sewing! Sanforized,
fast colors, 36 wide.
FANCY
PRINTS
yds. $14Quality) for
Brightest colors, all wash-
able, in floral s, stripes,
patchworks.
JEWEL TONE
PRINTS
(R"yd) 66° yd."
100% cotton, drip dry, heavy
oxford weave for pants.
skirts, dresses. Some pieces
would make great curtains.
44/45" wide.
ERMAN
I TH YEAR • 1919-1969.
eab
•
PRINTED SPORTSWEAR
PRINTS
(Compare 9 yds. Si
at NM yd.) e3 for
All washable, great for
blouses, dresses, apron s,
36"x44" widths. Many pieces
are drip-dry.
NEVER PRESS and
SPRING MAID
PRINTS
(Rog. yds. Si
Ne yd.) for 1 -
Signature. never irons, just
wash and tumble dry. Bright
floral and geometric designs.
44/45" wide.
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U. S. Foods Are
Promoted Abroad
Success in expansion of over-
seas markets for American farm
products means more cash sales
for local farmers, according to
Jack Welch, Chairman of the
Kentucky Agricultural Stabilizat-
ion and Conservation Committee.
Private enterprise and the U.S.
Department of Agriculture work
cooperatively in this market dev-
elopment effort, he said, for the
benefit of agriculture as a whole.
Developing and building for-
eign demand for American food
includes reaching the consumer
directly via advertising and other
methods. It also includes approa-
ches to the wholesale and retail
ade through trade fairs, special
commodity delegations, distribu-
tion of sample products, and the
like.
These approaches pay oft A
Japanese housewife adds a spoon-
ful of soybean oil to the rice.
A Belgian grocer stocks boned
turkey roasts in his frozen foods
line. A Swiss restuarant includ-
es a menu of American foods.
"Multiply these instances by
thousands and millions—here is
one of the biggest opportunities
ever for American know-how, qu-
ality and efficiency. Through
their cpmmodity associations
and farm organizations, Ameri-
can farmers are participating in
this market-expansion effort.
The food processors and sellers
have a big stake in the effort
too. And the U. S. Department
of Agriculture is working coop-
eratively with these groups in
foreign promotion efforts," said
the ASC Committee Chairman,
Mr. Welch pointed out that
sales of farm commodities ab-
road are important to the U.S.
balance of payments and the ec-
onomic health of the nation.
He also commented on the
complexities of building and
keeping farm export markets.
Diplomatic negotiations at the
highest level are involved some-
times, particularly in the inten-
sive effort now under way to
ease barriers to world trade.
- Competition must always be
considered. This means buyers
must have assurance of contin-
uous high quality of American
farm commodities. They must be
assured of a steady supply, year
after year,
And American farm products
must be priced competitively in
world markets.
Other factors play an impor-
tant role in export sales. Pro-
couseing, packaging and transpor-
tation can have either positive
or negative effects. For instance,
siusaid, it can make quite a diff-to the consumer whether
an apple, an avocado or a potato
tiaveled by tramp steamer or
air freight.
It also can make quite a diff-
erence whether food is packaged
In red boxes or green - or whe-
ther it is in boxes, bags, barrels
or some other kind of container.
Finding and catering to national
preferences and tastes is a spec-
iality field in the business of
opening more foreign markets
for U. S. farm products.
"Secretary of Agriculture,
Clifford M. Hardin, has said
that any really big market bre-
akthrough must be in exports,"
Mr. Welch said. "Every farmer
— and every taxpayer — In Ken-
tucky has a stake in the unique
cooperative partnership between
private industry and the U. S.
Department of Agriculture, whi-
ch is working to achieve many
breakthroughs in world market-
ing of American farm products."
NEW VOLUNTEER CLASS
There's a time and place for
everything' And when it comes
to community service the place
to go is the Red Cross. A new
Volunteer class is starting soon
and your time — even an hour
or two each week — can mean
a lot to those you will be serv
ing. If you think you might like
to help thers. attend the in-
troduction session M•mrlai.
Nov<Nrnber 17, at the Chapter
Office in the Courthouse, at
2:30 p.m Mrs. Paul Lynn, Chair-
man of Volunteers will briefly
describe duties of Red Cross
Volunteers and those who
choose may Enroll in the next
class.
111-star homers
NSRINGTON (1411)—Only
four men in 40 All-Star baseball
gamin's have hit two home runs
the same dav. The bonier elite
i4ueles Ted" Williams; Al Rosen.
Nie Metovey and the !sty
Ai Vaughan. MeCovey turned
the trick in the 1%9 classic.
Is tynir bonnie SAFE?
I Are furnace and wore, herdicAi lights checked regularly?
USE THIS COUPON
1 COMPLEXION BAR OF
(WITH THIS
COUPON)
OFFER EXPIRES 1411"Mber 
LIMIT ONE FREE COMPLEXION BAR
PER FAMILY
GOOD ONLY AT PARKER'S
NORMAL RETAIL PRICE 2 kw 116.PER
COMPLo(InN BAP
USE THIS COUPON
1
FROZEN
Unmatched Flavor!
FROSTY ACRES
WHOLE
BABY OKRA
10-o2 F°1.Pki90
/. 46 kg4 FAVORITES
Time and Money Savers!
BREADED
CHUCKWAGON
STEAK
16-oz. pkg.
890
PARKERS
v
4..
11111,
**Ms
pRoOF ',DOVE —
-4you CANT DO 
BETTER
ON Foos 
ANYWHERE!
JUST DOWN-TO-EARTH
LOW PRICES!
MORTON
FRUIT PIES
Peach, Apple, Cherry
20 ox.
3 For 8g1.
FROSTY ACRES
CUT CORN
11-oz. pkg.
2 FOR 390
FROSTY ACRES
CHOPPED
TURNIP GREENS
and TURNIPS - 10-oz.
2 F°. 390
MORTON
(Excluding Ham) - 11-oz.
MEAT DINNERS
390
Yellow Solid
NO GIMMICKS!
NO 0IVE-AWAYS1
Kelly's
LUNCH MEATS 49
NESTLE'S
QUICK
Instant Chocolate
Drink Mix
2-lb.
can
lieleiGth CORN 245D
A ANNE 3 lbs.* ••
Musselmen
APPLE SAUCE
16 oz . Can
2,0,4390
Benton County
Honey Flavored
SYRUP
4-1b. pall
99
AJAX
CLEANSER
14-oz.
2•0.25
flifirliLif411 DRESSING -. - - 29"
Coffee
IGERS 6
Pure Vegetable Lars* 4S-el.
WESSON OIL 
Moonlost
32ddipetruit Juice 
Teenie Weenie
12-ca.
can
2 1"
GREEN PEAS 34
If You Match The
-Quality
You Can't Beat The
Price
STOP!
CHOP!
SAVE!
Fresh, Crisp Red
RADISHES
New Crop
POTATO YAMS
Golden Delicious
oz bag be
lb 10'
APPLES ___ _ 41b bag 39'
Ocean Spray Fresh
CRANBERRIES 1-lb. bag 29"
CHICKEN Friskies Cat Food
FLAVORED 217: 24
MIX,!gDmiVEGETM
GRAHAM CRACKERS
Sunshine
IltoarBugsthat please your family'sappetites...and your purse
U.S. CHOICE
IF jut ROUND /1110
Lb.
U.S. Choice
SIRLOIN
STEAK 99c
Lb.
Field Finest Sliced
BACON 1 Lb.rkig.
U.S. Choice
STEAK 111 PTLb 129,,vns,99c
U.S. Choice
Boneless ROLLED
IKrey All-Meat
69c WIENERS 49c
12-el.
OLD FASHION
BOLOGNA
Large
In the Piece
SLICED
lb. 49'
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days a Week
Le.3
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absence 4
LEVISION SCHED E 
—TV
hal PI 8
WEDNES.)AY EVENING PROGRAMS
e ,110 News. SVItsr ; Sells news. 
Sem , hie*, Will,, Self
:30 Bill Cosby Special The Glen Campbell The flyifle 
Nun
x-7 p.m., Ch. 4 Ws JOHNNY CAIISON's own special trend
of comedy and his own repertory company, with MAUREEN
STAPLETON, GEORGE C. SCOTT, MARIAN MERCER.
/ re Johnny Carson Sol Gooritime Hour Cfshio of Tathi I Fetner
30 Johnny Carson Sall. The Bererty Wiln,11,e Room 77:
p.m., Ch. 4 The music and excitement of Broadway
musicals , spotlighted in an upbeat special with DIANA
ROSS and the SUPREMES and the TEMPTATIONS. 
8 00 SOO, roes Medicol Center mevte
Temoiations SoectilMediCal Center Caolain Newm
•n-
1-9 p.m., CIL 4 The world of artist NORMAN ROCKWELL
brought to life in comedy and song by JONATHAN
WINTERS. MICHELE LEE, and DICK SMOTHERS. 
9 .00 Norman Root eel's Hawaii Ftye_0
- 35 Arnertca Hawaii F11e-0
Movie
Moore
10 00 
News. *Mr o,1 N.ws 00th, sa,gs,
30 1 0,t,ght Show rhe Mery Grin's, Show Movi.
I 00 Tonight Sho.i. The Mery Griffin Short "Raga •
V :30 Tonight Sho... The Mery Griffin hew MOvie
-2 00 The ilntnuchs- Movie
A. ln Oh. Join 011000 Shoo
THURSDAY MORNING PRGGRAMS
5 To *armor Country Journal 
:1111 Mergiel1 Sheer c'ISS News
:1111 Moralein Show,  Jake Hess Gospel ShovrM.cHales' Navy
7 1 T=' "I` 
mOrntrilif Watch
Morning Watch 
Bozo Sheer
doze Sheet 
21 AI Today; VIIhr. Caotain Kangaroo Bozo =
v  v Today  The Mike Douglas Show Bozo 
ei :00 II Takes Two The Mike Douglas Show Lucy
7 S:3111 Concentration ma Mike Douglas ShowHe Said-= Saki
1 A ie Sale of the Century A
ndy of MaYberrv Barbaro Mown Show
Y :30 Hollywood Souareslove of Life Barbaro Moore Show
il •-i-J•aoartty 
Where Me Heart Is Bewitched
1 30 Name Dr000ers Search for Tomorrow That Girl 
THURSDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
The NO011 allOW News: Singing Cony uream House
A. :30 The Noon Show AS The World Turns Let's Maks • Deal
2 le Devi of oar Live, Many Solgodered Thing The Newlywed Game
11 :JO Tr* Doctors The Guidinio Light The Dating Garnet
2 00 Another World Secret Storm 
General Htroital
:30 Bright Promises The Edoe of Night One Ltte To Live
2 :00 Letters to Laugh-InGamer Pyle, USMC Dark Shadows
a :30 To Tell the TrvinGillIgan's Island F I low
A :00 Beet the Clock Moyle: The BeVeriv
"IT :30 16th Avenue South "The Day of the Bad I Love Lucy 
C :00 lens Avenge South Man"
30 huMley Brinkley CBS E yening News DAictCVarnnvOyIT: NewsShow 
THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
Alis News; Peng.; bets. News; *nu ; Sports News; Ilifthr.; Sots
CP :30 Daniel Boone Family MINI, Ghost and Mrs. Muir
re/ :03 Daniel Boone
/ :30 Ironside
The JJm Nabors Hour That Girl
The Jim Nabors HOW Bewitched
a ,00 Ironside Movie - This Is Tons Jones
reft :30 Dragnet 1970 "Mister Budclwino" This Is Tom Jones
tri :00 Dean Martin Show Movie It Takes A Thief
7 :30 Dean Martin Show Movie, Appolo Preview It Takes A Thief
ps 00 1,00111 . SPOrtt N f. flees ee. SON', News Vothr , 500.11
11./ .30 The Tonioht Shit* The Mery G,iffie ShowMunson Outdoors;
I :00 The Tonight Shoe The Mery Griffin Show Moyle;
I .30 The Tonight Show The Mery Grifiln Show "Night People"
I -00 The Untouchables
Oi :30 The Untouchables
1 :00
1 ,3O
Move
rhe Joey @Igloo Show
The Joey Bishop Show
The Joey BIshoo Show
x-Paid advertisement
Newton Baker was I, .S. secre-
tare of war an Warld Was I.
* * *
The Scandinavia god Odin's
wife name was Frigg.
* * *
Bardsey is an island off the
coast of north Wales.
Redlands, in California's San
tkrñiidino COUTiTY, islire-targein
orange center in the world.
* * *
Property damage in U.S.
motor vehicle accidents in 1968
was $3.8 billion.
U.S. TROOPS DOWN
.200 AS Of
OCT 30, LOWEST
SINCE FEB., 1961
SAIGON ANNOUNCES
NORTH
VIETNAM
.4 ANOI
••-:-:••••••.•.••!•,
NORTH VIET ARTILLERY
FORCES ABANDONMENT
OF THREE OUTPOSTS AT
CAMBODIA BORDER—FLEE
TO 141 PRANG BERET CAMP
AIR CAVALRY
TROOPS FIND
FOE CACHE 65
MILES NORTH
OF SAIGON—S2
CHINESE-MADE
GRENADES, TON
OF RICE, 1,500
ROUNDS AMMO
U.S. AIR RAZES
RED BASE 65
MILES NORTHWEST
OF SAIGON-60
BUNKERS AND 20
WAREHOUSES
Vietnam
ROUND11?
40 NANNING
HAIPHONG
DONG
1401
.4 •
IV PRANG
1132s MIT 7,003-MAN
ENEMY BUILDUP NEAR
SONDE! 1 10 MILES
NORTHIAST SAIGON
QUI NHON
•
BA 
tau SOUTH 
 VIETNAM 
U.S. 151 INFANTRY
TROOPS DESTROY
CONG HO 10 MILES
NORTH OF SAIGON,
FIND SIX HIDDEN
ARSENALS WITH
15,000 ROUNDS OF
AMMO, MORE THAN
100 MORTAR SHILLS
Television
In Review
By RICK DU BROW
HOLLYWOOD (UP!)— Notes
to watch television by:
Lesson: Those famous, new
style, earthy movies favored by
the young motion picture
audience continue to meet
keneral indifference on televi-
sion. .the film "Tom Jones"
scored only mile ratings
success— and was therefore a
disappointment— in its network
airing several weeks back. .
.now comes word that "Georgy
girl' finished a dreadful 61st in
the latest national rankings. .
.point:
It may well be that the
outburts of earthiness on video
from new-styles films, a
concern of conservative view-
ers, may be minimal after all
as networks and stuoios fall
back on their own homemade
movies, which they know they
can construct specifically to
attract television's generally
older audience.
Add ratings: CBS-TV's prime-
time pro football game came in
a remarkably strong 26th
among all shows. . .it was
broadcast on a Monday night. .
.which should please the
opposition network ABC-TV
because, starting next fall, it
will present weekly pro football
games in Monday's prime time.
.CBS-TV's "Hawaii Five-0,"
by the way, continued to build
ratings strength, finiehing 23rd.
And the same network's new
comedy series "The Governor
and J.J.," with Dan Dailey and
Julie Sommers, ranked a solid
30th.
Kid stuff CBS-TV's
refs Hour," a series of
occasional Saturday daytime
drama specials for youngsters,
debuts Dec. 13 with "J.T.,." a
tale of a. lonely New York
Negro boy who befriends a
wounded cat. ,NBC-TV's
"American Rainbow," a mon-
thly series of Saturday morning
children's specials, tows in
Dec. 27 with the story of a
Korean orphan boy's first view
of the United States.
"Christopher Discovers Ameri-
ca."
The Headliners: Peter Ustin-
ov stars on NBC-TV's "Hall-
mark Hall of game" Feb. 6 in
the Rod Serling drama "A
Storm in Summer," about a
delicatessen owner in upstate
,New York who unexpetedly
finds himself playing host to a
young boy from Harlem...Burt
Bacharach toplines NBC-TV's
"Kraft Music Hall" Nov. 19, as
host to Lena Horne, Tony
Bennett and Ballet dancer
Edward
Specials: ABC-TV has a
college football doubleheader
Saturday-. top. ranked Ohio
State vs. Purdue during the day
and Notre Dame-Georgia Tech
at night. .The world middle-
weight boxing championship
bout between titleholder Nino
Benvenuti and Luis Rodriguez
will be televised live from
Rome on ABC-TV's "Wide
World of Sports" Nov. 22,
."The West of Charles Russell,"
an hour portrait of the great
rnerican artist-cowboy and his
work, is set for NBC-TV Jan. 7.
— ATTENTION —
livestock Producers
BETTER 1106 PRICES
COME TO MURRAY
Reelfoot Packing Co., in conjunction with the Mur-
ray Livestock Co., are offering improved prices
through the Merit System of buying hogs.
A REELFOOT REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE IN
MURRAY ON MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS AND
FRIDAYS TO ASSIST THE LOCAL BUYERS
The buying power of Reelfoot and the facilities of
Murray Livestock Co will give the livestock in-
dustry of this area a strong boost We need your
business and support and invite you to call 753-
5334 for top hog quotations
Prices Paid Today for Top Hogs
Grading No. 3 No. 2 No. 1
125.25 $25.50 26.00
.11•11.c.
TVA News Letter
State and local governments
received $22,862,221 in taxes
and tax equivalepts from the lo-
cal electric systems distributing
power from the Tennessee Val-
ley Auithority in fiscal year
1969, TVA reports.
Including the $14.5 million
paid by TVA itself in lieu of
taxes, this made a total of more
than $37 million received by
state and inset government
from the region's combined
TVA-distributor power supply
operation during the fiscal year
ended June 30. That total was
about $3,500,000 more than in
the previous year, and was dou-
ble total in 1961.
TVA is the largest "taxpayer"
to the State of Tennessee, and
most of the municiiisa electric
sTetems distributing TVA pow-
er are the largest taxpayers to
their city governments.
The combined and distribut-
'or payments amounted to 7.1
percent of the power hies paid
by homes, farms, business, and
industry served with TVA elec-
tricity. For neighboring private._
ly-owned power companies
statestate and local taxes rang
ed from 3.6 to 10.2 percent 01
revenues last year.
In the ultimate distribution
of TVA-distributor payments
during fiscal 1969, cities and
towns received about $18,525,-
RECOVERY RAPID
Governor Nunn, fully recov-
ered apparently from the ex-
haustion and nausea which led
to his hospitalization Oct. 31,
flew to Cincinnati for a confer-
ence with Ohio Gov. James A.
Rhodes Monday and traveled to
Glasgow to vote Tuesday.
Governors Nunn and Rhodes
signed an agreement to start
work on a replacement for the
C di 0 two-lane bridge between
Cincinnati and Covingtoo which
was closed nearly a year ago as
a hezard to travel.
The Governor was hospitaliz-
ed in Frankfort on his return
from Chicago, where he con-
ferred with Vice President
Spiro Agnew. He returned to
the executive residence Sunday.
His press secretary, Larry Van
loose, said a series of tests
showed "everything normal."
FOR THE DEFENSE
In defending so-called "weak-
er" regulations adopted last
month by the Kentucky Air Pol-
lution Control Commission,
State Commerce Commissioner
Paul W. Grubbs told the Lou-
isville Oil Men's Club at Louis-
ville that:
"The Department of Commer-
ce must favor air pollution con-
trol measures which will pro-
vide good protection but which
will not be an unnecessary de-
terrent or burden to idustrial
and economic growth."
Declaring the regulations
adopted liae comparable in
toughness to those of neighbor-
ing states, Grubbs said more
stringent measures would cost
the state thousands of jobs due
to relocation of plants that oth-
erwise would come to Kon.Lucky.
000, counties about $7,646,000,
and state governments about
$11,200,000. The pattern of this
distribution varies under differ-
ent laws of the seven states
where TVA power is sold. Most
of the state funds come from
TVA, while most of the funds
received by local governments
come from the retail electric sy-
stems and (in some states) from
TVA payments redistributed lo-
cally by the states-.
The Tennesee Valley Author-
ity has awarded a $4,965,000
contract, to Chicago Bridge Si
Iron Company for steel contain-
ment vessels for the two reac-
tors to be installed at Sequoyah
Nuclear Plant. The vessels will
be manufactured at Birming-
ham, Alabama, and Greenville,
Pennsylvania, and erected at
the nuclear plant site north of
Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Each of the Sequoyah plant's
reactors will be housed in a
large concrete shield building,
cylindrical with a domed top.-
This structure in turn will en-
close a leak.tight containment
vessel of welded steel, to be
provided under this contract.
The shield building and con-
tainment vessel are designed to
confine any radioactive mater-
ials that might be released with-
in the reactor buildine.
A/though the steel vessel for
FALL SEASON—Richard Smith wound up this way in San-
dusky. Ohio, on tailing to negotiate a bend. He's in satisfac
tory condition. Spots on the car are leaves.
Peanuts®
PEANUTS
r
t‘it%
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QUE5TION "TRW
OR" FAL5e7
Sixteen, Count 'Em, Sixteen — Dan Mc
In Murray, mad. a big sale this week to Jones
se* near Nashville. The firm purchased sixteen
men. Jones Lumber Company operates In
!floss, constructing the homes at their plant
business of $250 million annually. Lassiter
"Jiggs" Lassiter and Dan McKinney with Mc
"We feel that a transaction like this Is
business only about six months", Mr. McKinney
men who will receive the new Datsuns, will
new cars. Sixteen other Datsuns will be traded
opened the Datsun agency here this last
dealt with Charles Jones, vice-president of the
a • I '
aa,
•t,
Kinney of Lassiter and McKinney Datsun here
Lumber Company of Hendersonville, Twines-
now Datsun Sedans for the use of their sales-
five states and is in the pre-built home bus- ;
and hauling them to the sites. They do a '
and McKinney Datsun Is owned by James
Kinney managing the firm.
good for us, especially since we have been in
said. Jones Lumber Company's sixteen sales-
be in Murray Saturday morning to pick up the
in for the new ones. Lassiter and McKinney ':
spring on Sycamore. McKinney said that he
lumber company.
each unit will be nearly as large
as the surrounding concrete
shell, both will be sePanate,
free-standing structures. Ea c la
steel vessel will be about 172
feet high and 115 feet in dia-
meter, erected from welded
steel plate ranging from about
a half-inch to more than an
inch thick.
Construction of the first steel
containment vessel is tentative-
ly scheduled to begin next sum-
mer. Operation of the plant's
two generating units is sched-
uled for 1973 and 1974.
TVA also has awarded two
cootracts for equipment and
lumber for the Cumberland
Steam Plant -project in Teazles-
see.
Coal feeders from liveetsie-
age silos, $194,500; Genera)
Kinematics Corp., manufacturer
at Woodstock, Ill.
Indefinite quantity contralto
for lumber and plywood, eel
mated maximum total (2-yeau
term) $135,000; Walker Luna
her Co., Tuacumbia, Ala.
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Pentagon Can Not Spend
On Non-Military Research
By MIKE FEINSILBER
WASHINGTON (UPI) set).
ate Democratic Leader mike
Mansfield says the Defense
Department will be "violating
The law" if it spends one penny
from future funds on nonmilita-
• research. Last year it spent
$400 million in this field.
In an interview, Mansfield
called attention to "a little
ni" in the $20.7 billion
'iii.bill Congress sent
resident Nixon Thursday, The
provision said no money given
the Pentagon may "be used to
cory out any research project
or study unless such project or
study has a direct and apparent
relationship to a specific
military function."
This means, Mansfield said
with a smile, "Nonmission
research and development is a
thing of the past
"The amount expended last
year was $400 million," he said,
drawing it out— "Four— hundred
— millioo— dollars."
Does Not Share Bitterness
Mansfield said he did not
mare the bitterness of some
Senate liberals and SCODOMiZers
ovar the outcome of the
military bill. During 10 weeks
of debate, they had managed to
cut out or trim many weapons
systems, but the House re-
stored the cuts and the House
view prevailed in the final
compromise measure which the
Senate grtxigingly sent Nixon.
6rhredTh in vain but Mansfield
e liberals felt they had
"The foundations are laid.
!the Pentagon's days of asking
find receiving are over."
As an example, he pointed to
the provision on military-
Sponsor ed research,
: He said the Pentagon could
po longer pay for studies on
;VIA Life Habits Mille Auk."
"If the Smithsonian wants to
io it— fine. But they couldn't
iet the funds."
y Passes Speech Around
He passed around to repor-
ters a Senate speech he had
lie livered on the subject in
which he said a reasonable
ktandard would be for the
Pentagon to spend no more
. a quarter of what the
onal Science Foundation
. on academic research
• nonmilitary matters.
• a field said the latest
... es showed the Pentagon
laid for $311 million worth of
tveoirlity research, while the
Science Foundation
told for only $217 million,
Asked how it could be
Worced, he said, of the
Pentagon, "They're violating
the law . . they're forbidden
to" conduct such research.
If he found out the Pentagon
Ignored the law, he said be
would go to the Appropriations
Committee and ask it to cut the
Pentagon's funds to prevent
such activity.
Bad Drivers
At Fault In
Road Deaths
Damn the traffic laws and full
steam ahead seems to say it
pretty well these days in Ken-
tucky where problem drivers
continue to cause an alarmingly-
high number of fatal car crash-
es.
Commenting on a study of we-
ekend auto deaths begun by Ken-
tucky's Traffic Safety Coordina-
Committee four weeks ago,
Committee Executive Director
Arthur "Buzz" Beard today said
50 per cent or more of the fat-
alities occurring during that pe-
riod resulted from irresponsib-
le acts by drivers with chronic
records of traffic violations.
"Our latest check on one rec-
ent weekend's track record for
highway deaths," Beard said,
"Involved a total of eight acci-
dents, five of which were caus-
ed by motorists with sometimes
lengthy histories of traffic vio-
lations."
One 49-year-old male with a
past history of one reckless dr-
iving and one drunk conviction
which led to revocation of his
driving permit, was killed when
he attempted to drive through
an intersection against a rad
light,
At the time of his death, he
was driving while his permit
was revoked.
In another accident, one 20-
year-old male with a prior rec-
ord of one speeding conviction
was killed when he lost control
of his car on a curve while
traveling at a high rate of speed.
A 16-year-old female and a 17-
year-old male, both passengers,
were killed In a one-car accident
when the driver, a 21-year-old
male, lost control of his car
and struck a tree.
He had one prior charge of
filing a false application for a
driver's permit and had served
out a permit suspension for one
speeding violation. Speed and dri-
nking were cited as factors in the
fatal accident.
A 22-year-old male was killed
when he lost control of his vehic-
le on a curve due to excessive
speed, struck a tree and careen-
ed into a parked auto. He was
also believed to have been under
the influence of alcohol at the
Um e.
His driving record showed one
prior charge — operating a motor
vehicle without a permit.
A 35.year-old male died in a
thre118-car pilew in which the
driver of one car was speeding
on the wrong side of the r
and the second motorist- also
on the wrong side of the road -
failed to yield the right-of-way,
No improper action was attrib-
uted to the third driver. The
driver of the first car had pre-
viously lost his permit twice
as a result of other accidents,
had been arrested five times
for driving while under suspen-
sion, and had two convictions
each for speeding and reckless
driving.
The second driver had been
involved in previous accidents
and had one conviction for speed.
DOWN CONCORD
WAY
• I listened to President Nixon's
ess to the people, and though
Iliad wished sincerely that all our
- could be withdrawn from
Tietoam before there were any
sore casualties, this carefully
4ansidered reasoning of our
esident made sense.
Now I believe that since we
e in this senseless war, we
Should cooperate with one who
ows how to manage better than
do. I admire President Nix-
I was sincerely sorry to hear
.1 the death of former governor
. Tennessee, Frank Clements.
e will never be able to under-
.— if why a car wreck should so
• •cienly snap out the life of a
son so useful and so influen-
.
Melvin Smith, a Concord net-
: ibor, who was injured in a
motorcycle accident on Hazel
way, may have to undergo
gory yet.
The election is neer now, and
I we try, we can think of many
••1 s to be grateful for as the
Thanksgiving season nears.
• We can look back on our lives
nd remember the hardships, the
seemingly imsurmountable ob.
stades, the dLscouragements,
4. the doubts.
Then we see that all these
e best for us. They made us
. .ted with the griefs of all.
They cemented friendships which
e invaluable.
We hope that the election has
, • severed any of those friend.
• , , for we need people.
' They have rallied to our slgip-
when sickness and deat
• e, they have come to our
• cue when we needed their
last
So as we near Thanksgiving,
e count our blessings. We som-
, es ask ourselves as in Psal-
s 8-4, "What is man, that Thod
• t mindful of him?" Bd He has
', • mindtol ofjas.all along, •
.• way, and we are grateful.
May we be worthy.
• I 6.
ing. ,1
PECK OF TEOUSLE Mrs.
Diana Neilson peers from
her window in Tukwila,
Wash., where she set that
wig stand to "scarecrow .. •
away" a woodpecker which
follows the family from home
to home. This is the third to
which the woodpecker has
followed, and the Neilsons
have moved as far as I()
miles. The woodpecker hangs
upside down and stares
through the window and
when Mrs Neilson draws the
drapes it goes to another
window. And it pecks out-
side the bedroom window
while husband Robert, :I
night worker, is trying to
classified as songbirds and
are protected by law,
1
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EARTH AND A NEW VIEWPOINT FOR ITS SOCIETY-Thomas Stafford and Eugene Cernan captured on 
film Earthrise as they saw it from Lunar Module,
RANGER
SURVEYOR
1963
The floor of Crater Tycho
4 I iltiois
Ciateri /rniiits`
041P..14its
1967
The Sea 47 Crises
4) ,isPe
o„ •
t!.
LUNAR ORBITER
1966
580,000 sq. males
Farside South Pole
THE PATHFINDERS AND MAPPERS-Ranger, Surveyor and Lunar Orbiter prepared the way for the manned exploration to come. One hundred and
five thousand photos were returned, including crater close-ups (left), four-inch rocks (center) and mosaics (right) covering 99 e of the Moon's surface.
IN YEARS to come people may say this wasthe decade in space history that changed
the world. It has been a decade of commitment
to the greatest peacetime mobilization effort
known to man. The Apollo landings on the Moon
this year are the culmination of ten years of
setback, success and learning that achieved what
many deemed impossible. It began in July, 1960,
as the House Science/Astronautics Committee
recommended that a national plan be considered
for "a manned expedition to the Moon before the
end of this decade." The U.S.S.R. already had hit
the Moon with Luna-2 and filmed its far side
with Luna-3 in 1959. Experts such as Wernher
von Braun had testified before Congress since
1957 that we would lose our standing as a leader
in world technology if Russia reached the Moon
first. It no longer was a time to think of Earth-
orbiting comsats and manned space labs-the
conquest of the Moon seemed inevitable-it was
iln
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MEN WALK ON MOON
ASTRONAUTS LAND ON PLAIN;
COLLECT ROCKS, PLANT FLAG
oire From Moon:
'Eagle Has Landed'
A Powdery Surface
Is Closely Explored
HISTORIC HEADLINES-Can we top these in the NEXT ten years of the Space Age'
GAGAIBP4
VOSTOK 1961
First in space
ass "ie.non.-Nissiet
ir footprints of Pho decade
st•
BORMAN LOVELL ANDERS
APOLLO 8 Dec. 21-27, 1968
First manned flight to orbit the Moon.
LUNA
LUNA
ZOND
only a matter of time as to who would be first.
News reports of increasing Soviet space activi-
ties challenged the spirit of the American public
and many had an uneasy feeling about' the pos-
sibilities of more Russian triumphs. So the stage
was set May 25, 1961 when President Kennedy
told a joint session of Congress he wanted "this
nation to commit itself to achieving the goal-,
before this decade is out, of landing a man on
the Moon.
MOON BOOSTERS
As the size and sophistication of Moon payloads
increased, the demand for more accurate guid-
ance and greater thrust produced a
growing family of specialized rockets.
These vehicles made it possible.
SURVEYOR
PIONEER
JUNO
II
ATLAS
CENTAUR
\
ATLAS
AGENA
STAFFORD YOUNG CEItt,taN
APOLLO 10 May 15-2ge 19e!
First flight and docking of Lunar Modulo
APOLLO
CHRONOLOGY
TO A GIANT LEAP
LUNA 2-THE FIRST OF FIFTY-In 1959 the USSR impacted the first
probe on the lunar surface and the reverberations were felt in Washing-
ton. The Moon race was on and payloads launched by both countries to-
taled more than 50. Twenty-nine were a success-18 were U.S. flights
SEPT 25, 1960
DEC 15, 1960
APR 12, 1961
AUG 6, 1961
AUG 23, 1961
NOV 18, 1961
JAN 26, 1962
APR 23, 1962
MAY 24, 1962
AUG 11-12, 1962
OCT 3, 1962
OCT 18, 1962
•JAN 4, 1963
APR 2, 1963
MAY 15, 1963
JUNE 14-16, 1963
JAN 30, 1964
JULY 28, 1964
OCT 12, 1964
FEB 17, 1965
MAR 12, 1965
MAR 18, 1965
MAR 21, 1965
NIAR '23, 1965
MAY 9, 1965
JUNE 3, 1965
JUNE 8, 1965
JULY 18, 1965
AUG 21, 196.5
OCT 4, 1963
DEC 3, 1965
DEC 4, 1965
DEC 15, 1965
JA' 3t, 1966
MAR 1, 1966
MAR 16, 1966
MAR 31, 1966
MAY 30, 1966
JUNE 3, 1966
JULY 1, 1966
JULY 18, 1966
AUG 10, 1966
AUG 24 ,1966
SEPT 12, 1966
SEPT-20, 1966
OCT 22, 1966
NOV 6, 1966
NOV 11, 1966
DEC 21, 1966
FEB 4, 1967
APR 17, 1967
APR 23, 19037
MAY 4, 1967
JULY 14, 1967
MEN' 19, 1967
AUG 1, 1967
SEPT 8, 1967
NOV 7, 1967
IAN 7, 1968
MAR 2, 1968
APR 7, 1968
APR 14-15, 1968
SEPT 15, 1968
OCT 11, 1968
OCT 25-26, 1968
NOV 10, 1968
DEC 21, 1968
JAN 14-15, 1969
MAR 3, 1969
MAY 18, 1969
JULY 16, 1969
OCT 11-13, 1969
NOV 14; 1969
PIONEER
PIONEER
VOSTOK 1
VOSTOK 2
RANGER 1
RANGER 2
RANGER 3
RANGER 4
MERCURY 7
VOSTOK 3, 4
MERCURY 8
RANGER 5
LUNA 7
LUNA 4
MERCURY 9
VOSTOK 5. 6
RANGER 6
RANGER 7
VOSKHOD 1
RANGER 8
KOSMOS 60
VOSKHOD 2
RANGER 9
GEMINI 3
LUNA 5
GEMINI 4
LUNA 6
ZOND 3
GEMINI 5
LUNA 7
LUNA 8
GEMINI 7
GEMINI 6
LUNA 9
KOSMOS 111
GEMINI 8
LUNA 10
SURVEYOR 1
GEMINI 9
EXPLORER 33
GEMINI 10
LUNAR 9RBITER
LUNA 11
GEMINI 11
RtYRVETOR-72
LUNA 12
failed to reach Moon
lunar probe exploded
1st manned space flight
17 Earth orbits •
failed to reach Moon
failed to reach Moon
missed Moon 2000 miles
Moon impact-timer faded
Earth orbits •
group flight 64 orbiet4
6 Earth orbits
ill 48(4 Mow, by 450 miles
bided in Earth orbit
missed Moon 5.282 miles
22 Earth orbits
group flight 81 orbits
Mom, itnp«ct TV failed
returned 4,308 Moon photos
1st 3-man crew 16 orbits
7;167 Mewl close-ups
foiled to reach Moon
Ist space 1011k to in;
7.81i Moon photos
1st twinned maneuvers
soft landing failed
space walk with tools
',Osseo, Moon 100,000 miles
Lunar fly-by photos
128 Earth orbits
soft landing failed
soft landing failed
14 days I/1 space
12 in. rendez. with G77
soft binding d photos
failed to reach Moon
docking test failed
1st Moon orbit data
lauded-11,150 photos -
rends..4 work in space
,Moon orbit 'missed
rendezvous perfected
60 days 'photography
data from Moon orbit
1st docking in space
"cill0t11 oil /11-6611'
Moon orbit photos
LUNAR ORBITER 2 11-month M00/1 orbit
GEMINI 12 _final space tool tests
LUNA 13 soft land d experiments
LUNAR ORBITER 3 9-month Moon orbit
SURVEYOR 3 soil sampler photos
SOYUZ 1
LUNAR ORBITER
SURVEYOR 4
EXPLORER 35
LUNAR ORBITER
SURVEYOR 5
SURVEYOR 6
SURVEYOR 7
ZOND 4
LUNA 14
KOSMOS 212, 213
ZOND 5
APOLLO 7
SOYUZ 2,3
ZOND 6
APOLLO 8
SOYUZ 4, 5
APOLLO 9
APOLLO 10
APOLLO 11
SOYUZ 6, 7, 8
APOLLO 12
Komarov killed in crash
4 6-month Moon orbit
crashed on Moon
lunar orbit (still active)
5 6-month Moon orbit
soil tests d 19,000 photos
first Moon lift-off
5th success on Moon
failed to reach Moon
orbiting Moon data
automatic docking
1st Moon return flight
1st manned Apollo
manned auto-rendezvous
end Moon return flight
1st manned flight to Moon
manned auto-docking
Earth orbit LM docking
Moon descent to 9 miles
1st manned landing 7120
1st 7-man flight
2nd manned binding 11-19
USA
USA
USSR
USSR
USA
USA
UM..
USA
USA
USSR
USA
USA
USSR
USSR
USA
USSR
USA
USA
USSR
USA
USSR
USSR
USA
USA
USSR
USA
USSR
USSR
USA
USSR
USSR
USA
USA
„USSR
USSR
USA
USSR
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USSR
USA
.USA
USSR
USA
USA
USSR
USA
USA
USSR
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
USA
USSR
USSR
USA
USSR
USA
USA
USA
USSR
USA
1965 1968 PORTRAIT AT TRANQUILITY BASE- -Ed Aldrin posed for Neil Armstrong.
ARMSTRONG ALDRIN
APOLLO 11 July 16-24. 1969
First manned landing on the Moon
COLLINS
President
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Programs
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Robert GI
NASA
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flight Program
James E. Webb
Administrator
NASA
1961-1968
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Administrator
NASA 1968-
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NASA Director
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Spaceflight
Kurt Disbus
Director of
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designed
Complex-39
CONRAD BEAN CORDON
APOLLC 12 Nov. 14-24, 1969
Longest flight, orbit and time down on Moon.
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SPOTLIGHT ON
Apollo 12 Commander, Pete
Conrad, To Be Next On Moon
By DARRELL MACK
TAYLOR LAKE VILLAGE,
Tex. (UPI)- Pete Conrad is in
his element at a Nark tie
dinner party or a bash by the
swimming pool, on a yacht or
acing a speedboat, talking to a
stockbroker or to a scientist.
He looks somewhat like
laugh-in's Dick Martin, has the
savoir vivre of Lord Snowdon,
Is as outspoken as Tom
Smother, is as small as Eddie
Arcaro and can fly as well as,
or maybe better than, Neil
Armstrong.
Navy Cmdr. Charles H.
"Pete" Conrail, whose versatili-
ty is exceeded only by his fame
as an astronaut, will be the
next man to reach the moon.
As commander of Apollo 12, he
is to step onto the lunar surface
at 6:02 a.m. EST next
Wednesday.
Moonlanding
Highlights
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(UPI)-Highlights of the Apollo
12 mission, the second United
States moon landing flight.
Crew-Charles H. "Pete"
Conrad, Richard F. Gordon and
Alan L. Bean.
Friday, Nov. 14 - Launch
from Cape Kennedy, start
toward moon, television from
command ship, course-correc-
tion opportunity.
Saturday, Nov. 15- Television
§how, course change - to aim
toward landing site.
Sunday, Nov. 16- Fly toward
moon, navigation, crew rests.
Monday, Nov. 17- Course
correction opportunity televi-
sion from space, another course
adjustment opportunity, anoth-
er telecast, enter lunar orbit,
final TV show of day from
moon orbit.
Tuesday, Nov. 18 - Maneuver
to near-circular moon orbit
television of landing craft
separating from command ship.
Wednesday, Nov. 19- Lunar
ding, first moonwalk lasting
our hours to set up robot
scientific research s ta ti on
sleep.
Thursday, Nov, 20-Second
moonwalk to collect lunar
rocks, visit Surveyor 3 landing
site, liftoff from lunar surface,
television from lunar orbit,
landing craft jettisoned and
crashed into moon.
Friday, Nov. 21- Photograph
future Apollo landing sites,
start back home to earth,
television.
Saturday, Nov. 22 - Course
correction opportunity, crew
rests.
Sunday, Nov. 23-Course ad-
justment opportunity, final tele.
cast of flight.
Monday, Nov. 24 - Last
chance to correct course,
splashdown in South Pacific,
start of quarantine that ends
Dec. 10.
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FLAMSTEED
SURVEYOR 3
LANDED APRIL 19 1967
RETURNED 6,315 PHOTOS
DUG 4 TRENCHES IN SOn
Apollo 12, Gorden must remain
with the orbiting command
ship.
"He'd like to be the one going
down on the moon, but he
wants this flight to go well first
of all." a friend said.
couldn't ski as well as one of.
his friends and it bothered him.
"I didn't see him for six
months and then we went
skiing again and he really was
a whiz, better than I was," the
friend said. "He had been
pfacticing: He Nit -can't Mad
for anyone to be better &tin he
is."
One of Gordon's favorite
sayings is "show me a loser
and I'll show you a loser."
Gordon's father died when he
was young and his mother
taught school to nap put nim
through the University of
Washington. He graduated in
chemistry in 1951.
Semipro Southpaw
He played golf in college,1
shooting in the 70s, and pitched
as a semipro southpaw for a
while after graduation. He had
a knack for flying and joined
the Navy to make it a career.
Gordon went through the,
Navy's test pilot school at'
Patuxent River, Md. in 1957
and remained as a flight test
pilot until 1960. It was there in 
1958 he first met Conrad, with
whom he flew on the Gemini 11
space mission.
Both like to party, race
speedboats, fly fast airplanes 
straight back.
Gordon, who likes a martini
before dinner and scotch and
water afterwards, met Barbara
J. Field of Freeland, Wash, on
a golf course during their
college days. They were mar-
ried in 1953 and now have six
children, which makes them the
largest astronaut family.
Barbara, an attractive
brunette, is a impeccable
housekeeper, an elementary
school- teacher, a church school
teacher and raises white mice
for the boys' pet boa constric-
tor.
Commander Has Pinpointed
Landing Site of Spacecraft
SPACE CENTER, Housto
(UPI). Apollo 12 commander
Charles "Pete" Conrad wants
to set his moonship down
between two little =lam
craters that lie just 300 feet
apart on the lunar Ocean o
Storms.
Not just any two little
craters, either. Two very
specific ones.
The larger of the two is the
crater in which Surveyor 3, a
robot camera ship, landed in
1967. Conrad and Alan L. Bean
are scheduled to visit the
Surveyor during their second
moonwalk, snip off some of the
robot's parts and return them
to earth.
Conrad gives himself a 50-50
chance of accomplishing this
difficult feat of pinpoint naviga-
tion. If he makes it, he will
have achieved the second most
important objective of his
flight.
Proving the possibility of
such a "point landing," as
mission planners call it, is
vastly important to Apollo
flights in the future, which will
aim for scientifically interest.
Lag sites in the rugged lunar
highlands.
First Landing In March
The first of these highland
landings is scheduled to take
place during Apollo 13 next
March.
Pilots on these missions must
be able to land on tiny, pre-
selected places smooth enough
for a safe touchdown and yet
within the area that scientists
want explored.
"We hope to develop our
techniques on this mission that
will lead us to perhaps further
development on the next
mission, leading us to the
capability of landing in some
very tight places," said Apollo
Mission Director Chester Lee,
Conrad's task is to test
techniques for this type of
pinpoint landing on the relative-
ly smooth, arid Ocean of
Storms. Failure here would not
be too dangerous. If he misses
the target, Conrad still has a
good chance of making a safe
landing on a smooth plain.
Is Major Achievement
Achieving the point landing
would be a major achievement
over Apollo 11.
America's first moon landing
crew touched down about one
mile south and four miles west
of the center of its target. The
pilots were still barely within
the broad target oval, and the
aiming accuracy was fine for
what was required- a safe
Anonymous Astronaut, Alan
Bean, Will Gain Fame On Trek
By DARRELL MACK
NASSAU BAY, Tex, (UPI}-
Navy Commander Alan L.
Bean's days as the anonymous
4stronaut are numbered, the
iblfttdown toward fame already
has begun.
Bean has spent more than six
years as an astronaut without
flying in space.
No other astronaut can say
this.
Although he hasn't received
the worldwide acclaim accord-
ed colleagues Mike Collins,
Buzz Aldrin, Dick Gordon and
Apollo 11
and both thrive on competition. am es Are
Gordon won the 1961 Bendix
Trophy race from Los Angeles .
to New York in a record speed
of 869.74 miles an hour and a
record time of two hours, 47
minutes.
Gordon at 40 is the oldest of
the Apollo 12 crew, but he looks
the youngest. Both Conrad, 39,
and Bean, 37, are balding but
Gordon has . long brown hair
parted on the left and combed
Main Line Society
It will culminate a lifetime of
training for the 39-year-old
Conrad, who was born the son
of an investment broker in
Philadelphia's Main Line Socie-
ty.
He went to prep school at
Raverford, Pa. and graduated
from Princeton University. He
majored in aeronautical en-
gineering because he was a bug
on flying, a skill he learned at
14.
Conrad finished next to last
In a graduating class of more
than 700 in 1953. Industry
recruiters weren't standing in
line to hire an engineer with
that kind of academic record,
so Pete joined the Navy and
became a pilot.
Since then there have been
the Gemini 5 and Gemini 11
flights which made him fa-
mous.
"Pete once said that landing
on the moon is the last greatest
12 minutes of test flying left to
man," an associate said.
Conrad just missed being
selected as one of the original
seven astronauts. "He was
number seven and one-half,"
according to a source close to
the national aeronautics and
space agency.
Flying Instructor
Conrad trained at the Navy
test pilot school at Patuxent
River, Md. and immediately
became a projects test pilot
there. Later he taught flying
and was a performance en-
gineer at the school.
Why.- did a young in Leaguer
give up the Wall Street life to
become a career military man?
"He wanted to fly," a friend
said. "It was the only way he
could make a career of it other
than being a commercial pilot,
which they (military pilots) all
look down on. That's like bus
driving."
Conrad definitely is a man
who like fast things- planes,
.ars and boats. He has owned
and raced speedboats over the
objections of his wife, Jane.
He is known in the progra as
a great instrument pilot.
He is also top banana among
the astronauts.
"He has an extraordinary
sense of humor," a friend said.
"He's one of the great
swingers."
It was the swinging Pete
Conrad who, in 1950, met Jane
Dubose, a student at Bryn
Mawr College. Jane, a striking
brunette about two inches taller
than the 5-foot-61/2 Conrad, was
the daughter of a Uvalde, Tex.
rancer.
Pete visited the ranch in 1951
and 1952 and married Jane in
1953. They have four sons-
Peter, 14; Thomas, 12; Andrew,
10; and Christopher, 8.
Mrs. Conrad is remembered at
St. Mary's Hall, an Episcopal
prep school in San Antonio,
Tex., for riding and jumping
horses bareback and barefoot
and for her artistic ability.
APOLLO 12
SECONDARY
LANDING
SITE
(NOV 211
WEDNESDAY - NOVEMBER 12, 1969
APOLLO 12
LYING DOWN ON THE JOB Preparing for the scheduled Nov. 14 liftoff, Apollo 12 astro-
nauts (from left) Alan Bean, Richard Gordon and Charles Conrad pose in the blaatoff
position aboard a mockup of the Command Module, ;(t. Cape Kennedy.
Dick Gordon Is Versatile In Many Fields
By DARRELL MACK
NASSAU BAY, Tex. (UPI)-
Dick Gordon can do anything
gracefully except lose.
He's a polished dancer, an
outstanding water, skiier, a
smooth left-handed golfer, a Gordon, a native of Seattle,
former semipro baseball pitch- Wash., went water skiing soon
er and an accomplished bridge after being selected as an
player, astronaut in October, 1963. He
But what he does best is fly.
Navy Commander Richard F.
Gordon Jr. is the No. 2 man
on the Apolle 12 mission that
lifts off from Cape Kennedy,
Fla. Friday. He won't, however,
land on the moon with Navy
comrades Ctrarles-'"Pete" Con-
rad Jr. and Alan L., Bean.
Instead, Gordon will orbit in
the $55 million command
service module, waiting to pick
up Conrad and Bean and bring
them home.
A Test Pilot
Gordon, a 5-7, 150-pound
former test pilot, said he and
Conrad joked about landing on
the moon together 10 years ago
before either was an astronaut.
But as second in charge of
Apollo 12 Mission
Cost $350 Million
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI)-
The 10-day expedition of Apollo
12 will cost American taxpayers
$350 million.
The biggest expense is
getting Charles Conrad Jr.,
Richard F. Gordon and Alan L,
Bean to the moon. That's the
job of a giant Saturn 5 rocket,
which costs $185 million.
The Apollo 12 command ship
Yankee Clipper cost $55 million
and the lunar module Intrepid
that will land Conrad and Bean
on the moon's Ocean of Storms
cost $40 million.
The vast network of support-
ing forces on earth- the launch
operation at Cape Kennedy, the
Mission Control Center at
Houston and the worldwide
tracking and recovery forces-
cost $70 million.
APOLLO 12
PRIMARY
LANDING
SITE
(NOV 19)
APOLLO 12 TARGET This Is the tiny Apollo- 12 target on idea of distance, the Lansberg crater Is RI) miles from the
the Moon. Area shown is 1.100 by &SS miles. To give you an ' landing site. Aim is to- land 1.100 feet from Surveyor 3
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(UPI)-The space agency has
distributed almost 18 pounds of
moon rock from Apollo 11 to
scientists around the world,
"All of the Principal investi-
gators have received a major
portion of what they were
scheduled to receive," an
agency spokesman said.
The Apollo 11 astronauts
came tack to earth with 48
pounds of moon rock and soil.
Most of this will remain at the
Lunar Receiving Laboratory in
Houston, but a two-pound rock
is on display at the Smithsonian
Institution and another chunk is
on display at the Houston Space
Center.
The agency began distribution
of another 18 pounds of lunar
samples to 106 scientists in the
United States and 36 in eight
foreign countries on Sept. 12.
These scientists are to report
on results of their experiments
In January at a conference in
Houston.
By early November, a space
center spokesman said, scien-
tists had received all but 100
grams (about .02 pound) of the
18 pounds scheduled to go to
them. All 142 scientists, hesai 1,
have received at least some
samples.
The undistributed samples,
the spokesman said, consisted
mostly of thin polistod rock
slices for microscoptc geology
studies and a little bit of lunar
dust.
Preliminary studies of the
rocks and the soil indicated
lhey may date back as much as
4.5 billion years and that their
chemical composition is differ-
ent from that of earthly
material.
Studie,s now under way will
look for evidence of organic
material, geologic form and
origin, exact chemical composi-
tion, precise ace and Whet
types of basi( information.
others, don't think Bean has
been wasting his time.
He joined the naval reserve
soon after his 17th birthday and
worked his way up until he was
such an outstanding pilot that
he was offered a spot on the
Blue Angels, the Navy's aeroba-
tic team, He turned it down,'
applying for the astronaut
corps instead.
Painting Talent
Bean has a,$60,000 home on
Lake Nassau, a beautiful
platinum blonde wife, a sports
car, and painting talent in
addition to his flying skills. He
made his first big impression in
the investigation of the plane
crash that killed astronauts
Charles Bassett and Eliott See.
"He was the technical investi-
gator and impressed everyone
with his stamina," a former
space agency official said.
Bean was a backup pilot for
the Gemini 10 and Apollo 9
missions. He is the last
member of the third class of
astronauts to fly in space.
Collins, one of Bean's group
named Oct. 18, 1963, has flown
twice and Richard F. Gordon,
another classmate, will
going up for the second time on
Apollo 12.
Bean, normally content to
stay out of the limelight, was
beginning to grow impatient.
He wanted to fly. Now that his
turn is almost here at last, he
is eager with anticipation.
Asked what he was most
looking forward _to about the
mission, Beam replied without a
second's hesitation: "Getting
off the ground."
Bean will fly to the moon
Friday with Gordan and
Charles "Pete" Conrad, and
will walk on the moon with
C oar ad.
Bean, 37, grew up in Forth
Worth, Tex, His interest in
flying developed early.
CENTER,.. Houston
(UPI).- For the second time
men are about to walk on the
moon. What is it like, this
nearest neighbor of earth?
Its surface is jagged with
mountains rising as high as 20
thousand feet, pitted with
craters ranging from a few
inches to 180 miles across. A
layer of fine, gray dust-like
sand or silt- covers this unin-
viting surface.
There is no air, no moisture.
Temperatures plunge to 279
degrees below zero Fahrenheit
In darkness and soar to 243
degrees above zero in the
sunlight. Day and night each
lasts two weeks.
The chemical makeup of its
soil, at least at Tranquillity
Base where Apollo 11 landed in
July, is much different from
that of earth.
The moon is 2,160 miles in
diameter and 6,790 miles in
circumference, both about one-
fourth the corresponding mea-
surements of the earth. It
orbits an average distance of
238,857 miles above our globe,
one orbit every 28 days,
keeping the same face turned
toward the earth.
The moon travels through
miles space at 2,287 an hour.
Lunar gravity exerts one-
sixth the force of gravity on
earth, so an object that
weighed 60 pounds on earth
would weigh only 10 pounds on
the moon.
A Navy Scholarship
On his 17th birthday, even
before he graduated from high
school, Bean tried to enlist in
the naval reserve at the Dallas
Naval Air Station. Ills father
wouldn't sign the papers, But
Bean persuaded' his father to
sign them and he entered the
University of Texas on a Navy
scholarship.
At Texas he majored in
aeronautical engineering and
got his commission through the
naval ROTC program.
It was at a gymnastics meet
In Fort Worth that he met Sue
Ragsdale, a member of the
balls Athletic Club tumbling
team. They were to meet again
pus, -where-gee- war- a
cheerleader.
They were married in April,
1955, the year Bean graduated
The Beans have two children-
(lay. 13, and Amy, 6.
landing and return to earth.
Since then, mission planners
have improved on methods for
predicting the spacecraft's path
around the moon, tracking it,
feeding it computer data to use
In navigation and flying without
adding errors to the computer-
ized navigation.
They think the computer-
controlled initial descent will be
accurate enough for Conrad to
take control manually and fly
to his target.
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI)-
Apollo 12's astronauts may be
the first to bring man-made
machinery back from another
world.
Charles H. Coned Jr. and
Alan L. Bean are to land only
1,120 feet from the Surveyor 3
spacecraft that touched down
on the moon's Ocean of Storms
April 20, 1967.
The three -legged robot
flashed back 6,315 television
pictures of the surrounding
terrain and even looked into the
black sky and photographed
Earth and Venus. Surveyor 3
also carried a ditch digger
resembling a penny arcade
gadget and clawed six little
trenches in the lunar soil,
"We'd like to land near it,
and we'd like to go over there
and dismantle it," Bean said,
Conrad rates the chances of
landing with in half-mile
walking distance of the space-
craft at only 50-50, And even if
they do land on target, the
pilots won't visit Surveyor
unless they have time at the
end of their second moonwalk.
Just getting to the spacecraft
will be a tricky job. Surveyor 3
rests about 150 feet down the
slorinesewell Of a craft-
650 feet wide' and 50 feet deep,
Bean will climb into the
crater first, linked to Conrad by
a 30-foot line. .s-If Bean has
trouble getting out, Conrad can
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI)-
Apollo 12's Ocean of Storms
landing site and Apollo 11's
Tranquility Base are both on
vast lunar plains called seas.
Does that mean their rock
samples will be alike?
Alike to some extent, geolo-
gists say, but probably not
identical. They hesitate to
predict just exactly what Apollo
12 crewmen Charles Conrad Jr,
and Alan L. Bean will find.
"I think a man would have to
be pretty brave to really stick
his neck out and prognosticate
on what we're going to get on
12 because we- - were so
surprised on '-14-Pg said Dr.
Richard J. Allenby, assistant
director of the Apollo Lunar
Exploration Directorate.
The big surprise from Apollo
11 sample was the ancient age
of the moon material. Radioac-
tive dating methods indicated
the rocks solidified at least 2 to
31/2 billion years ago. Pre-flight
estimates had been in the
millions-of-years.
Tranquillity's rocks were
primarily volcanic in the sense
they solidified from pools of
lava. The origin of the lava is
still a matter of debate,
Scientists expect the rocks
brought back from the Ocean of
Storms site, which is 954 miles
west of Tranquillity base, will
be generally similar.
If there are differences,
according to Dr. Robin Brett, a
geochemist, it might be in the
content of the trace elements
such as titanium and a few
other metals that were unusual-
ly abundant in Apollo 11's
samples.
"I think the first thing we're
going to learn is whether the
Tranquillity rocks are typical of
the maria areas on the moon or
at least two maria areas,"
Brett said.
"Or are they totally different
so we're dealing with a number
of different processes (of
origin) and depending on where
you are, as on the earth, you
come up with different types of
rocks?"
pull him.
If everything goes well up to
that point, the altronauts will
inspect and photograph to see if
there have been any changes
over the past 21,2 years.
Bean said geologists also
want the pilots to collect some
of the rocks that Surveyor 3
photographed. Geologist Eugene
Shoemaker said in 1967 that at
least one rock photographed by
the robot had pits that
appeared to be formed by
bubbling lava. Apollo 11's
astronauts brought back such
rocks in July.
If the Apollo 12 astronauts
have time after their photogra-
phy, they will snip off a power
cable leading to Surveyor's
television camera. Before Sur-
veyor was launched from Cape
Kennedy, scientists knew how
much bacteria were on the wire
and they want to see how the
lunar environment affected
them.
Conrad then will cut two of
five aluminum rods supporting
the camera and he will clip off
a two-inch piece of tubing. Next
he will collect a few samples of
glass from a head-reflecting
surface apd,,E% he will gthatt_
the camera -for study in earth
laboratories.
All the parts will be stowed in
a fiberglass knapsack attached
to the back of Conrad's
backpack.
••••••••••••••••
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WARNING FOR NOV. 15- -The Justice 
Department will view
anything more than a small symbolic proces
sion down
Washington's Pennsylvania Avenue Nov. 15 as 
"an illegal
act and we would attempt to stop it with the m
inimum force
necessary," Deputy Attorney General Richard G. 
Kleindienst
tells reporters in Washington. At right is John
 Dean, an
assistant deputy. Statue in back is "Majesty o
f Justice."
4-H'ers Win Trip to Chicago
Jimmy Woody Miu Porkins
• Excellence in 4-H projects
means a trip to Chicago in
November for three out-
standing Kentucky youths.
They Will join approximately
30 other Kentucky delegates
at the 48th National 4-H Con-
gress in the Windy City, Nov.
30 • Dec. 4.
Over 1,650 students from
the United States, Canada
and Puerto Rico will attend
the congress.
Delegates are selected by
the Cooperative Extension
Service.
Winner of the 4-H Achieve-
ment program award is 17-
year-old Jimmy S. Woody,
son of Mr. and Mrs. James
Woody of Columbia. Woody,
a member of 4-H for nine
years, has turned in a re-
markable record of activities
for each year. He accumu-
lated awards in projects
ranging from entomology to
geology.
No newcomer to Chicago
and the congress, Woody at-
tended the 1967 congress as
a state winner in entomology.
This project placed eighth in
the nation. During his nine-
year entomology project he
collected and mounted 2,585
insects of 20 orders. His
Adair County medals are
from dairy, lawn improve-
ment, horticulture, electric,
and dog projects. In photog-
raphy, another favorite proj-
ect, he has won numerous
--o-awards.
-- Sponsor of the achievement
project is the Ford Motor
Company Fund.
John Burkett, 15, of Som-
erset won the electric pro-
gram award, sponsored by
Westinghouse Electric Cor-
poration. The son of Mr. and
Mrs. Orville Burkett spent
eight of his nine years in
4-H work on the project. He
learned how to make a heat
lamp, heat cable, thermostat,
portable motor, valance light
John Burkett
mentary education major at
Campbellsville College.
During her eight years in
the food-nutrition project,
Miss Perkins prepared over
2,000 dishes and 235 meals.
She jokingly admits that she
soon discovered that meals
just don't happen.
"I discovered that there
was more to cooking than
turning on the stove ... get-
ting out a pot or pan and
mixing things together," she
says.
Through hard work and
determination in her food.
nutrition project, she earned
almost 25 blue ribbons and
county medals. The project
also led her into related
areas such as dairy foods
and food preservation for
which she also won awards.
Being active in 4-H proj-
• ects is second nature to her
as her father is an extension
agent and her mother is a
4-H Club leader.
Language
Barrier In
Teaching
WASHINGTON, D. C. — If a
teacher walked into the average
white middle ciac.s school and
said "Ya'ateeh," he would be
met with blank stares and lack
of response. Yet thousands of
American Indian children in this
country are required to respond
to words just as foreign to them
as "Ya'ateeta" ("lie/lo") is W
the average white child.
H. D. Overby, director of fed-
eral projects, Grants, N.M., Mu-
nicipal Schools, "Tells it Like
It Is. Only Howls It?" in
an article featured in the Nov-
ember issue of Today's Educa-
tion, official journal of the Nat-
ional Education Association. Te-
achers of Indian chilcir en are fail-
ing largely because they cannot
overcome the verbal and non-
verbal differences between In-
dians and non-Indians, the artic-
le emphasizes.
(A recent NEA conference on
American Indian education noted
that everyone has a culture. The
American Indians are fiercely
proud of theirs' — which, they
point out, is older than white
America's.)
The problem with many tea-
chers is that their "nice middle
class education had little con-
cept or understanding of the val-
ues and problems of culturally
different students," Overby said.
Language is one of the first
barriers. Particularly in theSou-
thwest, teachers "must attempt
to educate people who not only
speak a variety of dialects as
well as languages but who also
have different ways of looking
at the world and at interpersonal
relationchips," Overby notes. In
addition to the confusion of dia.
lects, Indian children are further
handicapped by not being able to
speak English fluently. For ex-
ample, when ode teacher sugges-
ted that a student move his chair
over a "shade" the boy respond-
with a blank stare andrefused
to budge. He was not being hos-
tile, he simply did not under-
stand the meaning of the word
"shade."
Even more subtle than lax.
guages are the silent or non-
verbal differences between In-
dian and non-Indian people. Ov-
erby notes that Navajo people
stubboruly refuse to compete am-
ong themselves. The Navajo rea-
sons "Even if I do something
better than someone else why
should I embarrass him by doing
It better? After all he's my
brother, cousin or friend." And
he probably is, because, as Ov-
erby points out, "almost every-
one on a reservation is related
to everyone else."
Overby describes a compre-
hevsive sensitivity program un-
dertaken in Grants, N.M., where
Caucasian teachers were forced
to examine their relationships to
Indians, and learn the subtle
but very essential differences
between the two races. Baffled
by young Indians who could not
respond to the traditional Dick-
and-Jane concept, these teachers
eventually were able to see "that
the world of Dick and Jane is
about as foreign to these studen-
ts as the chanting of the 'B-
alo Song' would be
 to white stu- P°U ha"
it
dents."
They learned that India
ns have
a style of their 
own, a time con--
cept of their o
wn—they under-
stand here and now, 
they are not
concerned with "t
omorrow"—
and a protocol of 
their own. You
don't ask an Ind
ian personal qu-
estions. Overby 
points out, if
he decides to like 
you he'll vol-
tuiteer the information.
Calif. forests draw
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)—
The
national forests of California
attracted 41 million visits in
19t)8, according to the U.S.
Forest Service.
IANCASTER, Pa. (UPI)--The
Franklin and Marshall football
eam this fall seems to be coming
from, rather than going to, pot.
ts far as Coach Dave Pooley
1.0iWeened, that's the way it
,hould continue, because three
Of his starters are from home-
tow named Pottstown or
Poltniilol ier.Jun o   defensive middle guard
al ,vkes is from Pottstown, Pa.,
sophomore defensive back Steve
Re% ell is from Pottsville, Pa., and
sophomore Roger Wolfsperger,
a linebacker and kick-return
ial • is from Pottstown,
\ .
Expensive Hunting
BUCHAREST, Romania
(UPI) — Free world sportsmen
can hunt in Communist
Romania -- but they had better
bring plenty of capitalist cur-
rency along. The government
charges the Western marksman
$4,800 for each stag bagged,
and upwards of $1,800 per bear.
Even a miss is costly -- for
each shot that fails, the hunter
pays $100.
C* *
More than 4 million persons
visited the 22 state parks in New
Mexico last year.
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THE ONLY WOM ot a 
state capital, Ann Ucello
Gen.), looks happy on being re-elected In Ha
rtford, Conn.
And in Louisville, Miss Mary Louise Foust, 60, 
flashes a
victory smile on being elected state auditor---on her 
own and
without financial support of her Democratic Par
ty
and utility light.
In addition to building his
own lights, he also instructed
fellow 4-H Club members
how to work with electrical
units. During the project he
exhibited 57 times on the
local level, 11 in Pulaski
County. He received blue
ribbons and medals for many
of these demonstrations 
and
exhibits.
Burkett's other award-win-
ning projects included lea
d-
ership, grooming, housekee
p-
ing, and dog care He se
rved
as an officer of his local
 and
county clubs. His four b
roth-
ers are also 4-H Club 
mem-
bers.
Peggy Jo Perkins was
named food-nutrition s
tate
winner. The program is 
spon-
sored by General Foods
 Cor-
poration. The 18-year-Old
daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs.
James R. Perkins of 
Camp-
bellsville is a freshman..elt•--
-
YOU'LL PAY LESS AT AU!
FRESH 18 PIECE
Tub-O-Chicken LB.3
LB.
US INSPECTED WHOLE
FRYERS
With a $5.00 (Jr More Additional Purchase.
Limit 4 Please.
Or More Purcnase.. Lb.
Price Without A $5.00 31,
kJ'
All Good Sliced
BACON
Lb. VY4'
2 Lb. Pkg.
5157
Family Pac
FRYERS
45c
All Beef 3 Lbs. Or Yore 59,
Harr burge
Super Rath' Skinless
Wieners .2- "4-49C
Store Sliced
Bacon k
Freshly 34.h. Pit; Os More '6
Ground Beef Lb C
3 To 2(01
Lobster Tails Lc,
nod
Pork Liver 29t
so Morton Cream Pies
Alt, ,,,
PKGS.
14-0Z $1 00
;1,045
Ulk
Ail' Whole Kernel Mist Lou
Golds. Cars  
r 1 2 Or. $1Cant Cot Yams 
French Style Bonu
s Offer
ALP Green Boons_ S'L°.:- $1 Glad Wrap 
Ann Page
Ketchup  
Jr 1•0:
Bits
Nutt.)
NW 'arise 
ling
At? Poaches 
PS( 41110,1•111
Chili  w18•-.
4 61 su"—89 Mayonnaise
Ar,
3 SI
To mato Soap
3 39 0' SICans
3 125 Ii.$1
3 1CLasbrs $1
  39t
  2/250
PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. NOV. 15
BETTY (ROCKER
LAYER
CAKE MIXES
19 OZ.89
BOXES
WITH COUPON IN AD
,SAYE 20t
ROBIN HOOD 
IFLOUR LAIR
5111'43C
WITH couPoN IN AD
FLORIDA
ORANGES,
TANGARINES,
EA.
WE ARE HAPPY
TO REDEEM
FEDERAL FOOD STAMPS
Inflation Fighte•r!
RED ROME
APPLES
tito •
'61
GOLDEN Rik
BANANAS
/0LB
4'
anadtan
Rutabagas 10C
YAMS 10C
potatoes ....10 88t
TANGELOS . 5C
NpPUMPKIN „ 40c
Aasi' n A 1)7
Cream Cheese %)
A&P- Real ream
Topping 6 Or Can  49c
Campbells SCOTT
Tomato Soup 7'= sl°°
9
BUTTERMILK
BREAD a
3 ,2°, E°sz 8 9 t
3i0FF
BIG ROLL
Wa;;a 
TOWELS
Duder Foil 49c 
Ca"; Tiood 7 '0. sr  FoR89c
SAVE 28t
lomb
SPECIAL LOW PRICE vet
A & P
100% Colombian 7
Coffee 1,LB. CAN
HEAD 11.
SHOULDERS
Shampoo
7C
2.7 or TUBE
NUSOFT
FABRIC SOFTNER
TEST UNDERWAY Here are members, of the Ci
vilian Irregu-
lar Defense Group moving out on 'patrol near Due Lap,
South Vietnam. These are some of the South Vietnamese
troops being assigned to battle against 7,000-man North
Vietnamese forces along Lb* LLasubckdia border. i Rwiropholoi
69c
3302 ail
APMN%
BETTY CROCKER LAYER
CAKE MIXES 3 V.? 94
With Coupon
Good Only At Ma Food Stor
Coupon Expires Sat , Nov. IS
Without Coupon Regular Pelee
AP
Limit I Coupon Pm Customer
111
AP AP
-01
-map
al•11,
AP
NR99199,(1),C g
ROBIN iicion 1.6 5n
FLOUR 43t
With Coupon
Good Only Al .A41' Food Spires
Coupon V pores Sat . Nov) IS
Without Coupon Regular Price
Limit I Coupon Per Customer
Coupon Code No. Q.M. at
UMNS616
AP
AP
Ap
AP
VMS
HEINZ 0
KETCHUP Z 1NIL YC
1.
With Coupon
Good Only Al Ailif Food Stotes
Coupon Expires Sat Noe. I
Without Coupon Regular Pries
Limit I -Coupon Pm Customer
$5110Wr.'
AP
AP
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AUTOS FOR SALA
1968 BUICK Riviera. Burgandy
with beige vinyl top with fac-
tory air and power. Real low
mileage. 1968 Pontiac Catalina
four door hardtop with factory
air, power steering and brakes.
Black vinyl roof. OMn and Tay-
ler Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
Main. N-14-C
OLDS Tonna& with fac-
tory Mr and /sower. Low mile-
age, local car. 1967 Chrysler
300 with factory air and all
power. Gold with black vinyl
roof. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta-
=a. Corner of 6th and Main.
N-14-C
1966 BUICK Skylark, two door
hardtop with factory air and
power. Automatic transmission
with console in the floor. 1966
Chevy /I station wagon. Cain
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn-
er of 6th and Main. N-14-C
1965 FALCON, 8A3C cylinder, au-
tomatic. 1965 Chevrolet Impala
four door sedan with factory
air and all power. Local car.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
Corner of 6th and Main. N-14-C
1965 OLDS 88 four door hard-
top with factory air, power
steering and brakes. 1963 Pont-
iac station wagon with factory
air and all power. Cain and
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
6th and Main. N-14C
1963 FORD Galaxie 500, V-8 au-
tomatic with power. 1959 Olds
88 four door hardtop with air
and power. Cain and Tay14
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Main. N-140
ieeg cllityel.FR Newport, four-
doer sedan with double power.
Chevrolet pick-up truck, de-
luxe cab. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Station. Comer of 6th and Main.
N-14-C
FOR RENT
COMMERCIAL building across
from Beik's in Paris, Tenn.
Write P. 0. Box 96, Paris, Teen.
All inquiries confidentiaL
' N-14-0
HOUSE TRAILER, 10' x 42"67
1. Electric heat, $65.00 per
lirk
. Two miles from !dui--
oce 753-7856. N-12-C
ONE - BEDROOM furnished
house. Phone 753-4647. N-13-C
NICE 2-BEDROOM duplex, with
dishwasher, disposal, sir, tile
bath, carpet and range, $110.
Phone 753-7550. N-17-C
TWO HOUSE TRAILERS. Both
10 feet vride. One 3 bedroom;
one 2 bedroom. Call Hale Trail-
er Park, 753-5980. N-18-P
FIVE-ROOM =furnished house,
107 South 12th Street. Call 753-
9611 days or 753-4331 after 5100
p. m. N-14-P
MOBILE HOME spaces in Fox
Meadows. Gracious living with
a suburban family envircrnment
We have just opened thirty new
spaces and ow opening special
includes no rent until January
1X.. Why not drive out and take
a look at our spacious, engineer-
ed facilities, then phone 753-
3955 for a reservation. Lc:cated
n south 16th Street and strict-
ly limited to families. N-18-C
BUSINISS OPPORTUNITY
OTORCYCLE AGENCY Avail-
le: Here's an opportunity for
sales and mechanicallY-111-ind-
person who wants to own
and operate his own business.
riumph is the motorcycle that
as earned the title of "the
orld's best motorcycle". Their
eputation for performance, re-
lability and popularity is en-
vied by other brands. Triumph
ealers receive well planned as-
coal advertising support . . .
s well as assistance with local
vertising. For a relatively
all investment, the return
an be big, and personally sat-
sfying. For details, write to Bill
cDowell, Triumph Corporation,
n, Baltimore, Maryland
H-N-13-C
THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
NOTICE NOTICE
*****************
AFT-BILT MIES
1111111191111h*
41;40/1A N
',Mt 04#114
••••.
olyester Cord Runs Smooth and Coo
iberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
Luxurious Turnpike Design '
dinow.amm
YOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE ... It will pay you N
MUSK DISTRIBUTORS
* CAIN & TAYLOR I
:check on the price of Abeam Weil
4111111, 4111111, 41111111" 41Eas 411..•
SERVICES °MIMI)
PROF'ESSIONAL resides t-
Jig painting. Brush, roll, spray.
References. Free estimates.
Phone 753-3486. N-35.0
FOR YOUR home remodelin&
additions and repairs. Free esti-
mates. Call 753-6173. IYC
GULF STATION
Corner of Sixth & Main Phone 753-5862
*Sitegi r*Stit fStierW AltdItgrit 
REAL ESTATE FOR SALO
FOR SALE at Panorama Shores
8' x 45' trailer with a new 12' x
30' building attached with bath
and electric heat, on a large
shady lot. Price $4850.00.
FOR SALE at Panorama Shores
two bedroom with bath and elec-
tric heat, on a large shady lot.
Price $4200.00.
FOR SALE at Panorama Shores
a nice two bedroom A-Frame
with electric heat, air-condi-
tioning and bath. Price $9000.-
00.
ON CATALINA a new three
bedroom brick, central heat and
air, price $14,800.00.
A NEW four bedroom stone ve-
neer, central heat and air, wall-
to-wall carpeting, two full cera-
mic tile baths. Price $26,000.00.
AT AURORA, Kentucky one
acre commercial lot with rustic
type frame dwelling. Price re-
duced $18,500.00.
180 ACRE FARM, -10 miles east
of Murray, price $18.900.00.
96 ACRE FARM, 11 infles from
Murray with a new three bed-
room frame house, price $16,-
000.00.
WE HAVE a large selection of
building lots in the city school
district, curb and gutter, water
and sewer, blacktop, price rang-
ing from $2800.00 to $3800.00.
No down payment.
FOR ALL your Real Estate
needs call or see FREEMAN
JOHNSON, Realtor, Southside
Shopping Center, Murray, Ken-
tucky 753-2731. N-18-C
130 ACRE FARM, 3 miles mir-
th of College in city limits, on
black-top road. Was part a R.
H. Crouse farm. Has house and
outbuildings. If interested call
Mr. Vaster Crouse, 247-2539,
Mayfield. N-13-C
NOTICE
Be A Part of the Action . . •
Join the Band
SPECIAL DISCOUNT ON RENTAL OR PURCHAS
E
OF RAND INSTRUMENTS!
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Dixieland Center Chestnut Street
Phone 753 7575
"YOUR COMPLETE MUSIC CENTER"
BLACK TOP PAVING
No Jobs to Small or Large
to be Appreciated
Free Estimates
Contact:
A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502
isseasa, coo a. in. and
5:00 0. m.
WILL CONTRACT new houses.
General repair work and addi-
tions. Phone 753-3368. Nov. 18-C
WILL TAKE few selected horses
for training. Boarding facilities
and pasture. Blackwell Stables,
telephone 7534077. Dec.4.0
• 
Trees and Shrubs
Trinuned or
Removed
Call . . .
Kelley's Pest
Control
753-3914
WILL STAY with convalescent
or elderly people in their home
or mine. Phone 753-1135.
N-14-NC
SAWS FILED, electric heaters
and all small appliances repair-
ed. 512 R So. 12th St., 753-6067.
N-14-P
AUTOS FOR SALM
1968 CHEVROLET Caprice. Ma.
tom with black vinyl roof and
interior. Tape player, radio, fac-
tory air and double power. Lo-
ce1 car, $2700.00. Phone 753-
1958. N-13-P
1955 CHEVROLET pick-up. Pric-
ed reasonably. Phone 753-9139.
REAL ESTATE POR SALE 1Phone 753-1222 after 6 p. m.
N-13-C
KING SIZE LOTS or acreage.
Level lots, some with trees.
Oaks Club Road. Country Club
Estates, telephone 753-6977.
Dec.
ONE OF THE finer homes in
the Murray area, on large lot
125' x 339'. This home has a
living room, family room and
a 32 ft. recreation room with a
fireplace. Also a study or sew.
ing room, three full baths, walk-
out basement, 11 large closets,
electric heat and central air
conditioning. The kitchen has
GE built-in appliances and
there is a second kitchen in the
basement for entertaining. The
lower level of this home could
be used as an apartment for
that in-law or rented out to pro-
vide extra income. There is ex-
pansion room for two or three
more bedrooms. The yard is
beautifully landscaped and
there is a large garden spot
Shown by appointment only-
Call 753-3903. N-13-C
LAKE COTTAGE in Keniana
Subdivision. 3 bedrooms, utili-
ty room, large living room and
kitchen with all utilities, elec-
tric heat. On large wooded lot.
Murray Mobile Homes, Hwy.
641 South, 753-3640. N-13-C
ATTENTION: Would you like
to draw 17'4% on your money.
Then let us show you this Trail-
& Park with 11 house trailers
now renting for $1050 per mon-
th. These trailers are all in good
condition, has space for 6 more
trailers, city water. These trail-
ers and trailer perk can be
bought for $80,000. Let your
money work for you.
ALSO a Duplex rented the past
year for $150. per month for
sale at $11,250.
CALL 753-1651 or come by the
office of ROBERTS REALTY at
505 Main Street. N-13-C
CARD Of THANKS
We, the fant.py of the late
Bruce Crain, wish to thank our
friends and neighbors for the
many kindnesses shown us dur-
ing the illness of our loved one.
To Mary Dewey, the Grogans,
and Frank goes a very special
thanks. Also we wish to thank
Dr. Dodson, Blalock-Colernan
Funeral Home, Dr. Querter-
mous, and the second floor
nurses at the hospital.
The CraM Family -
900 Poplar Street
1TC
1960 CHEVROLET Station Wa-
, V-8 automatic, $275.00. Call
2323. N-13-C
957 CHEVROLET pick-up, me-
cally good. Murray Mobile
owes, Hwy. 641 South, 753-
r34O. N-13-C
NOTICE
IN A HURRY? Seven minute
shopping! Convenient Food
Mart, Chestnut Street. N-15-C
WANTED TO BUY
WANTED: A lot in or around
Murray. Call 753-2250 after 3:30
p. m. N-13-C
WEDNESDAY - NOVEMBER 12. 1969
NOTICE NOTICE AUTOS FOR SALE
FOR SAL.
SMITH & WESSON 357 Magnum
Highe ay Patrolman. Like new
Phone 753-8592. N-13-C
GOOD 72 AC Combine, Good
66 A( Combine. Call 753-4992.
N-14-C
EXCELLENT, efficient econom-
ion, blue Lustre carpet clean-
er. Rent electric shampooer $1.
Western Auto Store. "Home of
the IA ishing Well". N-12-C
YOL ...aved and slaved for wall
-to-w-il! carpet. Keep it new
with Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Big K. N-15-C
WEIMARANER PUPS, AKC lit-
ter. Please call 753-4647. N-17-C
1969 HONDA, CB 350, 2,200
miles Priced $850. Call 753-1343
or 753-3673 after 5:00 p. m.
N47-C
ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Owners Moving Out of Town
1 16 Acre Rich Farm With Improvements
Ford Tractor Cr Personal Property
Near Ky. Lake
Fri. Nov. 14 1:00 P.M.
16 ml. N16 of Parte, 12 mt. BE of Murray. Ky., 4 Sal. Orem
New Conoord, Ky Yrom Murray take Hwy. 121 8. about
▪ ml. to Wleehart Grocery, see auction ellen. turn right
and follow auction arrows about 11 miles to sale.
rhis 116 acoe rich 165.1 farm has long Frontage on County
Road and Blacktop Road thru property. 70 acres on high state
of cultivation, now sown in Laspeclesa and permanent pasture,
46  in timber, 1.7 A. Tobacco Base. Watered by rivet, 2
good wells and large spring. Partially fenced and sorn• cross-
fencing. Irrogroyownents includes nice remod•led horn* 3 now
rooms I situated on a shady lawn with 2 large pecan trees,
  house, large stock barn, garage, shop. smokeho
chicken house end other outbuildings.
This ideal Cattle Farm is known as the Lon Ganser Fawn--
Owners are Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Dotson.
Terms: Cash. Mak• your own financial arrangements prior to
sale.
Poreolkal Property: Ford Tractor, Corm Picker and some
tornisartoo
FR Et 325.00
IVE ANDERSON
Realty and Auction Co.
1604 8th AVE, S., Nashville, Tens. 254-1375
Member: Realtors, State Cr National Auctioneers Assn.
CHROME DINETTE set. Large
table and six chairs. Please call
753-4693. N-13-C
USED COLOR TV. Practically
new, with a new sat guarantee.
Dunn TV and Appliances.
N-13-C
STOCK TRAILER, 5' x 12'. Call
753-1455. N-13-C
A.LL1S-CHALMERS 66 Combine,
John Deere corn picker, I row.
Call 753-6401. N-13-P
USED FURNITURE including
range, refrigerator, dinette
suite, bedroom suite, couch and
chair. Phone 753-2623. N-13-C
GOOD USED METAL roofing;
also used box springs and mat-
tresses and water systems, Cy-
press Resort, Hwy. 121, 5 miles
south of New Concord, Phone
(901)- N
DO YOU NEED or are you in-
terested in transportation in
first class and modern styles.
Can be seen at Standard S.ta
Lon, 12th and Pogue. You can
judge for yourself. N-14-P
CASH AND CARRY-Indoor-
outdoor carpet, $2.75 sq. yd.;
our best 100 nylon pile $3.95
sq. yd.; our hest heavy cut pile
$310 sq. yd.; out besf-, she
$3.95 sq. yd.; Commercial type
hi-dens.ty rubber bark, $3.95 sq.
Pi': our best indoor-outdoor
$3.95 sq. yd., Remnants, hall
runners, cut off pieces, bath
room pieces $1 99 sq. yd., and,
$2.99 sq. yd. while it lasts. Pas-
chall's Discount House, Hazel,
Ky. 492-9733. 1TP
HILP WANTED
CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
5:00 p. m. to 11 p. in., male or
female. Apply in person to Dart
Castle, Chestnut Street. No
phone calls please. TFC
NOTICE
(1000 COUNTRY
STYLE SAUSAGE
Mad
IN tCKeFSre
 
BU 
SHROAT'S
MEAT MARKET
109 North 5th
tic
it
 
CAPTAIN'S
KITCHEN
One Mile North of Murray
on Hwy. 641
(New Sea Food Restaurant
Opening Early December)
POSITIONS NOW OPEN
111 THE
FOLLOWING AREAS:
e Cook (male)
se' Misc. Kitchen Help
is, Waitresses
For information phone:
Paul Dailey, Jr. at
Captain's Kitchen or
Call 753-8702 or 7534139
after 5 p.m.
`, ••• \ \
KEA HAS PLAN
J. Marvin Dodson, in a tele-
vision interview, said the Ken-
tucky Education Association, of
which he is executive secretary,
will prate/Ably ask the 1970 le-
gislature to raise the ceiling
on property taves above what
any school district is now levy-
ing.
The ceiling to which Dodson
referred- was fixed in the 1963
tax rollback Law which froze
all property taxes at the total
dollar figure those taxes yield-
ed in 1965, with 10 per cent
increases allowed in the fol-
lowing two years.
Dodson said inequities exist
in the property tax structure
because the rates at some scho-
ol districts are as low as 32
cents per $100 of assessed val-
uation while in others they are
as high 92 cants.__
1909 CHEVROLET Impala
Coupe, V-8, automatic transmis-
sion, air conditioning, power
steering and brakes, dark green
with matching interior, low
mileage, new oar trade in,
$2,995. Parker Ford, Inc., 7th
and Main, Phone 753-5273.
N-14-C
1968 VW, dark blue color, new
tires, low mileage, new car
trade in, $1,395. Parker Ford,
Inc., 7th and Main, phone 753-
5273. N-14-C
1965 OLDS Delmonte, 2-door
hardtop, autoniatiC transmission,
air-conditioning, power steering
and brakes, new car trade-in,
light green finish, $1,295. Park-
er Ford, Inc., 7th and Mein,
phone 753-5273. N-14-C
1968 CHEVROLET Impala
Coupe V-8, automatic transmis-
sion, power brakes and steer-
ing, air conditioned. White with
black interior, low mileage. New
oar trade in, $2295.00. Parker
Ford Inc., 7th and Main St.,
phone 753-5273. N-14-C
WATERWAY PUSHED
Another move to include
funds for the Tennesee-Tombig-
bee (or Paducah-to-Tampa) Wa-
terway in the 1971 Federal Bud-
get was made by Governor
Nunn through an official sub-
stitute, Kentucky Natural Re-
sources Commissioner James
Shropshire, it a hearing in
Washington.
Governor Nunn, chairman of
a five-state authority that has
been promoting the waterway,
said it would provide "a water
shortcut" from the Ohio: and
Tennessee valleys to the Gulf
of Mexico and stimulate the ec-
onomy of Kentucky and other
states.
tBut, said the Governor's mes
sage, "we have talked about the
Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway
enough... we need action and
we need action now."
LADIES-Part Time-if you en-
joy cosmetics and would like to
earn extra money for Christ-
mas. Must enjoy working with
people. Cell Mrs. Hyde, 753-4638
One management position open.
N-12-P
SOMEONE to drive little girl to
Robertson School each morn-
ing. Call 753-4438 after 6:00
p. m. or inquire at 1605 Cal-
laway. N-13-P
SHOW PATRIOTISM
Americans should exprem
their patriotism during the up
coming national holidays-Vet
erans' Day, Nov. 11, and Thanks-
giving Day, Nov. 27-Curtiss M
Jewell, assistant adjutant gen-
eral for the Veterans of Fore-
ign Wars, declared at the an-
nual Kentucky VFW conferen-
ce.
Americans have "far too long
accepted the expressions of the
dissident minority groups who
are calling for moraboriiuns on
the Vietnam conflict," he said.
1 In favor of
4 Labor
8 Pronoun
11 Let fall
12-Competent
13 Ventilate
14 Maiden loved
by Zeus
15 Flap
17 Second of twp
21 Priest's
vestment
23 Toll
24 Shakespearian
king
26 Consume
28 Danish island
31 Spread tor
drying
33 Hit lightly
35 Recent
36 Printer's
measure
38-Colonizes
41 Symbol for
tellurium
42-Cheer
44-Nothing
45-Stroke
47 Barracuda
49 Church bench
51 Whip
54 Clhoopien title
56 Offspring
Dhirouted
59 Begins
62 Soal
64 Raolroao
abbr )
55 Crony (collod
66 Spoken
68 Great Lake
70 Conjunction
71-Body of water
72 Plunge
DOWN
1 Confirm
2 Artificial
language
3 Choose
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS 4 Article of
furniture
5-River in Site, la
6-Sick
7-Page of book
8-Glossy fabric
9-Hasten
10 Be mistaken
11,Face of watch
16 Cooled lava
18-Afternoon party
20 Dine
22-Fights
25-Things, in la.
27-Hindu cymbals
29-Soak
30-Be meet&
32-lair
34 Vigor(calOo.)
36-Bitter vetch
37 Short steep
39 Gratuity
40 Sodium chloride
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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43 tiarbno,e,
46 Chinese pagoda
48 Sailor (colloci )
50.Globe
52 Denude
53-At this place
55-Ceass
57-Compass point
59-Resort
60-Suo.cou or
61 Standing room
only (abbe)
63-Spread for
drying
67 Indefinite
article
69-A state
(abbe)
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Abbie 'N Slats
WELL SURROUND THE TOWN AND
CUT ALL LINES OF COMMUNICATiON-,
THEN WE'LL PDP THE QUESTiCN:
JOIN OW TEAM OR PER/SW'
SUPPOSE THEY
DECIDE To FIGHT--
WITH REAL WEAPONS
CHIEF ?.7
(THAT'S WHY WE'RE HERE---ro
'FIND OUT HOW THEY'D REACT
TO A REAL INVASION FIR=W1
OUTER SPACE
To sag Pe. OM -Alf one.,ree 5, 11..rd Syndic.to
LH' Abner
C b• Plow. Ihedltado r.
PIseld 111104•11••••••4
by R. Van Bin.en
Met4,1, PLAY IT COOL.
TILL WE FIND OUT WHAT
THESE SPACIENIKS ARE
AFTER
by Al Capp
-THE BEANS ARC
1501LING-K1D
THEN TOSS 'EM.
ALIVIL LIKE
LOWITIRS!!
THAT'S PORK AND
bEAk1S15UCK1KIGNAM
PALACE SMILE,' ALL
RIGHT!! Mt KNOWS
HIS BUS I K1 ESS.'.•
..a.a11111,
44
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
WASHINGTON - Mrs . Jacqueline G. Gutwillig, chairman of the
Citizens Advisory Council on the States of Women, talking to
newsmen after meeting with President Nixon:
"A black male has a better opportunity than a white woman
In many respects. From everything we hear, women are discrim-
inated against more than blacks. . .
"Our aim is simply'to help women in the United States. They
have been the real silent majority."
WASHINGTON - Rep. Henry S. Reuss, D-Wis., who plans to
introduce a bill today to ban supersonic flights overland unless
the raise will not harm or annoy people below:
"We simply cannot allow supersonic airliners to assault the
peace and quiet of millions of Americans just so a few jet setters
can get where they're going a few hours taster."
WASHINGTON - The reports of two jet pilots who nearly had
a midair collision a week ago in clouds over western New York.
The incident took only four or five seconds as the planes passed
within 20 feet of each other:
"I observed a large jet aircraft on a collision course to ours.
I immediately applied hard-over left aileron." — Capt. Ray A.
Lemmon of United Airlines, who had been warned by a shout
from his second officer.
"There was a picture of the fat fuselage in front of me...
then it disappeared." —Capt. Joseph Szatiarski of Seatoard
World Airways, aboard whose cargo jet no one spotted the United
craft through the clouds.
WASHINGTON - Sen. Harold E. Hughes, 1)-Iowa, calling on
President Nixon to call a Christmas cease-fire in Vietnam at
this time as a gesture of good faith toward demonstrators arriv-
ing in Washington this weekend for war protests:
"At this point , the federal government's scenario of prepara-
tions tot the demonstrations appears to be a replay of Chicago...
"It seems to me that it would still be worth our trying a unilateral
and publicly proclaimed cease-fire in honor of the approaching
holidays, Buddhist and Judeo-Christian, and expressing our willing-
ness to continue it indefinitely beyond the holidays."
There are 225,000 public
highway-railroad grade crossings
in the United States.
ace
Jumbo, the most famous cir-
cus elephant, was brought to
America in 1882 by P.T.
Barnum, and its stuffed hide
is still on exhibit at Tufts College
near Boston.-
For eaeh one part IA gasoline
auto engines consume, they re-
quire 10r to 12 parts of air.
* *
--Canada --itr the world's tradinr
producer of nickel.
* * *
Louisville, Ky., has more than
20 veterinarians engaged exclu-
sively in treatment of horses.
Texas is the nation's leading
producer of oil.
* * *
Sixty per cent of America's
softwood timber is in the
western states.
* * *
Grover. Cleveland was the
only president born in New Jer-
sey.
* * *
Jefferson Barracks Cemeter
in St. Louis, established in 1863
and now containing graves of
more than 46,t/00-servicemen.
is second to Arlington in size.
* * *
SEEN & HEARD . . .
(Cortinood From Pee, One)
lately? lit our younger days we
were a whiz at this sort of
thing, but it's a real chore to-
day. Our brain apparently is so
bombarded by various and sun-
dry ideas that things just do
not dick like they used to.
A law was passed in 1955 which
requires that the motto "In
God We Trust" be placed on
all U.S. currency. Some of the
old dies aze still being used
which do bot have this motto
on them and when they wear
out, new ones will be used
which bear the motto.
Bobby Baker's net worth is list-
ed as $1.7 million. tie was LBJ's
secretary when LB.1 was Senate
Majority Leader. He was con-
victed two years ago on crim-
inal charges of pocketing $99,-
600 in political contributions
and evading taxes on this illi-
cit income. He is appealing this
conviction.
Suffering great pangs of hung-
er last night we went to the
refrigerator to see what was
in the offing. We saw this round
cheese covered in red paraffin
and a jar of Kosher Dills and
that was about all. We'll just
have to make this do, we say
to ourselves in anticipation. Got
some fresh crackers and the
pitcher of Awake and soon our
hunger was alleviated. Lady
the dog came in to see what
was going on. She has refrig-
erator ears. Every time it opens
she makes the scene. Just cur-
ious.
We certa:nly liked those Amer-
ican flags flying yesterday. No
one organized it, people just
put them out.
Now comes the Circle K Club
of Murray State who have ask-
ed that everybody fly their
flags all week long for Ameri-
canism Week this week. Fly
them through Saturday please
APOLLO....
The cornerstone of the White
1792. (Continued Prom Page One)House was laid Oct. 13,
At Melton Mon bray
Miniature Trains, Ships
Town's Big Attractions!
A somewhat blase young
tiny dock to board ship—a
The ships and the trains are
all a part of Lord Gretton's
Stapleford House and Park, a
469-year-old house among the
most beautiful and elegant in
Britain.
But it is the park, not far
from the house, to which most
family groups come for a day's
'uting,
• •
THERE is a lake, where the
miniature ships sail, and there
;UV islands with a colony of
wild geese. The entire property
and all its facilities are open
during the spring and summer
afternoons during the week as
WI II' ZiS en Sundays and on bank
holidays. The admission is less
than 30 cents for adults. half
price for c h I Idren.
sunny weather and go for a
swim in the Atlantic after eat-
ing Inch wih tap program of-
ficials today.
Activity picked up at the
launch pad before dawn. Mod
of the work was deeded to get-
ting the 55-ton spacecraft ready
for flight. The most crcal op-
eration—activating the ship's
fuel cell power generators—was
scheduled bate today.
Hint Of A Problem
The only hint of a problem
came in a radiation report from
the government's Space Distur-
bance Center at Boulder, Colo.
A spokesman, John McKinnon,
said there some indications a
radiation outburst called a solar
flare might develop in a few
days.
If such a flare did turn up,
and if it was severe enough, it
would force a delay in the mis-
sion. However, McKinnon said
there was not yet enough in-
formation available to say whe-
ther the flare, if it did develop,
would pose a threat to Apollo
12..
visitor arrives on a miniature train at a
miniature ocean unit-in Stapieford Park.
By STEVE UNIT
Written Especially for Central Press road Thin Newspaper
JUST BEFORE the launching of Britain's QE2, another beau-
tiful ship dipped into the water for the first time.
This passenger liner was launched at Stratford-upon-Avon, a
town noted for Shakespeare but hardly for ships The new vessel
is 47 feet long and she carries 40 passengers.
She is a four-ton replica of the Shaw Savill liner the Southern
Cross, commissioned by Lord Gretton for his lake at Stapleford
Park near Melton Mowbray. Leicestershire, 100 miles from Lon-
don.
The Southern Cross joined her sister ship the Northern Star.
which has been carrying passengers on Lord Gretton's 11-
acre lake for six years. They - --
are the largest passenger-car- Railway picks up passengers
at the automobile parking lot
and passes the rose gardens, a
central station and shops and
crosses over a concrete bridge
on its route to Lakeside Sta-
tion, where the tiny ships dock
and where a cafe serves light
meals to visitors. Some 25,000
people ride the trains each sum-
mer. The trains have been in
on. operation for 11 years.
The Northern Star, first of
the two miniature ships In Lord
Gretton's land-locked fleet, re-
sulted from widespread inquiry
regarding the hiring of boats
for the lake, Lord Gretton took
an even more exciting alterna-
tive: with the helpful co-oper-
ation of Messrs. Shaw Swill
the Northern Star was put into
service and completed her
maiden voyage around th2
lake's islands on the last day
of June in 1963.
The Siiuthern Cross, even
newer. shares with her sister
ship ttie distinction of being
the largest passenger carrying
miniature ships in the world.
The southein Cross is 47 feet
in length with ;in eight-foot
beam and speeds across Lord
Gretton's 11-acre lake at six
Istaateseleseieeri
rying miniature liners in the
world.
There are tiny trains here,
too: a boat train (conveying
passengers to the Southern
Cross or the Northern Stare
a car park train (picking up
passengers at the parking field,
later leaving them there prior
to their return home), and so
Had a host of fellow Shrin-
ers and their wives, call me
from the convention, wishing
me well, and it's touching that
you haven't done more for fri-
ends when you were as strong
as an ox and enjoying good
health. Thanks Don Robinson,
Jim Williams, Asher Klapp,
Freed Cotham, Col. Perkins.
John L. Williams. It made 6
good night for MC
Gradie Stubblefield, who has
been making wood pallets for
years by hand and hammers,
but now has the dog-gondest air
machine I ever saw In fact the
only one. You just pour a keg
of nails into a hopper and at
not only unscrambles them to
where all nails come through
a tube into an air gun, it nabs
them into oak wood up tight
in two seconds. You've got' to
see it to believe it. Went to
school with Frances, Gradie's
wife, and she was one of the
toughest to beat when the re-
port cards came out.
Jack Norsworthy, Parker Ford
salesman, is an ole west side
boy that carries a smile as big
as a wave on a slop bucket all
the time. Just natural to, no-
thing artificial about it. An
other one, who has passed on,
never saw the dark side of any
situation was Hugh Wilson. We
are guilty of dialing the
wrong number many times, but
I remember one day when
Hugh was working for Johnnie
Parker at the Standard Station
across from the post-office, be-
fore dials a long time, the tele-
phone rang and Hugh picked it
up to say, "Hello"., there was
an excited lady on the other
end, who said, "Doctor some-
thing is bad wrong with my
dog, he's running in circles and
slobbering awful, what should I
do?" Hugh said change oil every
9,000 miles man, and hung up
Mr. Daniel MrKeel had one
of the two best trained stock
dogs I ever saw. He traded all
the time and rode nothing but
the best in a saddle horse. He
would travel over the county
buying anything he thought
would make a dime and that
dog made every mile Mr. Da
niel did. I've seen him with
hogs, sheep and cattle ping
down the road in front of hear
and his horse and that dog
keeping every one of them in
the road. Never letting one ani-
mal get out of the lot for more
than a few minutes.
Conrad inspected his awe-
some Saturn 5 rocket Tuesday,
reported it looked "fine", and
summed up the status of pre-
launch activity with one word:
"Great."
The veteran space command-
er, in jaunty spirits and wear-
ing a battered baseball cap with
an Apollo 12 button pinned to
it, later went on a 40-minute
acrobatic flight in a T-38 jet
trainer. He said the plane's ra-
dio "pooped out," but it didn't
bother him.
Cancels Plane Flight
Gordon canceled a plane
flight Tuesday and instead re-
mained at his quarters catching
up on paper work. Bean work-
ed out for a while in a lunar
module simulator. Conrad has
planned to fly a helicopter, but
switched to the jet instead.
The three Navy commanders
are scheduled to board the com-
mand 'hip Ya.)kee Clipper at
8:42 a. m., Fr day and spend
the next two h irs and 40 min-
utes getting for the dart
of the 10-4.ay venture.
Among the teousands expect-
ed to be on hand for the blast-
off are President Nixon, Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew and
Mrs. Pat Nixon. The President
tentativety was scheduled to ar-
rive at 10:10 a. m launch day.
Officials in communities sur-
rounding the apace center esti-
mate that half a million per
eons 'will be in the area to see
Apollo 12 rumble skyward. Be-
tween 750.000 and one million
were on hand for the launch of
Apollo 11 In July.
\ Jed Minnesota
%s ere the first two states to adopt
.farimspitehw-
Hospital Report
ADULTS 95
NURSERY 8
NOVEMBER 10,1969
ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Janet Scott, Shady Oaks
Trl. Cre No, 17, Murray; Mrs.
Lucy Alderdice, Rte. 5, Murray;
Mrs. Deborah Housden and Bab)
Girl, Lynn Grove; Elmer Colson,
Gen. Del., Murray; Mrs. Loraine
Parker, Rte. 6, Murray; Miss
Sheila Downs, Rte. 6, Murray,
Mrs. Jacqueline Broach, Box
223, Murray; Jerry Parrish,Rte.
2, Murray; Greg Smith, 1401 Hart
Hall Ma', Murray; John Yates,
White Hall MSII, Murray; John
Travis, Hardin; Baby Boy Hagan,
616 College Crts., Murray; Mrs.
Maudie Garrison, Rte. 4, Murr-
ay; Mrs. Tamson Parker, 700
Meadow Lane, Murray; John
Mayfield, Sedalia; Mrs. Kate Pe-
rry, New Concord; Ira Tripp,
Rte. 6, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Joseph Anderson, 709 A War-
nock Phila., Pa., Miss Susie Crab-
tree, Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs, Era
Farmer, 505 Vine, Murray; Mrs.
Kay Odom and Baby Girl, Rte. 2,
Dover, Tenn., Mrs. Sheila Baker
and Baby Boy, Rte. 8, Box 285,
Benton; Mrs. Mildred Culver and
Baby Girl, Rte. 5, Benton; Alton
Jones, Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs. Vir-
ginia Blackburn, 100 Hickory Dr.
Murray; Mrs. Rachal Hendon,
Rte. 4 
' 
Murray; Mrs. Gussie
Adams, 907 Sycamore, Murray,
Mrs. Dewey Dixon, Rte. 7, Mur-
ray; Ernest Phillips, Rte. 5,
Murray; Mrs. Lena Paschall,
Rte. 1, Murray; Paul Humphreys,
901 Sycamore, Murray; Seldon
Miller (To Cony. Div.), Rte. 1,
Alm°.
Today's Fuel For Tomorrow's Power From Trash?
Stock Market Sy JAMES NCentral Pr IN A N • $41tiOn
NEW YORK (UPI)--• Stocks
opened mixed today in moder-
ately active trading.
Analysts note that there is
little in the news background to
set off a definite trend on Wall
Street, although they point out
that airlines may get special
attention as a result of some
major industry news. North-
west, a wealthy airline, and
Northeast, one of the poorest,
have reached a tentative
agreement to merge.
In addition, four leading
airlines— Trans World, Ameri-
can, UAL, Inc. and Eastern--
are expected to show a
substantial fourth quarter im-
provement from a year ago
when they showed a collective
loss of around $13 million.
Shortly after the opening, the
U P 1 marketwide indicator
showed a gain of 0.04 per cent
on 356 issues crossing the tape.
There were 133 advances, and
112 declines.
In the electronics Texas
Instruments climbed le to 125,
while Honeywell added 1 to
1491/2, and Magnavox 14 to
421/4 . General Electric howev-
er, dipped 14 to 85, Litton to
55 1/8, and Collins Radio 6to
56.
Control Data, a big mover in
recent weeks, was unchanged
at 114. RCA edged up 3,13 to
411/4, and Westinghouse lost 1/2
to 63. IBM picked up b2 to 368.
Memorex continued to give
way to profit taking after
booming around 29 points last
week. It backed off 1% to 15-4'e.
Burroughs lost 2 to 147.
Among the autos, Chrysler
gained I s to 39%. General
Motors' and Ford were un-
changed at 7478 and 44,
respectively. American Motors
was steady at Wee
In the oils, Occidental tacked
on lei to 24%, and Jersey
Standard 14 to 6478. Atlantic
Richfield also gained 14 to
101%.
American Telephone eased lifa
to 531,4.
* * *
Juan Bautista De Anza found
the first land route from Mexi-
co to California in 1774.
* * *
A. total of 1,342 persons died
in boating accidents in the Uni-
ted States in 1968.
Correspondent
BETHESDA, Md. No other
young lady In the world has a
job like the one held here by
Marcia Newell. A little over a
year out of college, and in her
early twenties, she's helping her
boss. Dr. Frederick D. Sigler of
the U.S. Biological Survey, de-
velop a method for making
power for tomorrow's world
from today's trash.
As Marcia explains it, "Dr.
Sister aims to transfer corn
cobs, peanut shells, sawdust, al-
gae, and a lot of other cheap.
plentiful waste materials into
electricity-generating fuel."
Miss Newell says that already
her boss has made such marked
progress in his revolutionary
method, that he has demon-
strated it before a gathering, in
nearby Washington, of distin-
guished members of the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences.
• • •
MARCIA describes the lab de-
vice he developed for his demon-
strations "as a biochemical cell.
a potentially new energy source
not only for commercial and in- 1
dustrlal purposes, but of rich,
promises for the average house
owner and farmer." 1
Dr. Sister himself elaborates:1
"My cell is a new use of a cen-
tury-old idea. A fuel cell essen-
tially is a chemical generator of
electricity something like a stor-
age battery. It converts chemi-
cal energy riirectly into electric-
ity without first making me- I
chanical power."
For demonstration purposes, 1
Dr. Sister's device is composed
of two sections which he calls
an anode section and a cathode
section. A mixture of sea water,
containing organic matter as
fuel, and bacteria cells to serve
as a catalyst, is placed in the
anode section. The cathode sec-
tion contains sea water and
oxygen.
• • •
1111 -riesuirmesseasis•
Marcia Newell works on device to transfer cheap waste into fuel.
periments made thus far, Dr.
_Sister believes the plentiful
waste materials mentioned ear-
lier "could serve to produce
electricity as least as efficiently
as the most advanced conven-
tional power plant now operat-
ing. The secret lies in harness-
ing bacteria to produce elec-
trical energy naturally given off
by the decomposition of vege-
table 'organic) matter."
• • •
THE SCIENTIST says his
revolutionary plan resulted from
routine studies he has been
making for many years. Since
his lab facilities are at the Na-
tional Institutes of Health in
Betheseda, he was asked if- his
cell work has much to do with
public health.
Dr. Sister said it might have
a great deal to do with public
SINCE all this is somewhat health, especially if it turns out
difficult for the average person that waste material now being
to understand. Dr. Sister ex- dumped Into the rivers or treat-
plains that essentially the en- ed at great public expense to
ergy released &sines from bac-Imake it harmless. "should turn
teria as it "burns" the organic out to be as valuable for the
production of energy-as the f
all fuels: coal, gas and oil."
In such case, Dr. Staler 
says.perhaps we sill ould soon be
building new kinds of power-
matter; but the cell design is
such that the energy is re-
leased in the form of electricity
instead of as heat. '
On the basis of his unique ex-
generating units instead of in-
creasing the number of sewage.
disposal plants.
•
BESIDES low cost, the scien-
tist says, a biochemical cell
would pi'uvide complete silence
and safety, and would requite/
no moving parts, need very
ltie care and would operate
. 1 •
While stressing the paint that
the cell is still in an early stage
of development. Dr. Sister is
convinced that. his cell can pro-
vide the basis for an inexpen-
sive, low-voltage power source
for many residential, industrial.
military and outer-spaee uses. •.
What is now thrown awny.
the scientist explains, could be
iisPd as fuel to generate some
of the electricity needs of paper
mills. In addition, the new pro-
cess looks promising_ for indi-
vidual hbusehold ii sea: the
farmer might. turn the waete
material in his septic tank into
a quick source 0: electricity for
his daily needs.
- The isblated
, ceivably could use such wa.des
I as fallen leave,. and, grass cut-
ting.s for a small' power source
saving him money every day.
Reindeer-tending Lapps of
lorthern Norway use snow
icooters to rouncl strays and
transport supplies, -says the Na-
tional Geographic.
* * *
National Guard units are lo-
cated in more than 2,500 Ameri-
can cities.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
/Federal State Market News
Service 11-12-'69 Kentucky Pur-
chase Area Hag Market Report
Includes 10 Buying Staticns.
Receipts 647 Head, Barrows, and
Gilts, Mostly Steady; So w s,
Steady.
US 2-3 200-240 lbs $25.25-25.75.
Few 1-2 $26.00;
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $25.00-25.50.
US 24 240260 lbs U4.50-25.00.
US 3-4 260-280 lbs $24.00-24.50.
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 His $2L50-22
US 1-3 300 550 lbs
US 2-3 450650 lbs $20.00-20.75:
The Doivions aiiul „ „mu.,
for about one-fifth 111 meri.
can apple crop.
* * *
The Assyrian Empirc was.
talilished in the thli 1;cottirv
Ghana ranks fifth
okaiki--ip  kr • In •ter.w.s.i.as...4,v
ionds.
Sweet Sue 24-oz, Hart's
CHICKEN 'N CHERRIES
DUMPLINGS 49' 3 etz. 79e
• BUSH'S SHOWBOAT # 300 Cans •
SPAGHETTI - GREAT NORTHERN
or PINTO BEANS
3 cans., 29.
Kitchen Kraft # 300 can Hunt's - # 300 can
PURPLE HULL PEAS TOMATO SAUCE
cans
for
cans 4
for
da.
_ 890
NUCOA
SUNSHINE
Cheez-its
Box
250
KRAFT 8oz
French Dressing 290
HART'S- 14 oz.
Tomato Catsu 1
KRAFT Quart 
Miracle Whip 590
iisl led
tiegia! fl 350
••••
Flap Stack
PANCAKE MIX
100
COMO IMITATION -
Vanilla Flavoring - - - - 150
°ELITE() - 111-ox.
Blackb'ry Preserves 2/890
Flavor-Kist -
CRA
1.
CKERS
35
Tall Boy
TOMATO OR VEG.2,7„soup39t
SLAB - DERINED
BACON
CANADIAN
BACON 
ALL-MEAT
BOLOGNA_
METZGER BRAND
COUNTRY
HAM
• PRODUCE
CRANBERRIES
GRAPEFRUIT
GRAPES (Red)
II Lar
Sib
„g 37
ç rbag 59
lb 14'
25' 30e
SMOKED
PORK CHOPS
BULK 3 Lbs
Brown Sugar 
NEW FORMULA
' lb
it 53'
99c
b 59c
5 $135
/9'
53°
Diet-Rite Cola NO CYCLAMATE!! —
Swann's Market
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